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Abstract
Progress in the emerging field of engineered quantum systems requires the development of devices that can act as quantum memories. In this thesis, a novel spectroscopic technique using electron spin resonance (ESR) is presented. Microwave
whispering gallery modes (WGM) in cylindrical dielectric resonators are used to
probe paramagnetic impurities at millikelvin temperatures under the influence of an
applied dc magnetic field. This technique couples the naturally high quality factor
and the relatively high magnetic filling factor of WGMs in crystalline hosts. Precision spectroscopy has been performed on a number of dielectric samples including,
sapphire, ruby, quartz, yttrium orthosilicate (YSO) and yttrium aluminium garnet
(YAG).
Spectroscopic characterisation of sapphire reveals trace ion impurities at parts
per billion, which have been used to control strong coupling between the WGM
doublets. Moreover, time-reversal symmetry breaking has been observed when a
WGM interacts with an ESR, a result of selection rules being created as a consequence of conservation of angular momentum. Following this, interactions between
WGM microwave photons and spin resonances are shown in a range of systems.
Results achieved include coupling between WGM photons and Cr3+ ions in ruby
with normal mode splitting on the order of 600 MHz at 13.9 GHz, the coupling of
iron group ion impurities to WGM photons in YSO, which also revealed a strong
coupling regime with very low magnetic field, and coupling of Er3+ to WGMs in
YAG with evidence of dilute ferromagnetism - the first observation of such an e↵ect
outside of iron group doped semiconductors.
In addition a novel double-post re-entrant cavity is presented, which is able to
focus the rf magnetic field into a small sample, in this case a sub-millimetre sized
Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) ferrite microsphere that supports magnon resonances.

Ultra-high cooperatively of 105 between photon and magnon modes is demonstrated
at millikelvin temperatures and microwave frequencies. A coupling strength (normal
mode splitting) of 2 GHz at 20 GHz, equivalent to 76 cavity linewidths, is achieved
for the bright cavity mode. This constitutes about 10% of the photon energy and
shows that ultra-strong coupling is possible in spin systems at microwave frequencies.
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Alternating Current, f 6= 0

Al2 O3

Sapphire crystal

ALC

Avoided Level Crossing
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Australian Research Council

C band

-Microwave frequency band; 4 to 8 GHz,
-Optical frequency band; 1530 1565 nm

Cr3+ :Al2 O3

Ruby crystal

DC

Direct Current, f = 0

EPR

Electron Paramagnetic Resonance

EQuS

ARC Centre of Excellence for Engineered Quantum Systems

ESR

Electron Spin Resonance
Spin half linewidth

g

Spin-photon coupling

gL

Landé g-factor

HEMEX

Heat exchange method of sapphire growth

HO

Harmonic Oscillator
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Overview
1.1 Thesis outline
This thesis studies techniques for observing coupled spin-cavity systems at millikelvin temperatures, and is presented as a series of articles, arranged and reformatted into ten chapters describing research undertaken at the University of Western
Australia (UWA). An introductory chapter is followed by eight chapters made from
journal articles that have been either accepted for publication, or are intended to
be submitted, where I am either the first author or have contributed significantly to
the research. These papers describe two distinct research themes: Chapters 2-5
describe resonance measurements of highly pure, undoped crystals, while Chapters
6-9 use crystals with a strong magnetic response. The final chapter summarises the
main findings of the thesis.
The chapters are as follows:
1 Introduction

1

This chapter explains the motivation for this thesis. It also provides an overview
of the technical aspects of the experiments.
2 Microwave spectroscopy of sapphire crystals

29

This chapter describes an experiment with a bulk sapphire crystal to reproduce the e↵ect of an Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) spectrometer using whispering
gallery modes (WGM).
3 Strong coupling between photonic modes

51

This chapter continues measurements of a bulk sapphire crystal. We control microwave resonances through the paramagnetic ion impurities in sapphire and demonstrate strong coupling between photonic modes.
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4 Time-reversal symmetry breaking in sapphire

65

In this chapter we measure a sapphire crystal and demonstrate that the cylindrical geometry of WGM resonators allows for time-reversal symmetry breaking. We
also measure the interaction strength of the ESR as a function of temperature and
show that it follows the expected Boltzmann distribution.
5 Microwave spectroscopy of quartz

83

In this chapter, the technique developed for sapphire measurements (Chapter 2)
is applied to an undoped quartz WGM resonator, demonstrating a number of ESR
transitions.
6 Coupling to the chromium ion in ruby

93

In this chapter we focus on measuring crystals with higher levels of impurities.
We measure a ruby WGM resonator doped with 3% Cr3+ by weight, and observe
coupling between the Cr3+ ion and WGM resonances.
7 Iron group impurities in YSO

107

We apply the method of WGM spectroscopy to Y2 Si5 O (YSO) cylinders containing the rare-earth dopants europium or erbium in varying concentrations. We
discover a number of ESR transitions with non-zero Zero Field Splittings (ZFS),
that we attribute to Iron Group Impurity ions (IGI). We observe the strong coupling regime with one of these IGI lines.
8 Dilute ferromagnetism in YAG

121

We apply the method of WGM spectroscopy to an erbium doped Y3 Al5 O12
(YAG) crystal. We have sufficient sensitivity with whispering gallery modes to
observe long range order of dilute rare-earth spins. We also measure the strong
coupling regime between the photonic modes and the erbium ESR.
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9 High cooperativity magnon system

136

In this chapter we apply these techniques to a double-post re-entrant cavity
coupled to a YIG spin wave resonator and achieve high cooperativity strong coupling.
10 Conclusions

159

This chapter summarises this thesis.

1.2 Motivation
The investigation of hybrid quantum systems is an area of great interest in modern
physics.
The coupling of quantum information between microwave and optical frequencies
is of particular interest, as these two domains have complementary strengths and
weaknesses for quantum information processing. Solid state systems such as superconducting (SC) quantum circuits, nanomechanical devices, and spin doped solids
o↵er greater flexibility than those operating in the optical regime. These devices are
typically operated at microwave frequencies, with superconducting qubits operating
in the microwave regime having demonstrated long coherence times. However, due
to limitations in microwave cables it becomes difficult to transmit microwave photons over large distances, a problem which does not exist in the optical regime. An
active area of research aims to find materials or systems that allows us to communicate between the two regimes coherently. There are a number of candidates for
this, including the Er3+ ion which has ESR transitions in the microwave domain,
as well as a well-known 1500 nm transition within the so-called telecommunications
C-Band, which is used for long distance optical fibre communication.
Further motivating this work is the desire to characterise such materials with
great sensitivity in order to uncover interesting phenomena or unexpected behaviours
such as quantum phase transitions. To continue progress in this areas, ultra-pure
materials are required, which depend on efficient refining and identification of resid-
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ual impurities. These impurities are believed to be responsible for limitations in
quality factors [1] and generation of the flicker noise as well as nonlinear e↵ects at
low temperatures [2].

1.3 Spin Resonances
1.3.1 Electron Spin Resonance
Electron Spin Resonance (ESR), alternatively referred to as Electron Paramagnetic
Resonance (EPR), is a phenomenon in systems with unpaired electrons. It arises
from the unpaired electrons acting as permanent magnetic dipoles, resulting in a net
angular momentum and thus a magnetic moment. In the systems presented in this
thesis, electron spin resonances of paramagnetic ions within crystalline structures
are studied. Such impurities exist either as an unintentional result of the crystal
growth process, or by deliberate doping of crystals. The photon energy of the ESR
typically corresponds to transitions in the microwave regime. Therefore, microwave
photons can excite an electron from a populated lower energy state into an allowed
higher energy state.
In practical experiments, a magnetic field is often applied to the system which
changes the energy of the magnetic dipole. The simplest example of an ESR is an
electron in free space, where we can state the Hamiltonian

He = µB ge BŜ,

(1.1)

where µB is the Bohr magneton, B is the applied DC magnetic field, ge is the electron
g-factor in free space, and Ŝ is the spin state of the electron which may be | 1/2i
or |+1/2i. Thus, the electron transition between the two states has the energy
5
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h⌫ =

E(B)

= (+1/2)ge µB B

(1.2)
( 1/2)ge B

(1.3)

= ge µB B,
the electron g-factor in free space (ge =

(1.4)

2.00231930436153) is one of the most

accurately measured physical constants, having a relative standard uncertainty of
2.6 ⇥ 10

13

[3].

However, this is the simplest case and in this thesis we consider more complicated
systems where the electron is not isolated. To describe these systems, the following
e↵ects must be considered:

Modification in the electron g-factor The crystal lattice a↵ects the local electric field and causes a modification in the electron g-factor, which is now named
Landé g-factor, gL which takes into account the orbital angular momentum in
addition to the spin angular momentum. This can be highly dependent on
crystal lattice site and magnetic field direction, and is therefore anisotropic.
In this instance, gL can be thought of as a tensor.
Spin lattice coupling If |S| > 1/2, an energy level splitting may exist without an
applied magnetic field due to spin-lattice coupling. This so-called zero field
splitting (ZFS) is typical for electrons in the 3d orbital which are exposed
to the inhomogeneous crystal electric field. Some example Hamiltonians are
given for such a case:

|S| = 3/2, for example Cr3+ in sapphire
2

H3/2 =µB BĝL Ŝ + D[Ŝz
6

1
S(S
3

+ 1)].

(1.5)
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|S| = 5/2, for example Fe3+ in sapphire


2
1
H5/2 = µB BĝL Ŝ + D Ŝz
S (S + 1)
3
i
h 4
⇥
4
4
1
+ 16 a Ŝ⇠ + Ŝ⌘ + Ŝ⇣
S (S + 1) 3S 2 + 3S
5
h
2
2
1
+ 180 F 35S4z 30S(S + 1)Ŝz + 25Ŝz
⇤
6S(S + 1) + 3S 2 (S + 1)2 ,

1

⇤

(1.6)

where a is the (fourth-order) spin Hamiltonian parameter, ĝL is the g-factor
tensor, µB is the Bohr magneton, B is the vector magnetic field strength, Ŝ is
the electronic spin operator where Ŝi are the components of the electronic spin
operator, D is the (second-order) zero field splitting (ZFS) parameter, and F
is the (fourth-order) ZFS parameter.
Spin-lattice coupling has less influence on rare-earth elements, consisting of
the set of 14 lanthanide elements as well as Yttrium and Scandium. The
ions of these elements are interesting due to their incomplete f -orbitals, which
causes the f -orbital electrons to be shielded behind the 5s2 5p6 orbitals. This
shielding limits the influence of the crystal field, and as such rare-earth ions
with incomplete f -orbitals typically do not exhibit a zero-field splitting.
Nuclear Spin We must also consider the spin Î of the nucleus the electron is bound
to. For example, the most naturally abundant isotope of vanadium, 51 V, has a
non-zero nuclear spin (I = 7/2). Thus, hyperfine splitting occurs in the ESR
spectrum that can be accounted for in the following Hamiltonian:
Hhf = Ŝ · Â · Î

n nB

· Î + Î · Q̂ · Î,

(1.7)

where Ŝ and Î are the electron spin and nuclear spin operators respectively, Â
is the hyperfine interaction tensor,
n

n

is the nuclear g-factor magnetic moment,

is the nuclear magneton, Î is the nuclear spin, and Q̂ represents the nuclear

quadrupole interaction matrix.
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Magnetic Anisotropy A number of parameters have a dependence on the orientation of the applied magnetic field. The parameters ĝL , Â, and Q̂ can be
expressed as tensors, for example:
2

3
gLx 0
0
ĝL = 4 0 gLy 0 5 .
0
0 gLz

(1.8)

These parameters can be determined experimentally [4].

1.3.2 Spin Ordering
This thesis also examines quantised spin-waves in ferromagnetic materials. A ferromagnet has a spontaneous magnetic moment due to spins being aligned in a regular
manner. This can be explained by the so-called exchange field or exchange interaction which acts to lower the total system energy by aligning spins.
1.3.2.1

Magnon Spin-Wave

In a ferromagnetic substance such as YIG (Y3 Fe5 O12 ), spins occupy many points
on the crystal lattice which are able to interact with each other, described as the
following Hamiltonian

Hsw =

1X
Jij Si · Sj ,
2 i,j

(1.9)

where Jij is the exchange interaction between spins Si and Sj . Naturally, the exchange interaction is stronger for spins closer together.
A magnon is a quasiparticle which represents a quantised spin wave involving
a collective excitation of many spins. This is in analogy with phonons in a lattice,
where phonons are a quantum of lattice vibrations propagating through the crystal.
1.3.2.2

Ferromagnetism

Ferromagnetic substances such as iron, and ferrimagnetic substances such as magnetite and YIG have long range ordering between electron spins located regularly
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Environment

ESR
Photonic Mode
Figure 1.1: System of couplings within a typical set up. Two probes are coupled
as input and output of the photonic mode with couplings 1 and 2 . The photonic
mode is coupled to the environment with a coupling and hence a linewidth of .

throughout the crystal lattice. This long range order is responsible for forming
magnetic domains and a net magnetisation in theses crystals.
Doped paramagnetic ions within a lattice are also susceptible to the exchange
interaction. However this is on a much smaller scale. This dilute ferromagnetism
has been explored in semiconductor crystals [5–7] where the long range order is
established by dilute randomly distributed impurities in a non-magnetic crystals as
well as evidence for ferromagnetism has been found in rare-earth ion doped crystals
Nd:LiF4 and Nd:YVO4 [8].

1.3.3 ESR Spectroscopy
ESR spectroscopy is the study of materials and the determination of the presence
and behaviour of paramagnetic ions. In order to study these ions in our systems,
we must consider the microwave system they are embedded in. The system under
consideration can be broken down into a set of couplings (cf. Fig. 1.1), the loss of
energy due to coupling g to the ESR which is dependent on magnetic field. It is
important to design a device with low losses in order to increase sensitivity to low
concentrations of paramagnetic ions.
The quality factor, or Q-factor, is a measure of the ratio of energy stored in a
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resonant mode to its losses, i.e.
Q = 2⇡

energy stored in system
.
energy lost per cycle

(1.10)

In the case where Q is high, it may also be defined as
Q=

f0
,
f

(1.11)

where f0 is the nominal centre frequency of the resonance, and

f is the bandwidth

of the resonance, i.e. the full width at half maximum. Losses of di↵erent origin in
the ESR system, each with a corresponding quality factor, can be summed to give
an e↵ective total Q-factor in the following way, o↵ and on resonance respectively: [9]
1/Qo↵ = 1/Qu + 1/Qr ,

(1.12)

1/Qon = 1/Qu + 1/Qr + 1/Q ,

(1.13)

where Qu is the unloaded Q-factor of the resonator, Qr =

f0
1+ 2+

fR

is the Q-

factor due to ohmic losses ( fR ) in the walls of the metal cavity, and coupling losses
1

+

2.

The ratio of energy stored in the cavity volume to the energy dissipated

in the sample due to magnetic losses on resonance with an ESR is denoted Q .
Sapphire is an ideal material to act as a high sensitivity ESR spectrometer, having
unloaded Q-factors routinely in excess of one billion at 4 K due to its extremely
low dielectric loss. The unloaded Q-factor is defined as the Q-factor of the cavity
without the influence of the probes or other parts of the instrumental set up. It is
critical to minimise ohmic losses in the system such as the interior surface of the
metal cannister.
In the absence of saturation e↵ects, the sensitivity of a microwave spectrometer
is inversely proportional to Q .
The magnetic susceptibility of ions in a dielectric is given by the Debye formula
(⌫) =

10

0

(⌫) + i

00

(⌫)

(1.14)
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where the analytical equations of the AC magnetic susceptibility are given by

(2⇡⌧2 )2 ⌫ij 0 (⌫ ⌫ij ))
1 + (2⇡⌧2 )2 (⌫ ⌫ij )2 + 14 ⌧1 ⌧2 ( H)2
2⇡⌧2 ⌫ij 0
00
(⌫) =
1 + (2⇡⌧2 )2 (⌫ ⌫ij )2 + 14 ⌧1 ⌧2 ( H)2
0

(⌫) =

2
ij
2
ij

.

(1.15)

.

(1.16)

Here, ⌧1 and ⌧2 are respectively the spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation times
of the transition ij,
0

2
ij

~ |ji
= hi| S

2

= 2, at 12 GHz, the term 14 ⌧1 ⌧2 ( H)2

2
ij

⌧ 1.

is the dc magnetic susceptibility. The real and imaginary parts of the magnetic

susceptibility are related to the frequency shift and the Q factor as follows:
⌫(B = 1) ⌫(B)
=
⌫(B = 1)
1
QL (B)

1 0
⌘ .
2

1
=⌘
QL (B = 1)

00

.

(1.17)

(1.18)

By fitting these equations to experimental data we may conclude a number of
parameters about the interaction between ESR and photonic modes. It gives us a
more precise value of magnetic field, which allows us to measure the value of gL more
precisely, and since the susceptibility is proportional to the square root of number
of transitions N , the ion concentration can also be estimated.

1.3.4 Strongly Coupled Systems
The equations for characterising interactions between the ESR transitions and photonic modes discussed in Section 1.3.3 are useful in the case where the coupling
between the two resonances is significantly smaller than the losses of the resonant
modes. Here, we consider the situation where coupling between the resonator and
spin resonance is significantly higher than the losses of these respective modes. This
regime is important in the field of Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics (Cavity QED)
and is known as strong coupling.
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Strong coupling between an ESR and photonic mode is described by three parameters:

the half linewidth of the photonic mode,

the half linewidth of the

ESR transition, and g the coupling between the two, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The
threshold for strong coupling is satisfied when both
g> ,

(1.19)

g> .

(1.20)

The system may then be considered as a coupled two-resonator model, with the
ESR and WGM mode frequencies modelled as:
✓

f± (B) + f↵
f↵

◆2

= 2 + ⇢(2 + ⇢) ±

q

⇢2 (2 + ⇢)2 + 4g 2 (1 + ⇢)2 ,

(1.21)

where f± are the frequencies of the two hybrid coupled modes, f↵ is the frequency
of the bare WGM with no influence of the ESR, g is the spin-photon coupling, and
⇢(B) =

gL B
.
f↵ ~

This model is shown in Figure 1.2. By diagonalising the Hamiltonian,

we may consider the result of two harmonic oscillators, which gives a formula that
approximates the transmitted power as a function of the parameters of individual
modes:
P (f ) =

4

+2

2 (d

f

k2(
2+

2
a

+(
df ) 2 )
2
a b) + ( a + (

where k is the transmitted power parameter,
a, b

are the linewidths of the two WGMs,

=f

df )2 )(

2

+

2
b)

,

(1.22)

is the coupling between the WGMs,

= 12 ( a + b ) is the mean WGM linewdth,

f0 , where f0 is the frequency of the avoided crossing, and df is the detuning

of the system from the avoided crossing. This system is modelled in Figure 1.2.
The cooperativity is a dimensionless measure of how strongly coupled a system
is, it is defined as:
C=

12

g2

(1.23)
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Figure 1.2: This density plot on the lefthand side is a modelled hypothetical
coupling between a microwave resonance at 15 GHz and an ESR with gL ⇡ 2
generated from the model (Eq. 1.22) and the dashed red line is the mode frequency
(Eq. 1.21). The right hand plot compares two slices through the density plot
(Eq. 1.22), showing the bare photonic mode in green, and the strongly coupled
resonances in blue. The bare photonic mode has a linewidth 2 , the strongly
coupled coupled system has a splitting equal to 2g and linewidths equal to the
mean of the spin linewidth 2 and photonic linewidth 2 .

1.3.5 Temperature Dependence of Electron Spin Resonance
Electron spin resonance involves transition between di↵erent energy states of electrons, and as such the electron states obey Boltzmann statistics.
As cavities and crystals are cooled, the electrons enter their lowest energy state,
as shown in Chapter 4. At low temperatures, the ZFS parameter D is important
because it determines which state has the minimum energy and the one into which
the electrons will relax. For example, the energy levels of Cr3+ in sapphire can be
described using (Eq. 1.5).
The population of the states can be determined using the Boltzmann distribution

P(s) =

1
e
Z

W (s)/kT

,

(1.24)

where P(s) is the probability of an electron being in state s, k is Boltzmann’s
13
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constant, T is the temperature in kelvin, and Z is the partition function defined as,
Z=

X

e

W (s)/kT

,

(1.25)

s

with a total number of ions per unit space N . Thus, the electron occupation in
each state is given by Ns = N P(s). The susceptibility of a given transition is

2

2
0

=

(Ns1

=N

2
0

Ns 2 )

(P(s1 )

(1.26)

P(s2 )) ,

(1.27)

P(s2 )),

(1.28)

Thus,

=
where

0

0

p

N (P(s1 )

is the susceptibility of an individual electron.

1.4 Microwave Resonators
A microwave resonator is a key component of an ESR spectrometer as it allows
coupling between an external source and the spin resonance. Microwaves are electromagnetic waves with frequencies between 300 MHz and 300 GHz, which may be
further broken down into narrower bands often referred to as L-band (1-2 GHz),
S-band (2-4 GHz), C-band (4-8 GHz) X-band (8-12 GHz), Ku -band (12-18 GHz),
and K-band (18-27 GHz), with frequencies higher than this commonly referred to
as millimetre waves.

1.4.1 Overview of Selected Microwave Resonators
The filling factor ⌘mi is a measure of the fraction of the field in a resonator cavity
that is concentrated within the crystal in a specific direction, the magnetic filling
factor can be described as

14
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⌘mi

˝
⇢ Vcrystal Ĥi dV
= ˝
⇢ Vcavity Ĥ dV

(1.29)

where Vcrystal is the volume of the crystal and Vcavity is the volume of the complete
cavity including the crystal. It is often important to maximise this value and is one
of the key considerations when designing a cavity. The quantity ⌘ may refer to either
the magnetic or electric filling factor, depending on the properties of the material
under consideration.
1.4.1.1

Empty Cavity

An empty cavity is a three-dimensional volume, typically a box or cylinder, bounded
by electrically conductive walls. The eigenfrequencies of the cavity can be tuned as
required by changing the dimensions of the bounded volume. By calculating the
field pattern within the cavity, samples can be placed in such a way as to couple
optimally to the cavity field [10]. As a drawback, cavity size scales inversely with
frequency, and may become relatively large for microwave experiments.
1.4.1.2

Superconducting Coplanar Waveguide Resonator

Superconducting coplanar waveguide resonators are relatively easy to fabricate as
the use of the superconducting resonator is widespread. The resonator consists of a
patterned two-dimensional waveguide on a non-conducting substrate. The resonant
frequency of such cavities is determined by the length and capacitive coupling [11,12].
Coplanar waveguide resonators have the advantage of coupling well to crystal samples placed directly above the plane of the resonator. However, the field uniformity
across the cavity can be poor.

1.4.2 Whispering Gallery Modes
Whispering Gallery Modes are resonant electromagnetic modes within a cylindrically
or spherically symmetric dielectric structure, which occur when radiation enters the
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dielectric and undergo a continuous total internal reflection around the circumference
of the resonator. These waves can be thought of as a standing wave formed by a
pair of counter-propagating travelling waves within the dielectric [13]. This leads to
the boundary condition, much like a Fabry-Pérot cavity, that resonance will only
occur when an integer number of wavelengths continuously ‘fit’ in the cavity path
length.
Whispering Gallery Modes have two distinct polarizations: E-modes (WGE)
with a dominant electric field parallel to the cylindrical z-axis, also known as quasiTransverse Magnetic, and H-modes (WGH) with a dominant magnetic field parallel
to the cylindrical z-axis, also known as quasi-Transverse Electric. Analysing the
dielectric in cylindrical coordinates {r, ✓, z} the dominant field components of WGE
are Hr , H✓ , Ez and the dominant field components of WGH are Er , E✓ , Hz . In this
thesis we will use WGEm,n,p WGHm,n,p where m denotes the number of azimuthal
field nodes in ⇡ radians, n denotes the number of radial field nodes, and p denotes
the number of axial field nodes. The highest energy confinement is achieved for the
fundamental mode family of WG modes where n and p are both zero. The method
for solving for these resonant frequencies is well known in the literature [14].
To solve for WGM eigenfrequencies in a cylindrical resonator, we begin with
Maxwell’s equations which may be written:
r⇥E=

i!H,

r ⇥ H = i!D,

(1.30)
(1.31)

r · D = 0,

(1.32)

r · B = 0,

(1.33)

where E is related to D by the permittivity tensor for an anisotropic crystal:
3
✏r 0 0
D = 4 0 ✏✓ 0 5 E.
0 0 ✏z
2
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Figure 1.3: Representation of the electric field intensity of the WGE10,0,0 mode
in a dielectric resonator with a radius of 10 mm.

By setting appropriate boundary conditions [14], we obtain
cos (m✓)
P1 e i
sin (m✓)

cos (m✓)
P1 e
= A2 Km (kout r)
sin (m✓)

cos (m✓)
e ↵z ,
= A3 Jm (kE r)
sin (m✓)

Ez1 = A1 Jm (kE r)
Ez2
Ez3

Hz3



sin (m✓)
P1 e i
cos (m✓)

sin (m✓)
P1 e
= B2 Km (kout r)
cos (m✓)

sin (m✓)
e ↵z .
= B3 Jm (kB r)
cos (m✓)

Hz1 = B1 Jm (kB r)
Hz2



z

+ P2 e

i z

i z

+ P2 e

,

i z

(1.35)
,

(1.36)
(1.37)

z

i z

+ P2 e

i z

+ P2 e

,

i z

(1.38)
,

(1.39)
(1.40)

The interchangeable terms sin(m✓) and cos(m✓) are an artefact of the cylindrical
geometry, with no boundary condition for azimuthal variations. This leads to a mode
degeneracy, which is typically lifted by backscatter from imperfections in the crystal
such as dislocations, impurities, or surface defects. This e↵ectively manifests as a
pair of coupled oscillators, and WG modes are observed as a doublet pair of closely
spaced modes separated by a frequency equal to their mutual coupling.
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1.4.3 Re-entrant Cavity Mode
A re-entrant cavity is a type of cylindrical microwave cavity, typically containing a
post coupled capacitively to the roof of the cavity [15]. The diameter of the post
is much smaller than the internal diameter of the cavity, and the height of the post
di↵ers only from the roof of the cavity by a very small amount, in the order of several
tens of microns. The re-entrant cavity is a three dimensional analogue of a loop gap
resonator, with the post forming a capacitance with the roof of the cavity leading to
the RF electric field being focused in the small gap between them. The RF magnetic
field is distributed circularly around the central post. This spatial separation of the
RF field components is a desirable characteristic when studying a material’s response
~ or B
~ field. For example, the permittivity of a dielectric such as sapphire
to either E
will change as a function of temperature as it is cooled from room to cryogenic
temperatures. However, at cryogenic temperatures magnetic e↵ects will begin to
dominate and a↵ect the resonant frequency due to ESR impurities entering their
ground states (Section 1.3.1). In WGM resonators, both of these e↵ects combine to
form a turning point in the frequency-temperature dependence, a fact that has been
exploited to build some of the world’s most stable oscillators [16].

By placing a crystal on the tip of the post in a re-entrant cavity, large electric
filling factors can be achieved in the crystal volume along with very small magnetic
filling factor. Similarly, magnetic e↵ects in a sample may be characterised by placing
the sample in the area of high magnetic field. The magnetic field forms a ring around
the post in a single post cavity (see Fig. 1.4), and as such only very specific sample
geometries, such as a toroidal geometry will achieve high magnetic filling factors
in this configuration. Small spherical samples, for instance YIG microspheres, will
only sample a fraction of the volume in which the magnetic field is concentrated.
To solve this problem, the magnetic field can be focused by adding a second post
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Figure 1.4: Mode configurations of single and double-post re-entrant cavity
modes. The top row of figures shows how the magnetic and electric field lines
are a↵ected by the geometry of the posts. The lowers set of figures show the
typical placement of samples for testing in re-entrant cavities. The single mode
cavity can be used to focus electric field to couple to a sample by placing it upon
the top of the cavity post where electric field is focused. The double-post cavity
can be used to couple to a sample by placing it between the two posts where
magnetic field is focus in the so-called ‘Bright Mode’.
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to the cavity [17]. This second post results in the existence of two cavity modes
the ‘dark mode’, where the electric field pattern in both post gap spaces is parallel
(denoted ""), and the ‘bright mode’, with antiparallel electric field direction in the
post spacings (denoted "#). The dark mode gives a similar field pattern to the single
post cavity, but cancels the majority of the magnetic field in the volume between
the posts. However, the bright mode enhances the magnetic field between the posts,
e↵ectively focusing it into a small volume. A sample placed here will have a very
high magnetic filling factor with very low electric filling factor.

1.4.4 Materials
We present now an overview of the materials that are measured and characterised
throughout this thesis.
Sapphire and ruby. Sapphire is the mono-crystalline form of ↵-Al2 O3 , is well
suited for use as a high Q microwave resonator. Sapphire has a low dielectric
loss tangent, high mechanical sti↵ness, and the HEMEX-grade in particular
has a very low concentration of impurity ions. These factors lead to Q-factors
on the order of several billion at cryogenic temperatures.
Despite their high purity, residual paramagnetic ions exist in most sapphire
crystals as a result of the manufacturing process. Aluminium ions (Al3+ ) in
the sapphire lattice can be substituted by alternative ions, in particular, Fe3+ ,
Cr3+ , and V4+ , which are commonly detected at a concentration of a few parts
per billion. The non-paramagnetic Fe2+ ion is present at a concentration of
parts per million, and can be converted to the paramagnetic Fe3+ by annealing
in air [18]. Ruby (Cr3+ :Al2 O3 ) is a specific form of sapphire with significant
Cr3+ doping, typically on the order of a few percent by weight.
Quartz, a form of SiO2 is a widely used material due to its exceptional purity. This originates from the stable atomic configuration, which only allows
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few elements from the periodic table to be present in the quartz crystalline
structure as an impurity [19]. Quartz is present in many applications from
time pieces to ultra high-Q Bulk Acoustic Wave devices [20].

Yttrium Orthosilicate, (YSO) Y2 Si5 O is a monoclinic biaxial crystal, it is
anisotropic. Rare earth ions substitute for the Y3+ ions which occupy two
crystallographic sites of C1 symmetry which results in four magnetically inequivalent sites. Er3+ ions in a YSO crystal have both microwave (magnetic
field controllable over the X and and Ku bands) and infrared optical (telecommunication C-band, 1530

1565 nm) transitions exhibiting long coherence

times [21].

Yttrium Aluminium Garnet, (YAG) Y3 Al2 (AlO4 )3 is a type of garnet
commonly found in solid-state lasers. A garnet has a crystalline lattice structure with the general form A3 B2 (DO4 )3 , where A, B, and D represent di↵erent
crystal sites. Rare-earth ions substitute for Y3+ ions which occupy two magnetically inequivalent crystallographic sites of C1 symmetry. YAG is commonly
used for laser crystals as well as laser stabilisation schemes [22].

Yttrium Iron Garnet, (YIG) Y3 Fe2 (FeO4 )3 is a ferrimagnetic material where
Fe3+ ions occupy two coordination sites with two Fe3+ ions at site B and three
Fe3+ ions at site D of the general garnet formula A3 B2 (DO4 )3 and exhibit
ferrimagnetic behaviour. YIG exhibits a record low microwave magnetic loss
parameter, and excellent dielectric properties at microwave frequencies. For
this reason, it has been extensively studied at room temperature for various
microwave and optical applications. Strong coupling regimes in YIG nanomagnets have already been predicted [23–25].
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1.5 Experimental Implementation
1.5.1 Dielectric WGM resonators
The measurements in this thesis can be divided into those based on crystalline WGM
resonators, and those implemented with a re-entrant cavity. For the crystalline resonators, each is prepared in a similar manner. The crystals are custom ordered as
cylinders machined with the desired dimensions. There are competing objectives
when deciding dimensions. Smaller crystals can be advantageous because of the
lower cost and the small size of the experimental space within the bore of a typical
superconducting magnet. There are also technical limitations in the manufacturing
process which make the growth of large crystals difficult. Larger crystals have the
advantage of lower mode frequencies, and a larger thermal mass, which can smooth
out temperature fluctuations. Other design considerations must be taken into account, for example the method of attachment of the resonator to the cryogenic
system, and if there is a specific frequency at which it is desirable for the resonator
to have a mode. For example, the sapphire resonator characterised in Chapter 2
had its dimensions originally chosen such that a WGM resonance existed at the
Fe3+ |3/2i ! |1/2i spin transition at 12.037 GHz. This resonator was simulated
using the method of lines in MATLAB [26]
Whispering gallery mode resonators are mounted di↵erently depending on experimental constraints. The four principal methods used in this thesis are shown
in Fig. 1.5. The leaf spring mount, denoted ‘1a’, allows the crystal to be held fast
by pushing the stalk of the crystal into a leaf spring hole. This mounting method
limits the copper cavity design to a full enclosure to prevent the crystal falling out
as the mounting is cooled.
Mounting ‘1b’, is a clamp which is fastened around the crystal stalk and held
fast with two screws. The clamp mechanism can then be mounted inside the cavity
in any orientation without the crystal falling out.
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1. Crystal with stalk

2. Crystal with axial bore

1a. Leaf spring mounting

2a. Threaded post with nut

1b. Clamp mounting

2b. Mounting from both sides

Figure 1.5: Configurations for mounting di↵erent crystal resonators within the
dilution refrigerator.

For larger crystals with an axial bore, such as the quartz WGM resonator in
Chapter 5, a cavity could not be designed to fit within the bore of the radiation
shield that sits within the magnet. Since this precluded mounting the crystal from
the bottom, it was instead suspended upon a narrow rod and fastened with a nut
underneath the crystal (mount ‘2a’).
For smaller crystals with an axial bore a pair of copper posts can be used to
hold the crystal from both ends (mount ‘2b’). In order to prevent damage to the
crystal from over-compression when affixing the cavity lid, a spring or small piece
of PTFE (Teflon) is included between one mount and the cavity body. This allows
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E

B
E

B
Inner conductor
Teflon lining
Outer conductor

Straight probe

Loop probe

Figure 1.6: Styles of probes used for coupling to cavity. The straight probe is
used to couple to electric field, the loop probe is used to couple to magnetic fields.

the Teflon to deform rather than having the crystal crushed by excessive force. In
measurements without an applied DC magnetic field, sti↵ steel springs are used to
hold the crystal. With the application of a magnetic field however, these springs
deform and can alter the orientation of the crystal, which then in turn changes the
coupling of the probes to the crystal.
In order to couple microwaves in and out of the microwave resonator we utilise
coupling probes, which are small antennae made from coaxial cables. Depending
on the field structure we intend to couple to, there are two basic types of probes
(Fig. 1.6) which may be placed in a number of orientations and positions within
the cavity. The straight probe is simply a short length of the central conductor
of the coaxial cable with the outer conductor and Teflon insulation stripped away.
This probe couples to electric field in the axis of the probe. When the straight
probe is mounted on the base or lid aligned with the z-axis of the crystal, it couples
primarily to WGH modes. Loop probes are constructed in a similar manner, with the
internal conductor exposed by removing the external conductor and Teflon lining.
The internal conductor is then looped around and soldered to the external conductor.
The loop probe couples to magnetic field in the axis normal to the plane of the loop.
A vertically orientated probe in the wall of a cannister couples to WGH, and a
horizontally orientated probe couples to WGE modes. Typically in high Q systems
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Figure 1.7: Typical components used in WGM spectroscopy

such as WGM resonators, the coupling of the probes loads the Q of the resonator:
1
1
1
1
=
+
+
,
QL
QI
Q1 Q2

(1.41)

where QL is the loaded quality factor, QI is the intrinsic quality factor and Q
Q

2

are the quality factors due to coupling to the probes

Therefore we typically want the couplings

1

and

2

1

and

2

1

and

respectively.

to be low, to maximise the QL

and hence the sensitivity to ion impurities. This can be achieved by positioning the
probe further away from the crystal by placing spacers on the outside of the cavity
where the probe is mounted.
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1.5.2 Re-entrant cavities
Re-entrant cavities (RC), as discused in Section 1.4.3, are designed and modelled
using finite element method software (COMSOL Multiphysics) in order to maximise
the magnetic filling factor. After the cavity is modelled, it is manufactured from
Oxygen-Free High Conductivity (OFHC) copper. The cavity resonant frequency is
highly dependent on the spacing between posts and the lid of the RC. This spacing
is controlled by the use of thin copper gaskets between the cavity and lid which lifts
the ceiling of the cavity from the posts. Straight probes cannot be used to couple to
the resonator since the electric field is concentrated in the spacing, so it is necessary
to use loop probes located in the base of the cavity to couple to the magnetic field,
as shown in figure 1.4.

1.5.3 Operation in Dilution Refrigerator
The resonators studied in this thesis were cooled using a dilution refrigerator (DR).
This allows operation at a minimum temperature of approximately 20 mK. The
DR consists of two separate cooling stages, the first being the pulse tube cryocooler,
which pre-cools the cryostat, dilution unit, and magnet to approximately 4 K. When
the dilution unit is at 4K it is cold enough to start condensing the helium mixture
of 3 He and 4 He. The 3 He is supersaturated into 4 He, and as it evaporates into a low
pressure phase, it cools the dilution unit. This gas mixture is recycled through the
system and under high pressure reabsorbed into the helium mixture, this is capable
of temperatures below 10 mK. The resonator and cavity assembly is suspended
within the 1 K shield which is then in the bore of the superconducting magnet
which remains at 4 K. Despite the radiation shield, this can still warm the sample
through thermal radiation, and typically achieves an equilibrium temperature at the
sample of around 20-100 mK depending on the size of the crystal mounting. Fig 1.8
shows how the resonator is mounted within a dilution refrigerator.
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Figure 1.8: Typical experimental setup: Radiation shields and vacuum can (outer
shell) omitted for clarity.

1.5.4 Operation of Superconducting Magnet
The superconducting magnet is attached to the 4 K plate and forms part of the 4 K
radiation shield. The magnet has a hollow core within which the 1 K shield blocks
radiation from the resonator suspended within the bore of the magnet. The magnet
is manufactured by American Magnetics and uses a programmable power supply.
The magnet has a design maximum field of ±7 T, corresponding to a supply current
of 70 A which is carried to the external electrodes of the DR through low loss welding
cables. Internally, the current flows through high temperature superconductor leads
which are thermally anchored at the 50 K and 4 K stages of the system, and onwards
to the superconducting magnet. The power supply programmer is connected to a
master computer via a TCP/IP link, which allows the magnet to be automatically
controlled along with the Vector Network Analyser (VNA) which interrogates the
resonator. The magnet can be programmed with a resolution of 0.01 mT.
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1.5.5 Operation of Vector Network Analyser
A Vector Network Analyser (VNA) is a microwave test device that determines the
phase and amplitude response of a microwave network in transmission and reflection.
In a two port VNA there are four measurement parameters Sab , where b is the output
port (either 1 or 2), and a is the receiver port (either 1 or 2). Therefore S11 and
S22 denote reflection measurements from port 1 and 2 respectively, S21 represents
the transmission from port 1 to port 2, and S12 the transmission from port 2 to
port 1. Reflection is useful in order to determine and modify the coupling

a

of

the coupling probes. When the couplings are set, the resonator is installed in the
DR. Coaxial microwave attenuators of approximately

40 dB are typically placed

along the transmission line cryogenically in order to reduce photon number in the
cavity and prevent heating of the cavity. The attenuators are thermally anchored
to the cold plates within the DR, which allows them to thermalise and avoid adding
significant thermal noise to the signal. We utilise a low noise cryogenic amplifier at
4 K to boost transmission without adding significant noise.
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Foreword
This chapter is based on a publication in the journal Physical Review B [27]. This
was an extension of the technique developed by Benmessaı̈, Farr, et al. [28] (reproduced in Appendix A). This previous experiment was conducted at the University
of Queensland and inspired us to improve on the previous experimental setups by
increasing the Q-factor of resonator system. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 are all based
on this specific sapphire crystal. In these chapters we continue to measure one of
the sapphire crystals at the University of Western Australia with a relatively large
concentration of Fe3+ impurity ions. We were able to increase the Q-factor of the
system by reducing the losses in the walls of the copper shield around the sapphire
crystal, we were able to increase the sensitivity of the system and identify a number
of low concentration electron spin resonance (ESR) impurities.
My contribution to the research was:
90% of the experimental work,
70% of the manuscript preparation.
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2.1. ABSTRACT
This chapter is reproduced from a published refereed article:

Ultrasensitive microwave spectroscopy of paramagnetic
impurities in sapphire crystals at millikelvin temperatures
W.G. Farr, D.L. Creedon, M. Goryachev, K. Benmessaı̈, and M.E. Tobar

Phys. Rev. B 88, 224426 Published 31 December 2013.

2.1 Abstract
Progress in the emerging field of engineered quantum systems requires the development of devices that can act as quantum memories. The realisation of such devices
by doping solid state cavities with paramagnetic ions imposes a trade-o↵ between
ion concentration and cavity coherence time. Here, we investigate an alternative
approach involving interactions between photons and naturally occurring impurity
ions in ultra-pure crystalline microwave cavities exhibiting exceptionally high quality factors. We implement a hybrid Whispering Gallery/Electron Spin Resonance
method to perform rigorous spectroscopy of an undoped single-crystal sapphire resonator over the frequency range 8–19 GHz, and at external applied DC magnetic
fields up to 0.9 T. Measurements of a high purity sapphire cooled close to 100 mK
reveal the presence of Fe3+ , Cr3+ , and V2+ impurities. A host of electron transitions are measured and identified, including the two-photon classically forbidden
quadrupole transition ( ms = 2) for Fe3+ , as well as hyperfine transitions of V2+ .

2.2 Introduction
Single crystal sapphire (↵–Al2 O3 ) is an important material used extensively in
many areas of scientific research, particularly in optical, semiconductor and microwave technologies. In these fields, one of its major roles is as the gain medium
in masers [29] and lasers [30, 31], where it is intentionally doped with a high con-
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centration of paramagnetic impurity ions. The high concentration case has been
well studied, however the role of extremely dilute, naturally occurring impurity ions
contained in ultra-high purity sapphire is less well known. Such unavoidable paramagnetic impurity ions exist at a concentration of parts per billion to parts per
million and have been particularly useful in a number of precision microwave experiments [18, 32, 33], allowing Cryogenic Sapphire Oscillator technology to operate
at its highest stability, and more recently facilitating the discovery of a number of
nonlinear e↵ects [34, 35].
Besides application to ultra-stable frequency sources, such systems are also eminently applicable in the framework of quantum measurement, control and computation. Naturally occurring impurities in ‘pure’ crystal resonators could lead to
the realisation of microwave cavity QED (Quantum Electrodynamics) experiments
in the strong coupling regime [12, 36–38] with unprecedented coherence times. For
comparison, current technology in the realm of qubit devices consists mainly of onchip superconducting transmission line cavities with state-of-the-art coherence times
on the order of several tens of microseconds. Recently, hybrid quantum systems
have been proposed that involve coupling of solid state qubits, crystals intentionally
doped with rare-earth ions [21, 39], to microwave cavity modes in macroscopic classical resonators [40]. Such systems achieve spin and mode coherence times of the
order of seconds and microseconds respectively. The latter can be improved by using
an ultra-pure single crystal sapphire operating in a Whispering Gallery (WG) mode
of resonance, o↵ering coherence times on the order of 50 ms for a typical mode with
f = 11 GHz and Q = 2 ⇥ 109 . Despite a very low concentration of impurities, the
ion-cavity photon interaction is clearly resolvable due to the extremely high quality
factor of the WG modes. Indeed, strong interactions between microwave photons
and impurity spins in cavities based on ‘pure’ crystals do not lead to an increase in
microwave losses due to artificial doping. In addition, such media could be used to
create a quantum interface between microwave quantum processing devices and op-
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tical communication links [41, 42] by using coupling between microwave and optical
transitions in impurity ions. All of these challenging goals require a better understanding of ion energy level transitions, and ion-photon interaction in extremely low
loss, ultra-pure systems.
Unlike other spectroscopic studies of doped sapphire crystals, here we use an
ultra-sensitive approach to detect and analyse naturally occurring, extremely low
concentration ion impurities. Some preliminary observations of interactions with
Fe3+ ions in such crystals have been made in the past [28,43–46]. Broadly speaking,
the present work represents a systematic study of ion-photon interactions over the X
and Ku band of microwave frequencies (8-20 GHz). Such a complete spectroscopic
study in this region is useful for all applications of sapphire in the microwave domain.

2.3 Spectroscopic Approach
In this work, we cool large cylindrical sapphire resonators close to 100 mK and
use a novel technique exploiting extremely high Q-factor Whispering Gallery modes
as a sensitive probe of Electron Spin Resonance frequencies under the influence
of an external magnetic field. By sweeping an applied magnetic field and identifying avoided crossings between photonic Whispering Gallery modes and Electron
Spin Resonances (ESR) of paramagnetic ions, we observe the classically forbidden
quadrupole transition of Fe3+ in sapphire, and describe the interaction of the inhomogeneously broadened Fe3+ ESR with a number of paramagnetic spin species in the
crystal. Sapphire crystals have been measured using this technique previously [28],
however these measurements were of low sensitivity. In the present work, we refine
the technique and present spectroscopic measurements at higher sensitivity than
previously achieved. One factor in particular which led to the poor sensitivity in
previous experiments was the absence of the usual copper cavity in which sapphire
WG mode resonators are typically mounted to contain the stray field and ensure the
highest Q-factor. The bore size of the superconducting magnet was too narrow to
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Figure 2.1: The experimental apparatus. The sapphire resonator was mounted
within an oxygen free copper cavity and measured in transmission with between
90 dBm and 30 dBm incident power from a network analyzer. The crystal is
cooled to approximately 115 mK by the dilution refrigerator. The super conducting magnet is controlled externally by a computer.
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allow a cavity to enclose the crystal, which resulted in lowered WG mode Q-factors
and thus lower sensitivity to weaker interactions. In addition, previous measurements were performed with a non-programmable magnet controller and thus the
throughput and resolution of data was limited by having to continuously manually
set the target field of the magnet. Finally, previous measurements focused on fields
and frequencies predicted by the Fe3+ Hamiltonian, and thus interactions in regions
away from this specific Fe3+ interaction were ignored. All these improvements lead
to more systematic study of dilute impurities and their interaction with the field.

2.3.1 Measurement Methodology
To characterize the various species of paramagnetic ions in sapphire, it is possible to
record the frequency and magnetic field response of a range of WG modes supported
in the resonator. As a DC magnetic field is applied parallel to the c-axis of the crystal
and swept in magnitude, the sapphire cavity transmission coefficient S21 is measured
for a spectrum of WG modes. The modes, with Q-factors commonly in the range of
108

109 in sapphire, act as extremely narrow band pass filters sharply defined in

frequency when far-detuned from an ESR transition. When the ESR is tuned close
to the WG mode resonance by the DC external magnetic field, the S21 trace shows a
shift in the WG mode frequency and a degradation of its Q-factor. Fits were made
to the S21 data to find the lowest value of amplitude, corresponding to the field at
which the ESR transition is tuned on resonance with the WG mode.
The modes were measured with an applied external DC magnetic field with a
strength up to 0.9 T. Whispering Gallery modes act as extremely sensitive probes
of the presence of impurity spins due to considerable photon-spin interaction. The
strength of this interaction depends on the mode polarisation (i.e. WGH or WGE),
mode volume, mode quality factor and ion concentration. All WG modes in the resonator are hybrid modes to some extent, and are denoted WGH for quasi-Transverse
Magnetic type modes, and WGE for quasi-Transverse Electric type modes. Gener-
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ally higher quality factors are preferable because they increase photon-spin interaction probability as photon lifetime in the cavity increases. By measuring a spectrum
of WG modes across a broad frequency range, it is then possible to determine energy levels of corresponding impurity ions, Landé g-factors, photon-spin coupling,
impurity concentration, ESR linewidths, etc.

2.3.2 Experiment Details
The crystal under study was a highest-purity sapphire from GT Crystal Systems
(USA) grown using the heat exchange method (HEMEX) and machined into a
cylinder 50 mm diameter ⇥ 30 mm height. The concentration of Fe3+ impurity
ions in the crystal has been measured previously to be approximately 100 parts
per billion [47]. Such a concentration was achieved through an annealing process
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in air which caused mass conversion of Fe2+ to Fe3+ . The crystal is cut such that
the c-axis of the crystal structure is oriented is parallel to the cylindrical z-axis of
the resonator. To attain the highest quality factor whispering gallery modes at low
temperature, the crystal is mounted in a cavity manufactured from oxygen-free high
thermal conductivity copper to avoid hot-spots at oxygen impurities. Energy is coupled to the crystal through two straight antennae orientated 180 from each other,
entering through the top of the cavity and parallel to the z axis of the crystal. The
crystal was cooled using a cryogen-free dilution refrigerator (DR), with a cooling
power of 1.5 W at the second pulse tube stage (4-K), and ⇠500 µW at 100 mK (see
Fig. 2.1). A superconducting magnet was attached to the 4 K stage of the DR, with
the crystal mounted within a 1-K radiation shield which sits within the bore of the
magnet. Due to the small diameter of the magnet bore, the distance between the
outer wall of the cavity and the inner wall of the 1-K shield inside the bore is approximatley 3 mm, permitting weak thermalization between the 1-K shield and the
crystal. Although the crystal is attached to the mixing chamber plate of the fridge
(⇠20 mK), after thermalization the crystal reaches an equilibrium temperature of
⇠115 mK. The corresponding temperature sensor is directly attached to a copper
block holding the crystal.
A number of WG modes were measured in the resonator using a vector network analyzer at an excitation power between

90 and

30 dBm incident on the

input probe antenna. At higher powers, the temperature of the crystal increases
and nonlinear behaviour begins to occur in the crystal. The network analyzer in
these measurements had an upper frequency limit of 20 GHz. The cables inside
the DR were connected to each stage via a feedthrough and DC block to allow
thermalization of both the inner and outer conductor, and to reduce temperature
gradients in the system. In addition, 10 dB attenuators were included in the line at
the 4-K stage and 1-K stage of the DR, and a 20 dB attenuator was attached at the
mixing chamber stage. Cold attenuation ensures a sufficiently low power signal is
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incident on the crystal without the addition of thermal noise from room temperature
attenuation. The signal transmitted through the WG cavity passes through a low
noise cryogenic amplifier (4K stage) separated from the cavity by an isolator (20mK
stage) preventing the back action noise. Another amplification cascade is used at
the room temperature to ensure a better signal-to-noise ratio.
MATLAB software was developed to automatically control the field strength of
the magnet, and the sweep parameters and data acquisition of the network analyzer.
The sweep rate of the magnetic field was set slowly enough that temperature of
the copper cavity enclosing the sapphire was not significantly changed by induced
eddy currents. A ramping rate of

dB
dt

= 0.005 T/min was found to successfully

ensure that all measurements were made at thermal equilibrium. A schematic of
the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 2.1. The frequency stability of the
measurement system is maintained by a hydrogen maser to avoid all long term
fluctuations during the experiment.

2.4 Theoretical Description of Impurity Ions in Sapphire
The most naturally abundant isotope of Iron is

56

Fe, with a nuclear spin I = 0.

The fundamental energy levels of the Fe3+ ion in sapphire are defined by the zerofield splitting parameter D in the spin Hamiltonian. Fe3+ has been extensively
studied in sapphire [48,49]Three levels exist at zero applied DC magnetic field, with
dependence on a DC magnetic field described by the following Hamiltonian:



2
1
S (S + 1)
HFe =µB BgL Ŝ + D Ŝz
3
h 4
i
⇥
⇤
4
4
2
1
1
+ 6 a Ŝ⇠ + Ŝ⌘ + Ŝ⇣
S
(S
+
1)
3S
+
3S
1
5
h
i
2
2
1
F 35S4z 30S(S + 1)Ŝz + 25Ŝz 6S(S + 1) + 3S 2 (S + 1)2 ,
+ 180
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where a is the (fourth order) spin Hamiltonian parameter, gL is the g-factor tensor,
µB is the Bohr magneton, B is the vector magnetic field strength, Ŝ is the electronic
spin operator where Ŝi are the components of the electronic spin operator, D is
the (second order) zero field splitting (ZFS) parameter, F is the (fourth order)
ZFS parameter. The first term in Hamiltonian (2.1) is a typical Zeeman splitting
term. The second one is known as single-ion anisotropy term describing interaction
of the ion spin angular momentum with the lattice field via the orbital angular
momentum. The corresponding parameters D characterises ZFS caused by the
crystal field. The other terms represent higher order interactions between the crystal
lattice and the Fe3+ . The described Hamiltonian parameters from the previous
studies are summarized in Table 2.1. An analytical expression for the energy levels
of Fe3+ in sapphire when a magnetic field is applied parallel to the c-axis of the
crystal can also be derived:
3
(a F ) + D
W|± 1 i = ± gL|| µB Bz
2
2
q⇥
⇤2
1
⌥9gL|| µB Bz + (a F ) + 18D + 80a2 ,
6
±3
W|± 3 i = gL|| µB Bz ,
2
2
3
W|± 5 i = ± gL|| µB Bz
(a F ) + D
2
2
q⇥
⇤2
1
±9gL|| µB Bz + (a F ) + 18D + 80a2 ,
+
6

(2.2)

where the energy levels are described here for the case of low magnetic field, gL|| is
the component of the Landé g-factor parallel to the axis of the crystal. At 0.38 T,
↵
↵
the ± 52 and ⌥ 12 states mix, as shown in Fig. 2.3.
In addition to iron, sapphire also contains chromium impurities of the type Cr3+

at a concentration of parts per billion. Whilst chromium does have an isotope
with nuclear spin (53 Cr, with I = 32 ), the

52

Cr isotope has a much higher natural

abundance (83.8%) and possesses zero nuclear spin. This makes it possible to ignore
nuclear spin terms in its Hamiltonian which reduces to the Zeeman and zeroth order
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Figure 2.3: Energy level splitting of the Fe3+ ion with applied magnetic field.
The calculation demonstrates an admixture of spin states |±1/2i and |±5/2i for
fields above.
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Figure 2.4: Energy level splitting of the Cr3+ ion. The ZFS parameter D is
negative which causes the higher spin to have lower energy at 0 field.

single-ion anisotropy term described for the case of Fe3+ :
2

HCr =µB BgL Ŝ + D[Ŝz

1
S(S
3

+ 1)].

(2.3)

The corresponding energy levels are demonstrated in Fig. 2.4.
Another natural ion impurity of sapphire crystals, Vanadium, has only one stable isotope

51

V with abundance (99.75%), which is isoelectronic [50] with Cr3+ and

has nuclear spin I = 72 . Vanadium impurities exist in sapphire as V2+ , normally
40
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due to conversion from the trivalent state resulting from x-ray or gamma irradiation [51]. However, their presence in the crystal under study is more likely to be a
result of the annealing process as the crystal has never undergone radiation treatment. The nuclear spin of the vanadium gives rise to eight hyperfine lines [52] under
the application of a magnetic field. Vanadium ions can be described by the spin
Hamiltonian [46]:
2

1
S(S
3

H =µB BgL Ŝ + D[Ŝz
n n BÎ

+Q

0

2
[Îz

+ 1)] + Az Ŝz Îz + Axy [Ŝx Îx + Ŝy Îy ]

1
I(I
3

where Î is the nuclear spin operator,

n

(2.4)

+ 1)].
and

n

are the g-factor and Bohr magneton

for the nuclear spin, the Az and Axy are electron-nucleus coupling constants along
the z and two transverse axes, and Q0 is the nuclear quadrupole coupling term.
The energy levels to first order when the field is parallel to the c-axis is given by
the following expression:
W|Sz ,Iz i =gL|| µB Bz Sz + D[Sz2
n

0 2
n Bz Iz + Q [Iz

1
S(S
3
1
I(I
3

+ 1)] + ASz Iz
(2.5)
+ 1)].

This first order approximation is sufficient for the measurements in the studied
magnetic field range which does not include the crossing point of the energy levels.
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56

52

Ion
Fe3+

Ion
Cr3+

51

Ion
V2+

Parameter
S
I
D (MHz)
kak (MHz)
a F (MHz)
gL||
Parameter
S
I
D(MHz)
gL||
Parameter
S
I
D (MHz)
A (MHz)
B (MHz)
gL||

Kornienko et al [53]
5/2
0
5146.5 ± 2
709.6 ± 4
1015.3 ± 3
2.0029 ± 0.0007
Laurance [54]
3/2
0
-5723.5±3
1.984
Laurance [54]
3/2
7/2
4803.6 ± 1.0
220.615 ± 0.025
222.890 ± 0.100
1.991

Symmons et al [49]

5157.6 ± 3
688.2 ± 12
1025 ± 3
2.0026 ± 0.0005

Table 2.1: Hamiltonian parameters of ion impurities as measured previously at
approximately 4 K.
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Figure 2.6: (i): Cavity transmission at various magnetic fields; (ii): Magnetic
field dependence of the WGH20,0,0 mode doublet . A number of clear interactions can be seen between the mode and electron spin resonances of paramagnetic
impurity ions in the crystal. The six interactions shown (labeled A to F) are
identified in Table 2.2.

2.5 Main Results
Using the technique discussed above, the sapphire crystal has been tested using
various modes for the range of applied DC magnetic fields.

2.5.1 WGH20,0,0 mode
The 20th azimuthal order WG mode, labeled as WGH20,0,0 , is given here as an example of a known high-Q WG mode strongly interacting with di↵erent ion ensembles
occurring in the crystal lattice. A two-fold degeneracy in the azimuthal ( ) compo-
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Ion
Fe3+
Unknown
V2+
Cr3+
Fe3+
Fe3+

A
B
C
D
E
F

Transition
↵

3
2
↵
± x2
↵
3
2
↵
3
2
↵
+ 12
↵
1
2

!

!

!
!
!
!

↵

5
2
↵
⌥ x2
↵
1
2
↵
1
2
↵
+ 32
↵
+ 32

Description
Dipole
Spin flip
Hyperfine dipole
Dipole
Dipole
Quadrupole

Table 2.2: Spin-photon interactions of the WGH20,0,0 from Figure 2.6. Although
the interaction at F is classically forbidden ( ms = 2), it has a non-zero probability of occurring [55].

nent of the WG mode solution, having a basis of the form e

i

and ei , is lifted by

various symmetry breaking e↵ects in the cylindrical cavity. These e↵ects result in
the mode existing as a doublet. The WGH family of modes is characterised by having the maximum magnetic component along the vertical axis of the crystal cylinder.

The WGH20,0,0 doublet mode at 13.868,226,886 GHz, as discussed in the previous
section, is measured in transmission as a function of magnetic field. For the crystal
under test, it is known that Fe3+ is one of the most abundant impurity ions present,
which has resulted in the observation of a gyrotropic e↵ect previously [43]. Figure
2.6 shows the results of the measurement, in which it is possible to see a very strong
↵
interaction at 0.06 T corresponding to the (dipole) transition between the + 32 and
↵
+ 12 spin states of the Fe3+ ion. In addition, at 0.03 T the classically forbidden
quadrupole (two-photon) transition for Fe3+ is observed. With increasing magnetic
↵
↵
3
1
!
transition of Cr3+ - an imfield, an interaction corresponding to the
2
2
purity spin with much smaller concentration than Fe3+ . The set of eight closely

spaced interactions are due to hyperfine splitting due to the presence of a V2+ spin
ensemble. Finally, two remaining interactions are observed which correspond to the
↵
↵
↵
↵
+ 52 ! + 32 and + 32 ! 32 transitions of Fe3+ .
↵
↵
The dipole transition + 12 ! + 32 of Fe3+ ion is shown in Fig. 2.6 as ‘E’, the
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WG mode doublet splitting increases under the influence of the ESR. This is a typical
atom-field interaction picture, where the cavity mode is more photon-like where it
is close to zero frequency deviation and more atom-like far from it, although finite
spin-lattice coupling introduces dissipation to the ESR considerably broadening its
spectrum. Thus, for Fe3+ ions in sapphire, the width is typically 27 MHz [28], and it
is set by the crystallographic nature of the host material coupling to the ion. We have
shown previously that the ions exhibit strong spin-lattice interaction, leading to both
electron spin resonance broadening and phonon mediated spin-spin coupling [56].
The spin lattice interaction appears to be stronger than the cavity photon-spin
interaction preventing observation of the spin-photon strong coupling [12, 57].
Figure 2.6(ii) also shows a demonstration of the gyrotropic e↵ect, in which the
WG doublet mode experiences di↵erent AC susceptibility for each of its peaks.
Each resonance of the doublet represents one of two counterpropagating elliptically
polarized waves of the same WG mode, which are coupled through imperfections in
the sapphire, back scatterers, anisotropy, non-ideal geometry, etc. [43] Each of the
two modes therefore carries microwave photons of opposite spin angular momentum
quantum number, or helicity, which interact with ESR transitions di↵erently due
to requirements imposed by the spin angular momentum conservation law. This
additional conservation law of the ion-photon interaction results in a di↵erent AC
susceptibility seen by each counterpropagating wave.

2.5.2 High Field Spectroscopy
The proposed method of spectroscopy was performed on the modes of interest up to
applied magnetic field strengths of 0.9 T. Such high field levels make it possible to
determine the properties of the various ensembles of spin in the lattice, including the
zero field splitting and g-factors. The results obtained for these parameters using
the WGM method are shown in Fig. 2.2, and are summarized in Table 2.3. The
gradient of the frequency dependence on magnetic field of an ESR transition is fit
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to

df
dB

⇡

gµB
.
~

Using the WGM method, it is possible to map out the path of various ESR transitions from zero field up to any arbitrary value of magnetic field within the available
frequency range. The results reveal very low abundance trace elements present in
the sapphire, with estimations of the g-factors of these ions. A number of ESR
transitions are observed to have a zero field splitting of less than 1 GHz, making
such transitions difficult to distinguish from each other except by g-factor measurements at higher magnetic fields. Once the modes have been identified with this
method, the measurements can then be used to determine energy level transitions
as predicted by the electron spin Hamiltonians.
The spectroscopy results revealed the previously unknown strong transition labelled as X in Fig. 2.2 and Table 2.3. The transition has unusual g-factor of about
5.4 which is considerably distinct from an integer multiple of 2. This transition can↵
↵
not be attributed to three photon transition 32 ! + 32 due to its low probability

and significant di↵erence from the expected g-factor of 2. Indeed, the corresponding
ion has to be quite abundant in the crystal and have an anomalously large singlephoton transition g-factor. Analysis of the literature on ions in sapphire crystals
reveals no candidate with such characteristics. Although significant di↵erence of the
g-factor from an integer multiple of 2 suggests a rare-earth nature of such impurity.
Such high g-factors are measured and discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

2.5.3 Interaction Between Ion Ensembles
The V2+ ion has a nuclear spin of

7
2

which results in eight hyperfine lines, each having

zero field splittings between 0.05 and 0.3 T as predicted by the spin Hamiltonian.
The spectroscopy identified other six hyperfine lines above 0.3 T with decreasing
intensity. Since the intensity of these hyperfine interactions decreases with the line
number (increasing magnetic field), the whole total number of lines could not be
limited by 6. All the lines within two groups and between the groups themselves are
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Ion
Fe3+

Spin transition
1
2

+1
2
1
2

+1
2
+3
2
3
2
1
2
1
2

Cr

3+

3
2

+3
2
1
2

V2+

3
2

E

! +3
2

E

! +3
2

E

!

3
2

!

3
2

E

!

E

E

E
E

! +5
2
5
2

! +1
2

E

!

5
2

!

1
2

E

! +1
2

E

E

! +1
2

!

1
2

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

Line
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
I
II
III
I

Iz

Sz

7
2
5
2
3
2
1
2

+1
2
+3
2
+5
2
+7
2

X+

E
E
E
E

E
E
E
E

2
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

f (0) (GHz)

df /dB

g-factor

12.031
12.038
12.032
12.047

56.995
28.392
28.207
56.710

4.0722
2.0285
2.0153
4.0518

18.866

26.224

1.871 *

31.911
11.454
11.451

57.301
27.889
27.774

4.088 *
1.9926
1.9844

8.677
8.834
9.017
9.248
9.489
9.779
10.075
10.403
-0.065

28.401
28.615
28.765
28.796
28.719
28.488
28.229
27.914
75.540

2.0292
2.0445
2.0552
2.0574
2.0519
2.0354
2.0169
1.9944
5.3972

Table 2.3: Ion ensembles and corresponding g-factors, with numbers obtained
from the high field spectroscopy fits. Fits marked with an asterisk are made on
limited range of data points that limits the corresponding accuracy. The ‘Line’
values identified with roman numerals correspond to the transitions shown in
Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.7: Interactions of the V2+ ions (green lines) and Fe3+ ions (red lines).
Dashed lines demonstrate energy di↵erence En between corresponding lines n
from group (A) and group (B). The di↵erence coincides with the ZFS of Fe3+
ions.

almost parallel to each other as depicted in Fig. 2.7. Group (B) does not originates
from any point on the positive frequency axis suggesting that it is not directly
originated from the ZFS e↵ect, i.e. ion-lattice coupling. This figure demonstrates
that these two groups of hyperfine transitions are separated by approximately the
↵
↵
↵
↵
3
1
±
!
. Thus, it is
ZFS of two types of Fe3+ transitions ± 12 ! + 32 and
2
2

possible to hypothesise that the separation of Vanadium transitions into two groups
of lines originates in coupling of the V2+ single ions to a bath of Fe3+ ions, i.e. spinspin coupling. The spin-bath environments of other central spins (typically SQUIDs)
could dominate over the oscillator bath environment at low temperatures [58]. The
probable mechanism of interaction involves one V2+ ion nucleus and the iron spin
bath which is the most abandoned impurity.
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2.6 Conclusion
We have proposed a new spectroscopic approach using high Q-factor WG modes in
cylindrical single crystal resonators, and demonstrate it to be an ultra-sensitive tool
in studying dilute impurities at low temperatures. The physical properties of ion
impurities have been determined here at 115 mK in high purity sapphire. However,
in principle the technique can be employed in other common crystals (e.g. Yttrium
Aluminium Garnet, or YAG), and at temperatures up to the liquid helium range, so
long as the crystals are able to support sufficiently high Q-factor WG modes. Using
this approach it is possible to detect naturally occurring impurity ions in the purest
single crystal dielectric resonators, which are used for numerous high-Q microwave
applications. In the crystal under study, Fe3+ at a known concentration of 100
parts per billion could clearly be detected, with spectroscopy revealing numerous
single and two photon transitions, as well as transitions in Cr3+ , and V2+ . This
concentration level is amongst the lowest achievable with current crystal growth
technology. At higher concentrations, it is expected that no significant modification
to the technique will be required, but at extremely high ion concentration levels
(e.g. doped crystals with concentrations of several percent) the sensitivity of the
technique may su↵er due to significant broadening of the ESR. In summary, our
work demonstrates the possibility of QED in crystal cavities with natural impurities, although the strong interaction regime has not been observed yet due to the
broadening of the Fe3+ ESR arising from strong spin-lattice coupling. The problem
could be resolved by increasing the number of active ions by further annealing the
crystal, which enhances the e↵ective photon-spin coupling.
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Foreword
This chapter describes the experimental observation of strong coupling between photon bosonic and spin degrees of freedom in sapphire. It is based on a publication in
the journal Physical Review A [59].

In the previous chapter we discussed and presented measurements of WGM spectroscopy. In this chapter we will discuss how the whispering gallery mode doublet
interacts with the Fe3+ spin ensemble. We continue to measure the same sapphire
crystal as measured in Chapter 2, inside a dilution refrigerator at temperatures as
low as 53 mK. We show that the WGM doublet is a strongly coupled system between two counter-propagating WGM photons, which behave like a spin 1/2 system.

My contribution to the research was:
90% of the experimental work,
40% of the manuscript preparation.
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3.1. ABSTRACT
This chapter is reproduced from a published refereed article:

Controlling a whispering-gallery-doublet-mode avoided frequency
crossing: Strong coupling between photon bosonic and spin
degrees of freedom
M. Goryachev, W.G. Farr, D.L. Creedon, and M.E. Tobar

Phys. Rev. A 89, 013810 Published 13 January 2014

3.1 Abstract
A combination of electron spin interactions in a magnetic field allows us to control the resonance frequencies of a high-Q Whispering Gallery (WG) cavity mode
doublet, resulting in precise measurements of an avoided crossing between the two
modes comprising the doublet. We show that the resonant photons e↵ectively behave as spin– 12 particles and that the physical origins of the doublet phenomenon
arise from an energy splitting between the states of photon spin angular momentum.
The exclusive role of the photon spin in splitting the mode frequency is emphasised,
and we demonstrate that the gyrotropic and anisotropic properties of the crystalline
media supporting the WG mode lead to strong coupling between the bosonic and
spin degrees of freedom of cavity photons. Despite the demonstrated similarities
with Jaynes-Cummings type systems, the mode doublet system exhibits a significant di↵erence due to its linearity. Unlike traditional experiments dealing with
interactions between fields and matter, here the crystalline medium plays a role
of macroscopic symmetry breaking, assisting in the strong coupling between these
photon degrees of freedom. Such a regime is demonstrated experimentally with a
method to e↵ectively control the photon spin state. Our experiments demonstrate
for the first time, controllable time-reversal symmetry breaking in a high-Q cavity.
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3.2 Introduction
The interaction between light and matter is one of the most important topics in
modern science and technology, and particularly in the field of quantum mechanics. The applications of such research are many and varied, including spectroscopy,
quantum information and computing, ultra-stable clocks, lasers, and fundamental
investigations of quantum phenomena. Light-matter interactions are investigated
at almost all frequencies of the electromagnetic spectrum, spanning many orders of
magnitude from ultraviolet to radio frequencies. Generally speaking, in all of these
experiments the bosonic degree of freedom of photons is always coupled to quantum states of matter in the form of atoms, ions, molecules or plasmas. Photons are
chosen due to well established experimental techniques and technologies that make
experimentation very easy, whilst the aforementioned states of matter are chosen as
they are known for exhibiting quantum mechanical phenomena due to their proximity to the Plank scale. This approach has been enormously successful over the past
few decades in demonstrating the quantum mechanical properties of nature.
One of the most common types of experiment involves coupling electromagnetic radiation to a spin

1
2

particle such as an electron. Since the famous Stern-

Gerlach experiment of 1922, experimental setups involving spin

1
2

particles have

gained significant attention in physics. In particular, systems well described by the
Jaynes-Cummings model [60] representing the coupling between a two-level system
(TLS) with a quantised mode of an electromagnetic field, form the basis of a large
area of research known as Cavity or Circuit Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) [61].
Quantum strong coupling regimes in particular [62, 63] have attracted special interest, having demonstrated entangled states necessary for di↵erent types of quantum
computing schemes. In the microwave frequency range, strong coupling has been
demonstrated for a range of systems including ensembles of paramagnetic impurity
ions in dielectric crystals [12], nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centres in diamond [36, 64],
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NV centres coupled to qubits [65], and ensembles of ultra-cold atoms on a chip [57].
In all of these experiments, a special role is attributed to matter which reveals its
microscopic quantum properties, particularly where spin systems play the role of
two-level states. The number of such spin systems suitable for QED experiments in
the microwave range is very limited, and thus the search for other potential systems
for QED purposes is important.
Another approach to field-matter interaction places only secondary importance
on the matter. Here, its role is limited to macroscopic phenomena leading to the
symmetry breaking. As a result of such an interaction with matter, a cavity photon
bosonic degree of freedom is coupled to the spin angular momentum of the same
photon. Despite the fact that a photon is a spin-1 particle, the photon spin degree
of freedom is e↵ectively seen as a TLS due to the zero rest mass of a photon. In such
a way, the situation of a cavity mode coupling to a TLS is achieved even though no
atom-like structure of matter is needed. However, this system cannot be classified as
a Jaynes-Cummings interaction because it lacks any nonlinear properties naturally
exhibited by such systems.
In this work, we present the first experimental and theoretical demonstration of
a field-matter interaction experiment performed using the spin angular momentum
of a photon [66, 67]. Both the bosonic degree of freedom and the TLS originate in
the nature of a cavity photon. The only role of matter in the experiment is to break
reflection symmetry in such a way that both of these degrees of freedom of a single
particle are coupled. For this purpose, a Whispering Gallery mode cavity (WGC) of
cylindrical geometry [43,68] is used, rather than the more conventional linear FabryPérot cavity. We demonstrate interaction in the strong coupling regime between a
microwave photon spin (e↵ectively acting as a TLS) and bosonic degrees of freedom.
Although the quantum polarization state of photons has been studied previously
in the optical domain [67, 69–71], no cavity experiment has been conducted and
analysed yet. Unlike other works on WGC [72–74], we emphasise importance of the
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polarization states of the photons, with an efficient method to control them. This
gives an insight into the physical origins of the e↵ects observed in many similar
systems due to the spin degree of freedom of a photon.

3.3 Experimentally Controlling a Photon Spin State
In order to observe the energy splitting due to photon spin angular momentum,
a few conditions must be satisfied. First, the cavity needs to be represented in a
circular geometry. This requirement is imposed because a conventional linear cavity
has an explicitly broken symmetry in reflection due to two boundary conditions.
To excite a circular cavity requires only one electrode, and thus only one boundary
condition is explicitly set. This implies independence of the clockwise and counterclockwise propagating waves in an ideal cavity. Secondly, the energy splitting must
be greater than the resonance linewidth. In the opposite case, the relations between
the mode doublets cannot be observed. Finally, an e↵ective means is required to
tune the cavity properties in order to change the coupling between cavity photons
with di↵erent spin states. All these requirements can be achieved in ultra-low loss
dielectric cylindrical cavities such as cryogenically cooled sapphire whispering gallery
mode resonators [43]. In such a system, the magnetic properties of the medium can
be e↵ectively manipulated by an external DC magnetic field Bext through intrinsic
crystal impurity ions [28]. Indeed, impurity ions such as Fe3+ in sapphire crystal at
low temperatures [53] change the permeability tensor µ̂(Bext ) making it gyrotropic
[28, 75]. The anisotropy of the permittivity tensor is due to the crystal structure
of the sapphire resonator, as well as the presence of back-scatterers in the lattice
[13, 72, 73].
To experimentally demonstrate coupling between the spin and bosonic degrees
of freedom of a photon, a sapphire WGC was cooled to approximately 110 mK.
The sapphire is a cylinder of 50 mm diameter ⇥ 30mm height, characterised using
a transmission method with two loop antennae in a setup described in detail else-
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Figure 3.1: Density plot showing the dependence of the measured WG mode doublet transmission coefficient on the external applied magnetic field. The detuning
frequency is calculated from fc = 11.77355 GHz. The electron spin resonance
transitions labelled on the plot are the Cr3+ dipole transition (A), Fe3+ dipole
transition (B), and Fe3+ quadruple transition (C). The bottom section of the
plot shows the Q-factor of the WG mode for corresponding states of photon spin
angular momentum.

where [28]. The probing signal is attenuated to reach the level of

60 dBm power

incident upon the crystal, and the cavity output signal is amplified by a low noise
cryogenic amplifier. The cavity and the amplifier are both isolated at 110 mK. To
modify the e↵ective permeability tensor due to intrinsic impurity ions included at
a parts-per-billion level within the crystal, an external DC magnetic field is applied
to the sapphire cavity along its cylindrical z-axis. For the best magnetic field sensitivity µ̂(Bext ), the WG mode to be excited is chosen in the vicinity of an Electron
Spin Resonance (ESR) of the residual Fe3+ ions in the crystal (⌫ESR = 12.04 GHz).
Fig. 3.1 shows the response of the cavity near the Fe3+ and Cr3+ spin resonances,
demonstrating the existence of two eigensolutions. These eigensolutions correspond
to the |Ri and |Li states of the photon spin angular momentum. The boxed region is
shown magnified in Fig. 3.2. This figure demonstrates an avoided crossing between
two states of defined circular polarisation. The magnetic field e↵ectively ‘inverts’
the medium, which manifests as a mirroring of these polarisations. The minimal
splitting at about

0.5 mT is attributed to the electrical properties of the crystal,

i.e. the permittivity tensor "ˆ. This parameter is set by the crystalline medium and
cannot be varied, thus determining the minimal splitting.
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Figure 3.2: Density plot of showing the dependence of the measured WG mode
transmission coefficient on the external applied magnetic field, and detuning from
fc . The dashed lines correspond to the eigen-energies of the bare states, and the
transmission extrema correspond to ‘dressed’ states.

Figure 3.3 demonstrates the mode splitting at Bext =

0.5 mT. Both states

exhibit equal losses, demonstrating the strong coupling between the photon and
its spin angular momentum. This situation is similar to traditional cavity QED
experiment where a photon mode is strongly coupled to a specific atomic transition.
The strength of the coupling is 2g = 6.46 kHz, and the line width is 2 = 1206 Hz,
with g/ = 5.4. It should be emphasised that ESR transitions of dilute impurities
of the crystal are not explicitly present in the region of interest (shown in Fig. 3.3).
Only the far outside ‘tail’ of the characteristic Lorentzian lineshape of such an ESR
is utilised to manipulate the permeability tensor µ̂(Bext ) of the crystal . This is
completely described by the macroscopic properties of the matter, and unlike in
traditional QED no microscopic properties of the matter are utilised directly.

3.4 Theoretical Description
The WGC is represented by a uniform, homogeneous, time-invariant, gyrotropic,
anisotropic medium. The action of the electromagnetic field in such medium in the
absence of charges and currents is given by
1
S=
2
58

ˆ

ti

t0

ˆ

E† (r, t) · "ˆ · E(r, t)

H† (r, t) · µ̂ · H(r, t) d3 r dt,

(3.1)

Transmission (a.u.)
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Figure 3.3: Transmission through the WGC at Bext = 0.5 mT as a function
of detuning frequency from fc . This demonstrates equal losses and the minimal
splitting due to the dielectric properties of the material, with 2g = 6.46 kHz and
g/ = 5.4

where t and r represent time and the vector displacement from the origin, E and H
are the intensities of the electric and magnetic fields respectively, and "ˆ and µ̂ are
the permittivity and permeability tensors. The corresponding Hamiltonian can be
written:
1
H=
2

ˆ

E† (r, t) · "ˆ · E(r, t)+ B† (r, t) · (µ̂ 1 )† · B(r, t) d3 r,

(3.2)

where B is the magnetic field, found using the relationship µ̂ 1 µ̂ = Iˆ (where Iˆ is
the identity tensor).
The cavity material properties are given by the two tensors "ˆ and (µ̂ 1 )† in the
cavity Hamiltonian (Eq. 3.2). These tensors act on a photon spin to change its
state, demonstrating operator-like behaviour. The tensors can be represented in the
form:
"ˆ = " Iˆ + ⌘ˆ ,
(µ̂ 1 )† = µ
where " and µ

1

1

Iˆ + ⌫ˆ ,

(3.3)
(3.4)

are scalars representing the average diagonal value of the corre-

sponding quantity. Since any influence of the longitudinal direction is neglected,
i.e. no longitudinal component of the field exists, all matrices in Eq. 3.3 can be
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represented as square. The last term in both definitions is considered to be a small
perturbation of the isotropic components of the parameter due to the anisotropy
and gyrotropicity of the medium.
In a WGC, the electromagnetic wave propagates around the inner surface of a
cylindrical cavity. The resonance of such a cavity is set by the number of variations
of the field intensity about the azimuthal angle . WG cavities exhibit two types
of mode with well defined linear polarisation: WGH modes, with dominant B field
along the cylindrical z-axis and E field in the radial direction, and WGE modes with
dominant E field oriented axially, and B field radially [43]. All modes are hybrid
modes to some extent, but the small longitudinal components of the field are ignored
here. This approximation is the same as the case of an infinitely long cylindrical
cavity, or a mode with very large azimuthal wave number. The assumption reduces
the analysis of the system to two transverse dimensions. The two types of waves correspond to the two orthogonal directions of the wave-polarization in the cylindrical
geometry, stated further as ↵ = x = r (the cavity radius) and ↵ = y (the cylinder
axis). Due to the crystal anisotropy, these two polarizations are not degenerate in
frequency and thus the same wavenumber k corresponds to two resonance frequencies !WGH and !WGE with a particular linear wave-polarization. In this study, we
consider the case of a defined polarisation at a single resonance frequency !k↵ = !0 .
For the case of a WGC operating in a particular resonant mode with wavenumber k along the azimuthal angle

, and a defined linear polarisation ↵, the field

components in Eq. 3.2 can be written as follows [76]:
E(r, t) ⇡ Ê↵ ( , t)
r
2⇡~ p h
=i
!k↵ ˆ↵ âeik
V"

B(r, t) ⇡ B̂↵ ( , t)
r
2⇡~ k h
= ±i
ˆ âeik
p
V " !k↵

ˆ↵† â† e

ik

ˆ † â† e

i

,

ik

(3.5)
i

,

(3.6)

where ˆ↵ and ˆ are polarisation vector operators along x or y, and a† & a are
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the creation and annihilation operators for the cavity photon. Note that only one
linearly polarised wave exists at a given angular frequency.
Linearly polarised modes of the WGC can be described using a basis vector of
two helicities ˆR and ˆL , i.e. right and left circular polarizations [76]:
1
1
ˆx = p (ˆR + ˆL ) = p (|Ri hL| + |Li hR|), or
2
2
1
1
ˆy = p (ˆL ˆR ) = p (|Li hR| |Ri hL|),
i 2
i 2

(3.7)
(3.8)

These two circular polarizations represent the spin of a photon. Using the language
of spin- 12 particles, a photon has spin 1 if it is in the |Ri state (right-polarised)
and

1 if it is in the |Li state (left-polarised), which are the eigenstates of the

photon spin angular momentum. From this definition, the operators ˆR and ˆL
reverse the photon helicity. This situation is similar to the ˆ+ = |ei hg| and ˆ =
|gi he| operators for a spin- 12 particle, where these operators introduce or remove an
excitation from the system and change the atomic spin angular momentum by ±1.
Other important properties of spin- 12 particles, such as the fact that ˆ↵ = (ˆ↵ )† and
ˆR = (ˆL )† also hold true in the case of photon spin. In the case of photon spin, the
spin operator acting in the z-direction can be defined as ˆz = |Ri hR|

|Li hL|.

The action on the photon spin angular momentum of the first terms of the sums
in the material tensors (Eq. 3.3) is trivial, i.e. the associated identity matrices
do not change the spin state of the photon. The second terms of the sums give a
non-trivial change of the state that can be represented generically in terms of the
following matrices:
⌘ˆ =
⌫ˆ =

✓

✓

hR| ⌘ˆ |Ri hR| ⌘ˆ |Li
hL| ⌘ˆ |Ri hL| ⌘ˆ |Li
hR| ⌫ˆ |Ri hR| ⌫ˆ |Li
hL| ⌫ˆ |Ri hL| ⌫ˆ |Li

◆

◆

(3.9)
,

(3.10)

where for a gyrotropic medium it is known that ⌘ˆ = ⌘ˆ† and ⌫ˆ = ⌫ˆ† . In addition,
⌘11 =

⌘22 and ⌫11 =

⌫22 due to the choice of scalars " and µ

1

as averages of the

corresponding properties between the two dimensions. If the material is isotropic
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then the diagonal elements in both matrices ⌫ˆ and ⌘ˆ vanish. However, in the case
of an isotropic non-gyrotropic medium, both matrices become zero. The matrix
representations (Eq. 3.9 and 3.10) are due to the law of spin angular momentum
conservation in a matter-field interaction where |Ri and |Li are the eigenstates of
the field.
Such a representation of the medium, together with the photon polarisation
decomposition into a circular polarisation basis, (3.7) suggests the following:
⇥
⇤⇥
⇤
1
H↵ = ~!0 ˆ↵ ˆ↵ + ˆ ˆ + ˆ↵ ⌘ˆˆ↵ + ˆ ⌫ˆ ˆ a† a + aa†
4
⇥
⇤h †
1
1
1i
= ~!0 1 + ˆ↵ ⌘ˆˆ↵ + ˆ ⌫ˆ ˆ a a +
2
2
2

(3.11)

where the ˆ↵ ˆ↵† = 1 term is due to taking into account the isotropic component and
dispersion relationship ! 2 =

k2
.
µ"

The Hamiltonian (Eq. 3.11) clearly shows that the

energy of a bosonic mode of a photon depends on its spin state. Expanding the
second term of the first square bracket, the Hamiltonians of the WGE and WGH
cavity modes can be written as
⇣
⌘h
1
1i
1
Hx = ~!0 1 + ˆx ⌘ˆˆx + ˆy ⌫ˆ ˆy a† a +
2
2
✓ 2
⌘22 + ⌫22
⌘21 ⌫21
= ~!0 1 +
ˆz + Im p
ˆy
2
2
◆h
⌘21 ⌫21
1i
+ Re p
ˆx a† a +
2
2

(3.12)

⌘h
1
1i
1
†
Hy = ~!0 1 + ˆy ⌘ˆˆy + ˆx ⌫ˆ ˆx a a +
2
2
2
⇣
⌫21 ⌘21
⌘22 + ⌫22
ˆz + Im p
ˆy
= ~!0 1 +
2
2
⌫21 ⌘21 ⌘h †
1i
+ Re p
ˆx a a + .
2
2

(3.13)

and
⇣

For both the WGE and WGH polarizations of the mode, the results (3.12) and
(3.13) demonstrate a dependence of the angular frequency of the bosonic mode of
the photon on its spin angular momentum state. This dependence vanishes if the
medium is isotropic (⌘22 + ⌫22 = 0) and not gyrotropic (Im{⌫21
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⌘21 } = 0 and
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Re{⌫21

⌘21 } = 0) leaving the usual form of a single harmonic oscillator (HO).

Otherwise, splitting of the mode spectrum can be observed due to the states |Ri
and |Li of the TLS emerging from the photon spin angular momentum. So, strong
coupling of the photon spin and bosonic degrees of freedom is possible. Experimentally, this is observed as two realisations of the bosonic mode for two states of the
photon spin |Ri or |Li. Which photon spin state is higher in energy (the excited
state) is set by the material parameters. Thus for an anisotropic, weakly gyrotropic
(| Im{⌫21

⌘21 }| ⌧ |⌘22 + ⌫22 |) medium, if ⌘22 + ⌫22 > 0 then the |Ri state is the

excited state, and |Li is the ground state. This is the situation we assume in the
present work. The interesting feature of the interaction we suggest is that the ensemble of TLS cannot be saturated unless the material parameters themselves are
non-linear, otherwise the number of TLS is always equal to the number of bosons in
the mode. This fact manifests an important di↵erence between the present system
and traditional cavity QED involving an ensemble of two level systems. Whereas the
latter usually exhibits nonlinear e↵ects when the ensemble is close to saturation, the
former is always linear and representable by a system of two coupled HOs. However,
the TLS ensemble case can also be approximated by the set of HOs in the case of
weak excitation [57].

3.5 Conclusion
In this work, we have demonstrated similarities between traditional QED [77], which
employs an interaction between quantised electromagnetic modes with a two-level
state system (a spin- 12 particle), and the approach we propose, which employs interaction between bosonic behaviour of a photon in a cavity and the photon’s own
spin. Most of the similarities are due to the fact that, although a photon is a spin-1
particle carrying spin ±1, it has only two states of spin angular momentum because
of its zero rest mass. These two eigenstates imply that a photon can, in principle,
behave as a qubit like other quantum TLSs based on eigenstates of a photon spin
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angular momentum operator [67, 69]: | i = ↵ |Ri +
efficients are subject to ↵2 +

2

|Li, where the complex co-

= 1. However, unlike typical Jaynes-Cummings

systems, the spin-phonon system analysed in this work is always linear and can thus
always be described as a system of two coupled HOs. This fact prevents its direct
utilization as a qubit without the introduction of an additional nonlinearity, for instance through the spins controlling the interaction, a superconducting nonlinear
junction, or a nonlinear measurement scheme.
Nevertheless, the narrow linewidths of WG modes allow these cavities to achieve
operation in the strong coupling regime where a photon loses its identity in terms
of its own spin. In this case, unlike in other work [74], matter is treated collectively
by the tensor macroscopic description, which breaks the reflection symmetry leading to energy splitting between photon spin states. This approach to matter-field
interaction is significantly di↵erent from the traditional one extensively implying
microscopic quantum phenomena in the material. It is also di↵erent from the experiment utilising quantum regimes of cavity photons [78, 79] since only bosonic
degrees of freedom are utilised in this approach. This work points out another
source of quantum states, one originating in the photon spin degree of freedom. So,
this work demonstrates possibility of achieving high Q-factor values in cavities with
broken symmetry, and finally, we demonstrate an e↵ective method of controlling this
phenomenon through natural dilute impurities with the application of an external
magnetic field.
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Foreword
In this chapter we continue to investigate the behaviour of whispering gallery mode
(WGM) resonances coupled to the Fe3+ electron spin resonance (ESR) in sapphire.
We look at the influence of the Fe3+ ESR on the WGM system, we demonstrate
experiments which show time-reversal symmetry breaking as a consequence of the
cylindrical WGM cavity geometry. We also measure the susceptibility of the Fe3+
ensemble at temperatures between 36 mK and 5 K.
This chapter is based on a publication in the journal Physical Review B [80].
My contribution to the research was:
90% of the experimental work,
30% of the manuscript preparation.
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4.1. ABSTRACT
This chapter is reproduced from a published refereed article:

Spin-photon interaction in a cavity with time-reversal symmetry
breaking
M. Goryachev, W.G. Farr, D.L. Creedon, and M.E. Tobar

Phys. Rev. B 89, 224407 Published 11 June 2014

4.1 Abstract
Employing a sapphire whispering gallery mode resonator, we demonstrate features
of the spin-photon interaction in cavities with broken time-reflection symmetry. The
broken symmetry leads to a lifting of the degeneracy between left-handed and righthanded polarised cavity photons, which results in an observable gyrotropic e↵ect.
In the high-Q cavity limit, such a situation requires a modification of the TavisCummings Hamiltonian to take into account conservation of spin angular momentum
and the corresponding selection rules. As a result, the system is represented by a
system of two linearly coupled bosonic modes, with each one coupled to its own subensemble of two-level systems with di↵erent energy splittings. In the experimental
example, these sub-ensembles originate from Fe3+ impurity ions e↵ectively seen as a
two level systems at the interaction frequency. The temperature dependence of the
population of each sub-ensemble (in terms of e↵ective susceptibility of the medium)
is determined experimentally in accordance with the theoretical predictions revealing
various paramagnetic impurity types in the solid. The regimes of backscatterer and
spin ensemble domination are discussed and compared.

4.2 Introduction
The Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian [60] is an important model describing the interaction of a two level quantum system with an electromagnetic cavity mode. The
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cavity is usually understood as a linear cavity of the Fabry-Pérot type, where the
electromagnetic wave propagating as e±ikx is confined between two mirrors. Such
a cavity explicitly possesses both time-reversal (T-symmetry) and reflection symmetries. It is typically implied that the confined light is linearly polarised [81] and
thus e↵ectively has no spin angular momentum. Semi-classically this can be understood as a superposition of left and right hand propagating electromagnetic waves
that form a standing wave and interact with an atom. These waves are always
degenerate in frequency and are mirror reflections of each other, thus the matter
of spin angular momentum conservation becomes irrelevant due to symmetry under
the mirror x 7!

x as well as time reversal t 7!

t transforms.

In a circular cavity where a wave travels around the cavity boundary e±ik ,
such as a Whispering Gallery Mode (WGM) type resonator, there is continuous
rotational symmetry

7! +✓. Similarly to a Fabry-Pérot cavity, the modes of such

systems can be represented as linear combinations of clockwise and counter-clockwise
circularly polarised waves. However, conversely to the linear cavity, the reflection
symmetry of the system ( 7!

) may be broken. For example, back-scatterers

in a cavity lift the degeneracy by introducing a coupling between the two counterpropagating waves, causing the mode to appear as a doublet. In this case, the
disorder symmetry breaking, the linear combination of the two counter propagating
modes causes spatially orthogonal standing waves [13, 72, 73]. However, in the case
where the dominant defect in the cavity is an ion with spin, a gyrotropic response
with the underlining T-symmetry breaking has previously been observed between
the two standing wave modes when the ion’s electron spin resonance frequency
has been tuned to the WGM frequency [43, 59]. It has been shown that in this
case, one of the waves is a clockwise travelling wave, while the other is a counterclockwise travelling wave, which are distinguished by being complementary right
and left circularly polarised electromagnetic waves. It is widely known that photons
of such waves carry a spin angular momentum of ±1. In this work we employ the
68
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language where a photon has spin 1 if it is in the |Li state and

1 if it is in the

|Ri state. So, photons in both resonances of the doublet carry a projection of the
spin angular momenta (helicity) +~ (further denoted by its polarisation state |Li)
or

~ (further denoted by its polarisation state |Ri). This situation is equivalent

to a system of two coupled Harmonic Oscillators (HO) confining photons with spin
projection of either +~ or

~.

The comparison of the two cavity types demonstrates certain di↵erences arising
due to the T-symmetry breaking phenomenon in a system of two travelling waves.
In particular, in the case of broken T-symmetry, the atom-field interaction requires
the conservation of the system’s spin angular momentum that is possessed by ions
and carried by travelling waves, implying one more selection rule beyond energy
conservation. As a result, one has to consider both energy and spin angular momentum [69, 76] conservation laws to describe the interaction between matter and
photons. This interaction between cavity photons and an ensemble of spins [57]
results in a three HO model and explain the observed gyrotropic e↵ects.

4.3 Physical Realization
The physical realization of a cavity with circular geometry is the well known WGM
dielectric resonator, extensively studied both in the optical and microwave domains.
For extremely low-loss microwave systems such as sapphire resonators, the existence
of doublets is also well known [13, 43]. They arise due to various imperfections of
the crystal resonators such as the presence of backscatterers, and can be e↵ectively
controlled with external magnetic field via interaction with impurity ions [59].
The sapphire crystals that comprise such resonators obtain naturally occurring
impurity ions within the lattice during the growth procedure, such as Fe2+ , Fe3+ ,
Cr3+ , and V2+ [27]. One of the most most abundant impurity ions is Fe2+ , which
may be converted to Fe3+ by annealing in an oxygen environment [18,82]. The e↵ects
of Fe3+ in sapphire have been studied previously both theoretically and experimen-
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tally [28, 53, 83] and in this work we study a sample with impurity concentration
of the order of 100 parts per billion. Substitutional Fe3+ ion impurities have a 6 S
ground state with a 3d5 electronic configuration of the unfilled shell. Zero-field splittings (three energy levels) of this ground state have been discussed theoretically and
used experimentally to create a solid-state maser at microwave frequencies [84]. The
Zeeman e↵ect splits these three levels into two sub levels each in the presence of a
DC magnetic field, giving rise to six quantum states of the ion: |±1/2i, |±3/2i,
|±5/2i. Each of these states is described by a value of the electron spin angular
momentum. Moreover, the energy level structure of Fe3+ ions in sapphire is such
that there exists ion-exciting transitions, which can either increase or decrease the
spin angular momentum.
In the present work, a cylindrical sapphire monocrystal designed to sustain WG
modes in the range 5 20 GHz was cooled in a dilution refrigerator. An external DC
magnetic field was applied along the z-axis of the crystal in order to split the energy
levels of the Fe3+ ions in the crystal by such an amount that the frequency of two
allowed transitions |±1/2i ! |±3/2i corresponded to the frequencies of particular
WGMs of the crystal. Each WGM used in the experiment was split into a doublet,
where each resonance of the doublet confines photons of certain polarisation: right
hand circular (RHC) or left hand circular (LHC) when interacting with the Fe3+ ions.
Each doublet resonance is clearly resolvable due to the extremely low photon loss
(Q > 108 ) and correspondingly small mode bandwidths, significantly smaller than
the doublet mode splitting. Because of their outstanding quality factors, WGMs in
sapphire crystals with highly-dilute impurities are an excellent platform to study
matter-wave interactions in the case of broken T-symmetry.

4.4 System Description
As described in the Introduction, the main consequence of breaking the symmetry
during the ion-photon interaction is the existence of two non-degenerate HOs with
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opposite values of spin angular momentum projection. As a result, these HOs interact with matter in di↵erent ways due to an extra requirement on spin angular
momentum conservation. Thus, photons carrying a certain spin projection can only
be coupled to ion transitions having a certain change of spin angular momentum.
In the case of a |Li photon that increases ion spin angular momentum by ~, the interaction is only possible with an energy level transition of the ion that corresponds
to positive change of its spin angular momentum. Accordingly, photons from the
other HO of the doublet do not interact with this particular transition. In the case
of atoms whose higher energy state has spin angular momentum lower than that of
the ground state, the opposite situation is observed.

For Fe3+ impurity ions in sapphire, transitions with both an increase (|+1/2i !
|+3/2i) and a decrease (| 1/2i ! | 3/2i) of spin angular momentum by ~ are
possible. The former is referred to here as a spin-increasing ion transition (corresponding to the level splitting !+ and spin change

mS = +1), whilst the latter as

a spin-decreasing transition (corresponding to the energy level splitting ! and spin
change

mS =

1). Each of these transitions within the ion corresponds to di↵er-

ent energy splittings, and thus requires photons of di↵erent energies for interaction.
As a result, one has to consider both energy and spin angular momentum selection
rules to describe the interaction between matter and photons. From the Fe3+ ion
point of view, the impurity interacts with a photon of certain polarisation, depending on its initial state. For simplicity, we group all the ions into three sub-ensembles
depending on the initial state: |+1/2i, | 1/2i, or other, where the number of ions
in each sub-ensemble is given by their thermal distribution. As a result, the whole
system can be represented by two intercoupled HOs that are separately coupled to
two ensembles of Two Level Systems (TLS). Such a system can then be represented
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by the following generic Hamiltonian:
⌘
⇣
H = !R ~a†R aR + !L ~a†L aL + gRL ~ a†R aL + aR a†L
N+
!+ X
+~
2 i=1

+ ~e
g

N
X

z
+i

N
! X
+~
2 i=1

+
i aR

+

z

i

+ ~e
g+

N+
X

+
+i aL

+

†
+i aL

(4.1)

i=1

†
i aR

i=1

where a†R (aR ) and a†L (aL ) are the creation (annihilation) operators for RHC and
LHC polarised photons of a doublet, gRL is the coupling between RHC and LHC
p
photon modes through the backscattering mechanism, ge± = g± / N± are the couplings between each type of photon and ion per spin,

z
±i ,

x
±i

and

y
±i

are usual

Pauli matrices approximating the behaviour of a Fe3+ ion as an ith TLS (with a
level splitting !± ) in a given sub-ensemble, i.e. in a required state:
z
+i
+
+i
z
i
+
i

= |+3/2i h+3/2| |+1/2i h+1/2| ,
= |+3/2i h+1/2| , +i = |+1/2i h+3/2| ,
= | 3/2i h 3/2| | 1/2i h 1/2| ,
= | 3/2i h 1/2| ,
i = | 1/2i h 3/2| .

(4.2)

consequently for a TLS with increasing and decreasing spin angular momentum
during excitation. The first two terms of the Hamiltonian (Eqn. 4.1) represent two
HOs corresponding to the |Li and |Ri photon spin states. These HOs are close
in angular frequency !R

!R

!L because backscatterers exist only as small

perturbations. The third term gives the linear coupling between two resonances
arising, for example, due to back scatterers. The forth and fifth terms give a TLS
approximation for the ensemble of impurity ions. The final terms in the Hamiltonian
describe the corresponding interactions between each sub-ensemble and a particular
HO. In the experiment discussed here, the incident power is always kept low enough
to keep the spin sub-ensembles unsaturated, so as to avoid all the nonlinear e↵ects
previously observed in sapphire WGM resonators [83].
The Hamiltonian represents the interaction between a bosonic WGM of the circular cavity with an ensemble of two level systems, and is a modification of the
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Doublet

Fe3+ Ion

(A)

Doublet

Fe3+ Ion

(B)

Figure 4.1: Energy diagram of the Fe3+ ion interaction with a double resonance
in a cavity with the broken T-symmetry. (A) shows the case of a spin-increasing
ion transition where !+ is tuned to the doublet, and (B) is the case when ! is
tuned to the doublet.

well known Tavis-Cummings Hamiltonian [57, 85, 86] for the case of a cavity with
broken symmetry. The Hamiltonian for the present system employs two Harmonic
oscillators for the left and right circularly polarised resonances of the doublet. The
two harmonic oscillators are linearly coupled to each other through the backscattering, and each resonance is coupled to the bath of TLS due to the Fe3+ impurity
ions. However, due to the spin angular momentum conservation law, only one HO
of the doublet is able to interact with the impurity ions at a given transition frequency when tuned by the external magnetic field. The two possible situations are
described in Fig. 4.1. When the spin-increasing transition !+ is tuned close to the
frequency of the doublet ! = 12 (!R + !L ), only |Li photons are allowed to interact demonstrating a frequency shift (situation (A) in Fig. 4.1). In situation (B) of
Fig. 4.1, when ! is tuned close to the frequency of the doublet ! only |Ri photons are allowed to interact demonstrating a frequency shift. In both cases, due to
direct coupling between HOs, a HO that is not coupled to ions also exhibits a very
small relative frequency deviation. Thus, if the HO inter-coupling is less than the
spin-photon coupling (g±

gRL ) and the cavity resonance linewidth, a gyrotropic
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e↵ect is observed. In this case, one of the resonances is much more highly tunable
by the magnetic field than the other. In contrast, when g± < gRL , both resonances
respond in a similar manner and no gyrotropic e↵ect is observed, a fact that was
confirmed in our modelling.

4.5 Experimental Observations
To experimentally observe the aforementioned e↵ects, two fundamental WGMs at
fA = 13.259 GHz (WGH19,0,0 ) and fB = 10.8104 GHz (WGH15,0,0 ) of a cylindrical
sapphire resonator were studied. The experimental setup is demonstrated in Fig. 4.2.
The cylinder (50 mm diameter, 30 mm height) is oriented in such a way that the
c-axis of the crystal is parallel to the external DC magnetic field and excited with
the straight antennae. The cavity transmission is characterised by measuring the
scattering transmission parameters S21 with a network analyser with a cascade of
cold and room temperature attenuation and amplification.
The interactions of the fA and fB doublet modes with the spin-increasing and
decreasing transitions of Fe3+ are shown in Fig. 4.3. In both cases only one of
!+
2⇡

the HOs (|Li at fA =

and |Ri at fB =

!
2⇡

) is coupled to the spin transition

in accordance with the spin number conservation law. These results are obtained
at low temperatures such that spin-photon coupling is much greater than coupling
between HOs. In such a case, the influence of one of the polarizations is negligible,
so that the whole interaction picture can be modelled using a reduced two oscillator
model - one for the photonic mode and one for the spin ensemble (Fig. 4.3). The
dashed lines denote a one-photon transition Zeeman e↵ect !± =
the electron g-factor,

e

g
~

e

B where g is

is the Bohr magneton and B is the external magnetic field.

The picture is mirror symmetric around the B = 0 line.
Due to the relatively large bandwidth of the Fe3+ transitions (on the order of
25 MHz), these measurements are not in the strong coupling regime between cavity
photons and spins (although the linewidth of the WG mode resonance is narrow
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Figure 4.2: Experimental setup: the incident signal is attenuated at various stages
of the dilution refrigerator, the transmitted signal is amplified both at 4 K and
at room temperature. The backaction noise of the cold amplifier is damped by a
millikelvin isolator. Anti-radiation shields are not shown.

enough). Thus, a double peak structure has been never observed for these impurities
in sapphire. The best coupling between spins and photons is observed to be about
6 MHz, thus we estimate that the concentration of spins needs to be increased from
about 100 parts per billion to about 2 parts per million to achieve this, which is
about the level of concentration of Fe2+ ions in the sample. Thus, if either all Fe2+
ions could be converted to Fe3+ , or the crystal could intentionally be doped to that
level, strong coupling could, in principle, be attained in the future.
Fig. 4.3 shows the interaction between the |+1/2i ! |+3/2i and | 1/2i !
| 3/2i ion transitions and two WGMs at the specific frequencies of 13.259 and
10.810 GHz. Over a broader range of fields and in the frequency range 8-20 GHz
the amount of interactions with di↵erent WGMs is quite numerous [27], (chapter 2).
As well as the Fe3+ ion being a six-level system, it can exhibit other transitions too.
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Figure 4.3: Interaction of the two sub-ensembles of Fe3+ ions with two di↵erent
WGM doublets at 36 mK and B ⇡ 44 mT. (A) Spin-increasing ion transition
gRL and g ⇠ 0. (B)
!+ tuned to the doublet 2⇡fA (13.259 GHz), where g+
Spin-decreasing ion transition ! tuned to the doublet 2⇡fB (10.810 GHz), where
gRL and g+ ⇠ 0.
g

Fig. 4.4 presents the full spectroscopy over this range, both experimentally (squares
and circles) and theoretically (solid lines), of Fe3+ ions in sapphire. All interactions
here are sorted into two groups: spin-increasing ( mS > 0) and spin decreasing
( mS < 0). The change in spin number

mS is shown for each part of the curves.

The features of these interactions are the same as discussed above in that selection
rules apply due to conservation of spin angular momentum.
As described in the previous section, the intensity of the photon-spin interaction
at !+ or !

depends on how many ions from the ensemble are prepared at the

corresponding ‘TLS ground state’, |+1/2i or | 1/2i. At finite temperatures in the
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Figure 4.4: Interactions of the Fe3+ ion ensemble with a selection of WGM.
Solid curves are theoretical predictions. Squares denote spin-increasing transitions
(situation (A) in Figs. 4.1 & 4.3), and circles denote spin-decreasing transitions
(situation (B) in Figs. 4.1 & 4.3). Dashed lines are the particular transitions
discussed in the text.

continuously driven regime, this number is a function of the thermal distribution
of ions. Thus, the numbers N+ and N in Eqn. (4.1) denote the number of TLS
available for interaction with photons of certain polarization, i.e. the number of
electrons in each sub-ensemble. Consequently, they may be approximated as the
expectation value of the number of ions in the |+1/2i and | 1/2i states. These
numbers may be calculated using statistics of the system at temperature T =

1
kB

T

,

by:

⇣
NT
exp
Z
⇣
NT
N =
exp
Z
N+ =

where

T

⌘
E
T |+1/2i ,
⌘
E
T | 1/2i ,

(4.3)

is the thermodynamic beta, Z is the corresponding impurity partition

function, E|±1/2i are energies of corresponding states, and NT is the total number
of impurity ions participating in the interaction with the WGMs. This means that
the size of the ensemble of TLS that interacts with each photon polarisation will
depend on temperature. Thus, by changing the resonator temperature it is possible
to observe the populations of the |+1/2i or | 1/2i states through their interaction
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with the cavity modes. The results can be represented in terms of the e↵ective
susceptibility of the medium that is proportional to the number of impurities which
are able to interact with the resonance of a certain polarisation.
The DC susceptibility can be found from the experimental data of the avoided
crossing between the resonator WGMs and Fe3+ electron spin resonance (ESR) using
Eqn. (4.1):
±

2
g±
= 2 ,
!0 ⇠

(4.4)

where !0 is either !R or !L , ⇠ is the filling factor for the modes calculated for the
magnetic field perpendicular to the external DC field, i.e. the sum of the radial
and azimuthal fields. In order to find the coupling coefficients g± one needs to
consider the simplified model for the frequencies in the vicinity of the given transition
(+ or

):
H=

!R ~a†R aR

+

N+
!+ X
+~
2 i=1

!L ~a†L aL
z
+i

+ ~e
g+

+ gRL ~
N+
X

⇣

a†R aL

+
+i aL

+

+

aR a†L

⌘

†
+i aL ,

(4.5)

i=1

where one of the sub-ensembles is neglected (in this case the ‘minus’ transition is
neglected), since the corresponding type of interaction is prohibited by the spin
angular momentum and energy conservation laws. Thus, in the given case only
LHC photons are coupled to the spin bath, although RHC photons are still coupled
to the LHC resonance indirectly due to the existence of backscatterers. Eqn. (4.5) is
e↵ectively a three-oscillator model since an unsaturated ensemble of TLSs could be
considered as another bosonic degree of freedom [57]. Note that whenever g±

gRL ,

the second and the third terms in the Hamiltonian (4.5) can be neglected, and only
two HOs (one photon and one spin) need to be considered. Such a two-HO model is
e↵ectively a Jaynes-Cummings system. However, as demonstrated below this model
is not valid for all temperatures.
In the three-oscillator model, the angular frequencies of the RHC and LHC polarised resonances (!R and !L ), as well as the e↵ective ESR angular frequency tuned
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by the magnetic field (!+ ) can be identified from the experimental data for the ‘plus’
p
mode interaction. The coupling parameters gRL and g+ = ge+ N+ can be fitted in
such a way that model is in good agreement with the measured avoided crossing. As
described above, the latter parameter allows the calculation of the DC susceptibility
+

given by Eqn. (4.4), which represents the e↵ective response of the medium to the

magnetic component of the wave. This parameter demonstrates a clear temperature
dependence, since the change of the crystal temperature leads to change of size of
each sub-ensemble N+ , in particular modifying the upper summation limit in the
forth term of the Hamiltonian (4.5) as described by Eqn. (4.3).
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Figure 4.5: Weak interaction of the ensemble of Fe3+ ions with two WGM doublets in the transitional case g± ! gRL (T ⇠ 5 K). (A) shows the case of a
spin-increasing ion transition !+ , (B) shows the case of a spin-decreasing transition.

The identified temperature dependence of the DC susceptibility is shown in
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the spin-dominated regime (T = 36 mK, g±
gRL )
and the spin regime with significant backscatter (5 K, g± ! gRL ). The former
interaction can be modelled by two oscillator model (one WGM and one spin
ensemble). The latter requires a three oscillator model (two for WGMs, and one
for the spin ensemble).

Fig. 4.7. Decreasing the crystal temperature causes an increase in population of
both the |+1/2i and | 1/2i states due to the relaxation of ions mainly from the
|±3/2i states. This is the well-known Curie Law, which we observed at temperatures
between 0.2 and 5 K with a dependence of

⇠T

1 |"|

. The existence of the |+5/2i

and | 5/2i levels leads to a small deviation |"| from this law for temperatures above
4 K. At such temperatures, the spin-photon coupling is reduced to the level where
the HOs coupling between the WGM doublets gRL becomes important. In this case,
when g or g+ ! gRL (depending on the sign of the spin change), the interaction
picture (Fig. 4.5) becomes significantly di↵erent from that demonstrated in Fig. 4.3.
In particular, the reduced two-oscillator model becomes invalid. The system requires the full three-oscillator description (Fig. 4.1 and Hamiltonian (4.1)). In the
extreme case when either g± < gRL , it becomes impossible to distinguish between
polarisations due to the weak coupling of the spin to the photons.
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Comparing the strong spin-photon interaction case at millikelvin temperatures,
when one of g

or g+

gRL as shown in Fig. 4.3, with the weaker spin-photon

interaction case at 5 K, when one of g or g+ ! gRL , with the other equal to zero
(Fig. 4.5), it can be noted that whereas in the former case one of the resonances of the
doublet is only slightly perturbed, in the latter case both resonances are significantly
displaced (although one more than the other). Thus, in the latter case it is harder to
identify each of the HOs with pure |Ri or |Li polarisations, since the backscattering
mechanism mixes the states of photon spin angular momentum to some degree.
In other words, in this situation the cavity photon behaviour is influenced by the
backscattering mechanism as well as the spin-photon coupling. Thus, the former
case can be described as a spin-dominated regime while the latter demonstrates a
transitional case to a backscatter dominated regime. The two regimes are compared
in Fig. 4.6 with the experimental data compared to two- and three-HO models
respectively for the two regimes described above.
For temperatures equal to and below 0.2 K, the increase of spin-photon coupling
saturates as the temperature decreases, due to the fact that the upper levels become
empty and thus a further increase of susceptibility becomes impossible. Thus, this
paramagnetic phase has no increase of susceptibility with decreasing temperature
and is known as a Van Vleck paramagnet [87]. For even lower temperatures, ions at
the |+1/2i level relax to the lowest energy state | 1/2i leading to a further increase
of susceptibility for RHC polarised photons, and a decrease of susceptibility for LHC
polarised photons. Theoretically, the susceptibility is calculated to be proportional
to the number of electrons in a state leading to a certain type of interaction:

±

⇠

1⇣
e
Z

E|±1/2i

e

E|±1/2i

⌘

(4.6)

where the partition function is found taking into account all accessible spin states:
⌘
⇣
Z = exp
E|qi , where q runs over ±1/2, ±3/2 and ±5/2. Fig. 4.7 shows that
the susceptibility indeed varies as predicted by the ion thermal distribution model.
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Figure 4.7: Measured and predicted susceptibilities of two WG modes fA and fB
coupled to two transitions !+ and ! .

4.6 Conclusion
The experiments presented here reveal the significant role of photon polarisation
states [70] on wave-matter interactions in WGM dielectric resonators [59]. In particular, the situation requires consideration of the spin angular momentum conservation law in addition to the usual energy conservation. These additional features
on top of the usual Jaynes-Cummings type interactions in a Fabry-Pérot type cavity
arise due to non-degeneracy of right and left hand polarised photons. The latter fact
is the direct consequence of both reflection and time-reversal symmetry breakings in
an actual cylindrical-type cavity. The time-reversal symmetry breaking discussed is
only observable at the spin dominated regime where spin-photon coupling is much
stronger than backscattering coupling between the resonances of a doublet.
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Foreword
This chapter describes work undertaken to characterise electron spin resonance
(ESR) transitions in a bulk quartz whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonator.
Chapter 2 revealed that the WGM approach is a powerful spectroscopic technique
that can be used to study natural impurities in crystals at low temperatures. Here
we present the spectroscopic results for a di↵erent dielectric, which has a wide range
of applications in many areas of science. The chapter presents WGM spectroscopy
of bulk synthetic quartz with a seed plane. Unlike for sapphire, such spectroscopic
studies have not been done before. The experiment reveals the existence of di↵erent
naturally occurring impurities. Such studies can be used to further improve crystal
growth technology.
This chapter is based on a publication in the journal Applied Physics Letters [88].
My contribution to the research was:
90% of the experimental work,
40% of the manuscript preparation.
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5.1. ABSTRACT
This chapter is reproduced from a published refereed article:

Giant g-factors of natural impurities in synthetic quartz
M. Goryachev, W.G. Farr, and M.E. Tobar

Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 262404 Published 23 December 2013

5.1 Abstract
We report the observation of g-factors of natural paramagnetic impurities in a pure
synthetic quartz crystal at millikelvin temperatures. Measurements are made by
performing spectroscopy using multiple high-Q Whispering Gallery Modes (WGM)
sustained in the crystal. Extreme sensitivity of the method at low temperatures
allows the determination of natural residual impurities introduced during the crystal growth. We observe g-factors that significantly di↵er from integer multiples of
the electron g-factor in vacuum, and with values of up to 7.6, which reveals much
stronger coupling between impurities and the crystal lattice than in previous studies.
Both substitutional and interstitial ions are proposed as candidates for the observed
interactions.

5.2 Introduction
Crystalline quartz is a very important material extensively used in di↵erent areas
of science and technology including optics, acoustics and device physics. In particular, unprecedented acoustic quality factors both at liquid helium and millikelvin
temperatures have been recently demonstrated [20,89,90]. To further progress these
areas, ultra-pure materials are required, which depend on efficient refining and identification of residual impurities. These impurities are believed to be responsible for
limitations in quality factors [1] and generation of flicker noise as well as nonlinear
e↵ects at low temperatures [2]. In addition to applications of quartz itself, this ma-
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terial serves as a case study for understanding di↵erent defects in other silica-based
materials.
Quartz is one of the most widely used materials due to its exceptional purity.
This originates in the stable atomic configuration, which allows only few elements
from the periodic table to be present in the quartz crystalline structure as an impurity [19]. Nevertheless, Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) studies of this material
are relatively easy due to the very narrow linewidths which increase the sensitivity
of the method. Very narrow linewidths are explained by the fact that none of the
host constitutive nuclei (most abundent isotopes) have a spin moment [91]. This
makes quartz crystal a good candidate as a host material for Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics experiments, which interact spin ensemble impurities with microwave
frequency photons [12, 57].
The imperfection of quartz crystals are related to substitutional and interstitial
impurity ions (Al, H, Cu, Ag, Ge, P, Ti, Fe, etc) as well as vacancy centres (E0 )
associated with oxygen ions missing in the crystal structure. Trivalent substitutional
ions such as Al3+ , Fe3+ , Ge3+ and Ti3+ are typically accompanied by monovalent
impurity ions, such as H+ , Li+ , Na+ , which are interstitially positioned in the crystal
as charge compensators. There is a large number of experimental and theoretical
studies dedicated to di↵erent representatives of these impurities and corresponding
bonds [19, 91, 92].
Quartz has been extensively studied in the optical domain using various methods
such as infrared spectroscopy, dielectric relaxation spectroscopy and thermoluminesence [93], etc. In contrast, microwave spectroscopy has been limited mostly to
studies of natural quartz for geological purposes or intentionally doped or irradiated
synthetic samples. Thus, more sophisticated research of synthetic quartz properties
at microwave frequencies is required. In this paper, we demonstrate results of synthetic pure quartz spectroscopy in X and Ku bands (8
temperatures.
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22 GHz) and at millikelvin
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5.3 Experimental Setup
The microwave spectroscopy has been performed using Whispering Gallery Modes
(WGM) of a cylindrically shaped crystal. Due to non-negligible coupling to paramagnetic imperfections, microwave photons of such modes exhibit interaction with
certain transitions of ion impurities or possibly other paramagnetic centres in a real
crystal. As an e↵ect of this coupling, WGMs exhibit considerable broadening, frequency shift or total disappearance when a transition energy of some impurity is
tuned to a photon energy. The interaction is clear at low temperatures when the
population of higher energy states is lower. By sweeping a DC magnetic field along
the quartz cylinder symmetry axis, impurity transition energies change due to the
Zeeman e↵ect allowing observations of multiple interactions between matter and
field. This spectroscopic approach has been already applied to ultra-pure sapphire
crystals [27] where naturally occurring ions of Fe3+ , Cr3+ and V2+ are identified
with good agreement with theoretical predictions.
The crystal under study is an undoped crystalline quartz cylinder with a diameter
of 49.9 mm and height of 29.4 mm. The central hole with 4 mm diameter is used to
suspend the crystal with an oxygen-free copper post. The crystal has a seed plane
normal to the cylinder axis at its centre. Since the crystal under study is undoped,
only naturally occurring impurities are present.
The quartz cylinder is cooled down to 65 mK with a dilution refrigeration system
inside a superconducting coil magnet. The cylinder is connected to the 20-mK
stage of the cryocooler via an oxygen-free copper rod. The crystal does not have a
dedicated cavity, so it is surrounded by a shield attached to the 100-mK stage.
The main limiting factor of this spectroscopic approach is the bandwidths of
WGMs. The higher the quality factors of electromagnetic modes, the lower the
impurity concentrations that could be detected. Although crystalline quartz exhibits
significantly higher dielectric losses in the microwave region at low temperatures
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[94,95] than sapphire, the achieved quality factors of WGMs are sufficient to observe
a number of interactions between these modes and various impurities. The typical
values of quality factors of excited WGMs are of the order of 105 with a maximum
Q of 2 ⇥ 106 at 20.15 GHz.

5.4 Results
The results of actual measurements are presented as density plots depicting transmission through the crystal as a function of frequency and external magnetic field.
An example of interactions between a crystal WGM and paramagnetic impurities
is shown in Fig. 5.1. The bright line at zero detuning frequency, the WGM, has
field dependence only at certain values of the field corresponding to energies of
some impurity transitions. A collection of WGMs gives a map of interactions in
the frequency-field axes shown in Fig. 5.2. This figure demonstrates interactions
denoted as (A)-(D) in Fig. 5.1. The dashed line denotes a WGM shown in Fig. 5.1.
Solid lines, fitted dependencies of transition energies on magnetic field, reveal the
Zeeman e↵ect for a certain impurity. These lines are used to identify corresponding
g-factors assuming energy levels belong to the electron. Application of the external
magnetic field in the opposite direction (negative field) leads to a symmetric picture
around the field-axis B = 0.
Interpretations of the experimental results are given in Table. 5.1. The observed
Zeeman-lines are attributed to three paramagnetic ions that are the natural impurities in the synthetic quartz crystals. Firstly, line (a) could be attributed to either
lithium or nitrogen for which a hyperfine-like structure is observed (see transition
(A) in Fig. 5.1). This structure is shown in Fig. 5.3 demonstrating three absorption dips. Such a three-level system implies that the nuclear spin number of the
corresponding impurity ion to be I = 1. The only two stable isotopes with such
nuclear spin are

14

N and 6 Li. 6 Li (7.6% natural abundance)) are the most suitable

candidates. Another argument in favour of these interstitial ions is relatively low
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Figure 5.1: Absolute value of the transmission through the WGM quartz resonator as a function of the excitation microwave signal and DC external magnetic
field. The central frequency is 20.150079 GHz.
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zero field splitting originating in weak coupling to the crystal lattice.
Secondly, (b)-(d) form a transition structure that is typical for ions with electron
spin S

3
2

(transitions involving higher order states could be out of the observable

range) and nuclear spin I = 0, such as Fe3+ , Cr3+ ions [27]. ESR of Fe3+ ions
have been observed in synthetic brown quartz [96, 97] as well as studied in intentionally doped ↵-quartz [98]. The most common substitutional impurity of quartz,
aluminium, also has suitable electron spin S = 52 , although nonzero nuclear spin
(I = 52 ) suggests the existence of hyperfine splitting that is not observed experimentally.
Thirdly, line (e) has the almost same slope as line (d) that corresponds to a twophoton transition of a previously-discussed ion with S

3
2

(either Fe3+ or Cr3+ ).

Although unlike in the previous case, the ion causing interaction of line (e) has
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Ions
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

6

Li+ /7 Li+ , N+
Fe3+ , Cr3+

Ag3+ , Y3+
Oxygen Substitution

Transition
↵
↵
1
1
+
!
2↵
2↵
1
3
!
2↵
2↵
+ 12 ! + 32
↵
↵
+ 12 ! 32
↵
↵
+ 12 ! 32

g-factor

ZFS, GHz

7.612
1.883
2.173
5.609
5.726

0.596
20.325
20.344
24.593
20.355

Transmission through the crystal, a.u.

Table 5.1: Possible interpretation of fitted impurity transitions fitted in Fig. 5.2
with fitted g-factors and zero field splittings (ZFS).

176

180

184

188

192

Magnetic Field, mT

Figure 5.3: Transmission through the crystal at the WGM resonance near the
interaction (A).

nuclear spin I =

1
2

since transition (B) in Fig 5.1 demonstrates splitting in two.
↵
↵
1
5
!
Existence of this splitting does not allow us to attribute this line to
2
2

of the previous type of ion leading to attributing line (e) to a separate ion ensemble.

Since line (e) corresponds to a two-photon transition, this ion possesses electron
spin S

3
.
2

The only stable isotopes of such nuclear spin are
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Y,

107

Ag and

109

Ag

that cover 100% of all corresponding chemical elements found in nature. Traces
of Ag have been determined previously in germanium-doped synthetic quartz [99].
Another explanation for line (e) is that the double line structure arises from substitution of oxygen on two di↵erent sites with an I = 0 impurity ion.
Regardless of the above discussion, all Zeeman lines demonstrate anomalous
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values of electron g-factors. Indeed, all experimentally identified g-factors varying
from 4.7 to 8.5% and are significantly di↵erent from the closest integer multiple
of the electron g-factor in vacuum. Typically such discrepancies do not exceed
1% [19]. The values of g-factors observed in this work have never been reported by
any theoretical or experimental studies except for Cu2+ (gL ⇡ 2.021–2.7) and Ni+
(gL ⇡ 2.088–2.787) centres in specially prepared quartz [100]. Neither of these two
impurities fit into the observations seen here as the associated electron and nuclear
spin numbers are di↵erent. The di↵erence from the electron g-factor is caused by
much stronger influence of the crystal lattice field on the paramagnetic impurities.
The study also reveals a paramagnetic impurity with extremely large g-factor of
7.612. These values should correspond to one photon transition since the observed
interactions are extremely strong.

5.5 Conclusion
The present study demonstrates new experimental observations of g-factors in spectroscopy of synthetic quartz. These results have not been predicted by any theoretical studies. The uniqueness of this experiment is in the extreme sensitivity of the
method allowing the discovery of new phenomena in pure crystals at extremely low
temperatures.
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Foreword
Our initial investigations into spectroscopy of WGM resonators have focused on
undoped crystals with dilute impurities. It has been shown in the past [101] that
it is possible to increase the concentration of Fe3+ ions in sapphire by annealing
the crystal in air, causing conversion of the more abundant Fe2+ ions. This was
attempted with the crystal measured in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, but it was not
possible to increase the Fe3+ concentration in the crystal above the threshold for
strong coupling.
In this chapter we continue spectroscopic measurements of a sapphire host, although now we use a sapphire highly doped with Cr3+ (ruby). It has a lower Q-factor
due to increased dielectric losses, but it exhibits significantly higher spin photon coupling due to increased ion impurities (approximately 3% by weight). We observe
photon-photon coupling on the order of 650 kHz, and spin-photon coupling on the
order of 500 MHz.
This chapter is based on a publication in the journal Physical Review B [102]

My contribution to the research was:
90% of the experimental work,
80% of the manuscript preparation.
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6.1. ABSTRACT
This chapter is reproduced from a published refereed article:

Strong coupling between whispering gallery modes and
chromium ions in ruby
W.G. Farr, M. Goryachev, D.L. Creedon, and M.E. Tobar

Phys. Rev. B 90, 054409 Published 13 August 2014

6.1 Abstract
We report the study of interactions between cavity photons and paramagnetic Cr3+
spins in a ruby (Cr3+ :Al2 O3 ) Whispering Gallery mode (WGM) resonator. Examining the system at microwave frequencies and millikelvin temperatures, spin-photon
couplings up to 580 MHz or about 5% of photon energy are observed between the
impurity spins and high quality factor (Q > 105 ) WGM. Large tunability and spinspin interaction allows operation in the strong coupling regime. The system exhibits
behaviour not predicted by the usual Tavis-Cummings model because of interactions
within the two-level spin bath, and the existence of numerous photonic modes.

6.2 Introduction
Quantum strong coupling regimes have attracted interest as entangled states necessary for quantum computing schemes. The Tavis-Cummings model (TCM) [85,
86, 103] describes the coupling between an ensemble of two level systems (TLS) and
a quantised mode of an electromagnetic field, and forms the basis of the large areas of research known as Cavity and Circuit Quantum Electodynamics (QED). The
strong coupling regime at microwave frequencies has been demonstrated in a number
of experiments (nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centres in diamonds [104], superconducting
qubits [105], rare-earth ions [12], and ultra-cold atoms [57]). However, the model
does not predict specific phenomena that can be observed in real, complex systems.
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Indeed, such systems often break the basic assumptions of the TCM through the
existence of multiple cavity modes, more than two levels in the matter subsystem,
or by exhibiting interactions between TLSs. For example, in dielectric Whispering Gallery Mode (WGM) resonators with high dopant concentration, all of these
assumptions could be broken. In such a system, WGMs of a macroscopic cylindrical crystal resonator are coupled to impurity ions within the resonator crystal
lattice. [27, 59, 88]
In general, the regime of wave-matter interaction is primarily described by three
parameters: the coupling strength g, the electron spin resonance (ESR) linewidth
ESR ,

and the cavity linewidth

cav .

The strong coupling regime of this interaction

is achieved when
g > 12 (
Because g /

p

ESR

+

cav ).

(6.1)

N , where N is the number of spins, the spin-photon coupling

strength may be increased by doping the crystal, however this also increases the
cavity linewidth due to increased loss. This trade-o↵ results in an optimal doping
strength, which depends on the impurity ions in the crystal. The limiting of vanishingly low concentrations of ions, in particular naturally occurring impurities in
sapphire, has been studied before [27]. None of the observed ions, such as Cr3+ ,
V2+ , or Fe3+ have achieved the strong coupling regime, regardless of the extraordinarily high quality factor of the WGMs, Q > 109 . This is due to the inability to
control the ESR linewidth, which is marginally larger than the photon-spin coupling
in these crystals. Thus, it is interesting to investigate the case in the opposite limit,
where the crystal is highly doped, however as discussed above such systems should
demonstrate features in addition to a conventional TCM system.
With respect to the previous work [27,28], an ideal candidate for an experiment in
the opposing limit is a ruby crystal (Cr3+ :Al2 O3 ) WGM resonator. Such devices have
already been studied at liquid helium temperatures (4 K) and microwave frequencies
[106] for application to frequency standards. This study revealed relatively high
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quality factors Q > 106 and significant e↵ects due to impurity ions. The spinphoton interaction has been observed previously in Cr3+ :Al2 O3 with a collective
coupling g = 38 MHz [107]. The first millikelvin study of these ions in ruby WGM
resonators at Ku band (13.9 GHz) frequencies is presented.

6.3 System Description
6.3.1 Spin-Wave interaction in highly doped crystal resonators
Interactions between WGMs and the Cr3+ spin bath can be described by the Hamiltonian:
H=

X⇣
j

+

gL B · Sj + D[(Szj )2

X

~!i a†i ai +

i

+

X

1X
Jij Si · Sj
2 ij

where gL is the Landé g-factor,

ij

1
S (Sj
3 j

+ 1)]

g̃ij (Sj+ ai + a†i Sj )

⌘
(6.2)

is the Bohr magneton, B is the vector magnetic field

strength, a†i and ai are the the creation and annihilation operators of distinct WGMs,
!i are the corresponding angular frequencies at B = 1 i.e. where all interactions
with the spin bath are negligible, S is the electronic spin operator where Si are the
components of the electronic spin operator, S ± = S x ± iS y , D is the (second order)
zero field splitting (ZFS) parameter, and g̃ij is the e↵ective coupling between the
spin and WGM.
All terms in the first summation describe an uncoupled spin in an external DC
magnetic field. The second summation is the collection of all WGMs at infinite
magnetic field where all ions are detuned from the resonance frequencies. The third
summation is the WGM-spin coupling terms, and the fourth summation describes
the spin-spin interaction.
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6.3.2 Physical Realization
In previous studies of sapphire WGM resonators using this technique, the crystals
used contained a concentration of approximately 0.1 parts per million (ppm) Fe3+ .
The ruby crystal under study in the present work has had its concentration of Cr3+
previously measured at 34 ppm [106]. The spin linewidth of Cr3+ is 9 MHz [106],
whereas Fe3+ is 27 MHz [28] due to the coupling of the ion to the environment.
To characterise the behaviour of the Cr3+ ESR in ruby, the crystal is measured
in transmission with a DC magnetic field applied parallel to the crystal axis. The
cylindrical ruby sample under study has a diameter of 29.97 mm and a height of
23.86 mm, and is cut so that the c-axis of the ruby is parallel to the z-axis of
the cylinder. To obtain the highest Q-factor of WGMs at low temperature, the
ruby crystal is mounted within an OHFC copper cavity. Two straight antennae are
orientated parallel to the cylindrical z-axis on either side of the copper cavity in
order to couple to the WGH (quasi-Tranverse Electric) modes of the crystal. Since
the concentration of dopant was high, computer software was not used to identify
the mode patterns of WGMs in the crystal because frequencies were shifted in the
region measured. The crystal was cooled using a dilution refrigerator (DR), with
a cooling power of 1.5 W at the 4-K stage and 500 µW at 100 mK on the mixing
chamber.
The copper cavity was suspended from the mixing chamber of the DR into the
bore of a 7 T superconducting magnet via an Oxygen-free high thermal conductivity
(OHFC) copper rod. Attenuators were inserted into the microwave line down into
the fridge, with 10-dB attenuation on the 4-K stage, 10-dB attenuation on the 1-K
stage, and 20-dB on the 20-mK stage. These attenuators were cooled to allow
thermalization of the attenuation and allow low noise signals to be transmitted to
the crystal. Measurements of the WGMs were performed using a network analyzer
with incident power of
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60 dBm on the ruby. A microwave isolator was attached

6.4. SPIN-WGM INTERACTION
to the output of the microwave cavity, and a cryogenic amplifier was placed on
the output line at the 4 K stage for low noise amplification. A room temperature
amplifier was used to boost the signal before returning to the Network Analyzer.
The setup of this experiment is similar to that of previous works [27, 88].
The Hamiltonian of the 3d3 Cr3+ ion impurity is:
H=

X⇣
j

g L B · Sj +

D[(Szj )2

1
S (Sj
3 j

⌘

+ 1)] ,

(6.3)

with the variables as described for Eq. 6.2. For dilute Cr3+ in sapphire [54], D =
5723.5 ± 3 MHz, and gL|| =1.984. The eigensolutions of the Hamiltonian are shown
in Fig. 6.1. The e↵ect of a negative D (ZFS parameter) is shown in Fig. 6.1(a), where
the |

3
i
2

state is the ground state. Fig. 6.1(b) shows the relative susceptibilities

of the two transitions, Fig. 6.2 compares the energy level transition probabilities
between Cr3+ and Fe3+ in sapphire. The susceptibility of ESR interactions has a
strong dependence on temperature [80]. At temperatures below ⇠300 mK, electrons
in the |+ 32 i energy state will start to relax into the |+ 32 i ground state. As a result,
the |

3
i
2

! |

1
i
2

transition of Cr3+ becomes stronger and has more influence on

WGMs. The microwave field is swept over a range of 72 MHz at around 13.9 GHz
as the DC magnetic field is increased.

6.4 Spin-WGM interaction
Since the system is probed in a narrow frequency band of 72 MHz, the spin system
may be considered as a two level system, such that the zero field splitting (ZFS) term
from Eq. 6.2 may be neglected. Next, only the WGM eigensolutions are considered
within our 72 MHz span, which is a total of 13 modes (see Table 6.1). Because of
the low power of the system, only the WGM-spin interaction is considered, and the
spin-spin interaction is ignored such that the Hamiltonian becomes:
H=

X
i

~ X
~!i a†i ai + !
2 j

z
j

+

X

kij (

+
j ai

+ a†i

j

)

(6.4)

ij
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Figure 6.1: (a) Energy level splitting of the Cr3+ ion. The ground state of this
system is the | 32 i state. (b) Relative susceptibility of the transitions as a function
of temperature, with an applied DC magnetic field of 0.08 T.
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where !(B) =

2gL B
~

is the ESR frequency, and
z
j

=|

1
ih
2

1
|
2

+
j

=|

1
ih
2

3
|
2

(6.6)

=|

3
ih
2

1
|
2

(6.7)

j

|

3
ih
2

3
|
2

(6.5)

are the spin operators. By assuming the WGMs to be independent, the Hamiltonian becomes the Tavis-Cummings Hamiltonian. This may then be considered as a
coupled two-resonator model, with the ESR and WGM mode frequencies modelled
as:

✓

f± (B) + f↵
f↵

◆2

= 2 + ⇢(2 + ⇢) ±

q

⇢2 (2 + ⇢)2 + 4g 2 (1 + ⇢)2

(6.8)

where f± are the frequencies of the two hybrid coupled modes, f↵ is the frequency
of the bare WGM with no influence of the ESR, g is the spin-photon coupling, and
⇢(B) =

gL B
.
f↵ h

This model is used to fit to the WGMs in Fig. 6.3. Strictly speaking,

the WGMs are coupled to the ESR ensemble and are therefore hybridised modes.
However, for simplicity we continue to refer to them as WGMs.
The large quantity of WGMs in this region makes it difficult to identify the
specific mode pattern through computer modelling that conventionally is used to
identify WGMs. The modes are categorised by high and low quality factor, Q values,
and estimated coupling to the Cr3+ spin resonance, listed in Table 6.1. Resonances
are categorised as ↵i or

i

if they have a coupling to the ESR over 400 MHz, modes

with a Q factor of at least 60,000 are labelled ↵i otherwise they are categorised as
i.

Modes with a coupling below 300 MHz are categorised as ⌘i . The coupling is

estimated from the model (Eq. 6.8).
Fig. 6.3 shows the power transmitted through the ruby cavity as a function of
magnetic field, with each WGM aligned to the model described in Eq. 6.8. The
WGMs in the frequency range probed are shown in Table 6.1. Some modes, for
example ⌘3 and ⌘4 are not well suited to the model when fitted here at higher
magnetic fields. The fit is poor at lower magnetic fields, which makes the estimated
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Figure 6.3: Composite image of a series of measurements of the power transmission (S21 ) of the ruby resonator, at frequencies around 13.9 GHz at a minimum
temperature approximately 20 mK, The plot shows a number of WGMs experiencing di↵erent susceptibilities due to the Cr3+ ESR. The line representing the
bare ESR transition is also shown

Mode
↵1
↵2
↵3
1
2
3
4
5

⌘1
⌘2
⌘3
⌘4
⌘5

fB=0.2 T (MHz)
13,911.919
13,907.574
13,897.620
13,882.761
13,917.833
13,943.564 *
13,947.133 *
13,948.937 *

f(B=1) (MHz)
13,920.128
13,917.272
13,914.371
13,895.427
13,930.005
13,960.214
13,963.689
13,963.322

13,874.837
13,873.012
13,903.070
13,902.019
13,918.197

13,875.754
13,875.020
13,903.835
13,904.097
13,921.926

Q(B=0.2 T)
260,000
120,000
120,000
23,000
10,000
*23,000
*32,000
*13,000
200,000
130,000
140,000
160,000
160,000

2g (MHz)
411
447
590
515
500
580
578
539
139
206
126
207
276

Table 6.1: List of WGMs studied within the measured frequency band, with
full width coupling to the Cr3+ ESR. *Not all modes existed within the 72 MHz
span at 0.2 T, the f(B=0.2 T) is estimated by fitting to the model, Q(B=0.2 T) is
measured at the highest absolute field where the mode exists.
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value of coupling to the ESR an underestimate, which may be due to terms in
the Hamiltonian that have been ignored. Figure 6.4 demonstrates the asymmetry
in the two-mode model used to estimate the spin-photon coupling. The blue line
represents a low coupling case. As presented, rotated in the inset figure, it has
symmetry around a pair of orthogonal axes. The highly coupled case does not have
the same symmetries. This suggests that in our two mode model, the WGM is
coupled to both the |

3
i
2

!|

1
i
2

transition, and to a lesser extent the |+ 32 i ! |+ 12 i

transition.

6.5 Interaction between WGM through the spin bath
In the previous section the e↵ect of the interaction between the electron spin and the
WGM was discussed. The modes were categorised as ↵ and

for modes with high

coupling to the ESR, and ⌘ for modes with low coupling. It is in the nature of these
hybrid modes of low and high susceptibility, that they will be tuned across each
other as the magnetic field is tuned. In Fig. 6.3, numerous modes can be observed
that cross, with a selection of these crossings presented in greater detail in Fig. 6.6.
To model these interactions, the Hamiltonian (Eq. 6.2) may now be reconsidered
as an interaction between two distinct WGM resonances. The avoided crossing is a
result of the other terms in the Hamiltonian, which breaks down to:
~ X
H = ~!1 a†1 a1 + ~!2 a†2 a2 + !
2 j

z
j

+~

X

kij (

+
j ai

+ a†i

j

)+

ij

~X
Jij
2 ij

i j

(6.9)

This Hamiltonian describes the coupling between 3 coupled resonators, the spin
bath [108], and a pair of WGMs. One can simplify this by treating the system
as two modes being tuned across another. By applying a diagonalization to the
Hamiltonian, we may consider the result of two harmonic oscillators, which gives a
formula that approximates the transmitted power as a function of the parameters
of individual modes:
P (f ) =

4

+2

2 (f

d

k2(
2+

2
a

+(
fd ) 2 )
2
a b) + ( a + (

fd )2 )(

2

+

2
b)

(6.10)
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where k is the transmitted power parameter,
a, b

is the coupling between the WGMs,

are the linewidths of the two WGMs,

linewdth,

=f

=

1
(
2 a

+

b)

is the mean WGM

f0 , where f0 is the frequency of the avoided crossing, and fd is

the detuning of the system from the avoided crossing. In Fig. 6.5, the interaction
parameters of the ↵3 and ⌘3 modes are measured with this model. These WGM
interactions are listed in Table 6.2. The ↵1 , ⌘ 3 interaction is the strongest, with a
ratio of mean WGM linewidth to cross coupling

= 8.7. This can be categorised as

strong coupling between WGMs. A similar form of strong coupling between WGMs
has been observed before [59] between a WGM doublet. In the present case the
interacting modes are not likely to be WGM doublets because they do not have the
same frequency when B

0.

6.6 Conclusion
The coupling of WGMs to Cr3+ spins in a ruby sample at 20 mK has been measured,
with a coupling strength on the order of gc = 580 MHz. This satisfies the previous
condition Eq.(6.1) for strong coupling, as gc >

cav

⇡ 0.1 MHz,

ESR

= 9 MHz.

This coupling strength exceeds by more than an order of magnitude the 38 MHz
achieved by Schuster et al. [107] on a Cr3+ :Al2 O3 chip. However, in the present
work the WGM couples to more than one ESR transition, violating an assumption
of the TCM that one transition exists per system. Thus, it would be incorrect
to label this observation ‘true’ strong coupling between cavity modes and the ion
ensemble. For WGMs that tune at di↵erent rates with magnetic field, it was found
that WGM crossings occur. Some such crossings exhibited strong coupling, having
a photon-photon coupling to linewidth ratio of up to 8.7.
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Figure 6.4: Model of the coupling between a WGM at 13.9 GHz (Eq. 6.8),
and Cr3+ ESR. The case of low and high coupling are shown in blue and red
respectively. In the low coupling case the two modes are symmetric about the
two axes around the interaction. In the high coupling case, the two modes are not
symmetric due to the influence of the anti-parallel ESR transition. The shaded
area in the sub-figure labelled I is rotated and presented as sub-figure II. The
dashed red line shows the expected result in the case of high coupling which is
symmetric about both axes, rather than the non-symmetric result observed (solid
red line).
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Plot
A
B†
B†
C
C
D†

Modes
4, ⌘5
↵3 , ⌘ 3
↵3 , ⌘4
↵1 , ⌘ 3
↵2 , ⌘ 3
↵3 , ⌘ 1

B (mT)
131.00
230.10
223.20
148.75
170.75
133.00

f (GHz)
13.908662
13.903339
13.902471
13.902063
13.902693
13.869487

2 (kHz)
260
90
100
75
108
126

2G (kHz)
320
110
180
650
220
550

Ratio
1.2
1.2
1.8
8.7
2.0
4.4

G

10

A

β4

β

η5

5

8

6

β

3

4

2

Frequency deviation from 13.900 GHz AMHzC

Frequency deviation from 13.900 GHz AMHzC

Table 6.2: Table of interactions. † denotes a measurement not made at minimum
temperature, is the mean linewidth of the two WGMs, and G is the coupling
between them
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Figure 6.6: Series of measurements around 13.9 GHz showing avoided crossings
between di↵erent WGMs with di↵erent susceptibility to Cr3+ . The di↵erence in
susceptibility causes the modes to tune across each other. Plots A and C are a
subset of the measurements of Fig. 6.3 at 20mK, plots B and D were measured
at a slightly higher temperature of 40 mK, which may result a marginally weaker
coupling to the ESR.
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Foreword
In this chapter we focus on continuing to use the technique developed in Chapter 2
to measure a series of rare-earth doped Yttrium Orthosilicate (YSO) crystals with
di↵erent crystal orientations. We determine the presence of an unanticipated irongroup impurity (IGI) present in both Er3+ and Eu3+ doped crystals, but not in the
undoped crystal, made possible by the sensitivity of the whispering gallery mode
spectroscopy technique. We show that we achieve operation in the strong coupling
regime. This chapter has been submitted as a paper to the referred journal Phys.
Rev. Applied.
My contribution to the research is:
80% of the experimental work,
30% of the manuscript preparation.
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7.1. ABSTRACT
This chapter is reproduced from an article submitted to a refereed journal:

Strong coupling between whispering gallery photons and spin
states of iron group impurity ions
M. Goryachev, W.G. Farr, N.C. Carvalho, D.L. Creedon, J.-M. Le Floch, S. Probst,
P. Bushev and M.E. Tobar

In submission to Phys. Rev. Applied.

7.1 Abstract
Interaction of Whispering Gallery Mode (WGM) with a dilute spin ensemble in
solids is an interesting paradigm of Hybrid Quantum Systems (HQS) potentially
beneficial for Quantum Signal Processing applications. In the present work, WGM
spectroscopy of rare-earth doped YSO crystals reveals the existence of Iron Group
Ion (IGI) co-dopings with concentration levels of 20 200 ppb. The IGI spin ensembles demonstrate large Zero Field Splittings (ZFS) at 14.7 GHz, 18.4 GHz and
25.4 GHz, with considerable anisotropy of the g-tensors, as well as two inequivalent
lattice sites. Strong coupling regimes between an ensemble of IGI spins and WGM
photons have been demonstrated at 18.4 GHz and near zero field. This approach
together with the useful optical properties of these ions opens a new avenue for
‘spins-in-solids’ Quantum Electrodynamics.

7.2 Introduction
The development of HQS is a promising step in the direction of the realisation of
a quantum information processing unit [86, 109–111]. Such systems gather together
the advantages of its constituent parts, which are based on di↵erent physical systems
in the quantum regime. Examples include superconducting qubits, trapped atoms,
electron and atomic spins. These systems usually require either an optical or mi-
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crowave electromagnetic coherent readout, usually based on photonic cavities in both
2D and 3D. Despite recent progress in 2D planar superconducting structures, some
of the advantages of 3D superconducting cavities, such as long coherence time of
specially designed transmons [10,112] and very high Q-factors, have recently revived
attention to these structures [113]. Some examples of 3D cavities include: Transverse
Electric (TE) [113,114], lumped re-entrant [15,115], Fabry-Pérot (FP) [116,117] and
Whispering Gallery Mode (WGM) [27, 59, 80, 118, 119] resonators. Up to now, HQS
were based only on TE, lumped and FP type resonators [113]. In this work we
demonstrate that the strong coupling regime required for coherent quantum information readout can also be achieved using microwave WGM photons interacting
with spins in a dielectric.
WGMs are widely used as a probing tool in many areas of science, including
detection of mechanical motion [120], magnetic fields [121], biological substances
[122], tests of fundamental physics [123], and are now approaching quantum limited
sensitivity [124]. Whispering Gallery modes are also used as classical [125, 126] and
atomic [127, 128] oscillators. The popularity of these types of resonators is due to
the possibility of achieving extremely high quality factors through the elimination
of most loss terms excluding the material loss [129]. Recently, these types of modes
have been used for ultrasensitive microwave spectroscopy of paramagnetic impurities
in dielectric crystals [27, 59, 80, 119] with efficient sensitivity to detect naturally
occurring impurities at the level of few points per billion.
In a typical WGM resonator, electromagnetic energy is mostly confined in a
dielectric crystal, simultaneously playing the role of a 3D photonic cavity and hosting
impurity ions to interact with. This solution may have an advantage over a 2D cavity
where the host crystal is placed in the evanescent field of a metallic structure, since
it may result in stronger coupling to the impurities, with lower cavity loss.
The strong coupling regime in microwave WGM cavities has yet to be demonstrated clearly due to the large linewidths of the Electron Spin Resonances (ESR)
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studied to date, in particular in sapphire (Al2 O3 ). Sapphire has an extremely low
dielectric loss allowing WGM to have Q-factors at the quantum limit in excess of
one hundred million (10 Hz linewidth) [32], however nuclear spins of the Al3+ lattice
ions broaden the ESR of magnetic impurities to around 28 MHz [83]. A compromise
can be made by changing the crystal host and type of an ion constituting the spin
ensemble.
In particular, single crystal Y2 SiO5 (YSO) is a potential candidate for this role
as a suitable material for a number of reasons. Firstly, YSO is a low loss dielectric
with a large enough relative permittivity ("r ⇠ 10). Such features of this crystal
make it possible to design low loss 3D WGM type cavities in the X and Ku frequency
bands (8

18 GHz). Secondly, Er3+ ions in a YSO crystal have both microwave

(magnetic field controllable over the X and and Ku bands) and infrared optical
(telecommunication C-band, 1530

1565 nm) transitions exhibiting long coherence

times [21]. Thirdly, 167 Er isotope has a non-zero nuclear spin resulting in a hyperfine
structure occupying 1-5 GHz range at zero external field [40]. Due to a combination
of these microwave and optical properties, doped YSO crystals have recently drawn
considerable attention in the quantum optical community [130–132]. Potentially,
they can be used for physical realisation of quantum memories and microwaveoptical quantum interface [41, 109, 133–135].
In particular, WGM resonators have been considered as microwave-to-optical
upconverters with one-photon efficiency [136]. Despite the dominant role of rare
earth dopings of YSO crystals for optical applications, the Iron Group Ions (IGIs)
could also play an important role in some optical devices [137]. In this work we
discover a significant amount of IGIs with large Zero Field Splittings (ZFS) and
magnetic anisotropy in Erbium and Europium doped single crystal (Er3+ :Y2 SiO5 ,
Eu3+ :Y2 SiO5 ) and demonstrate the strong coupling regime for an ensemble of IGIs.
These ion impurities are unintentional co-dopants with the Rare Earth Ions (REI)
introduced during the crystal growth process.
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Several cylindrically shaped YSO crystals (see Table 5.1 for details) were placed
in a copper shield situated in a superconducting magnet (see Fig. 7.1). The system
was cooled down to 20 mK with a dilution refrigerator. The electric field of the
WGMs in the dielectric cavity was coupled to with two straight probes positioned
vertically below the crystal. This coupling is kept low in order to prevent external
losses. The incident signal is cryogenically attenuated by 10 dB, 10 dB, and 20 dB
at the 4-K, 100-mK, and 20-mK cryocooler stages respectively. This attenuation
prevents penetration of the room temperature noise into the system. The output
signal is amplified by a low noise cryogenic amplifier cooled to 4 K and another
room-temperature amplifier. The cavity and the cold amplifier are separated by
a circulator at the 20 mK stage preventing the amplifier back-action. For all the
experiment the external DC magnetic field is applied along the symmetry axis of
the resonator cylinder.

Samples 1, 2

Samples 3, 4
450

D1

b

b
D1
D2

D2
Samples 5, 6, 7
b
D1
D2

Figure 7.1: To the left is a simulation of a WGM in a YSO crystal inside a
metallic cavity displaying energy density. The axes to the right outline the three
di↵erent alignments of the seven crystal samples with respect to the cylindrical
z-axis, and hence magnetic field.

7.3 Experimental Observations
The experimental procedure presupposes scanning of the external DC magnetic field
and monitoring the cavity response [27, 119]. When the splitting between energy
levels approaches the WGM resonance frequency, the system exhibits an avoided
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crossing between two harmonic oscillators: one is the photon mode, the other is the
spin ensemble [57]. If the coupling strength between a spin ensemble and a photonic
mode exceeds the average linewidth of the resonances, the system is said to exhibit
the strong coupling regime. This regime is characterised by hybridisation of the
electromagnetic mode and the spin ensemble and is fruitful for many applications
of quantum signal processing [78].
Fig. 7.2, (subfigures 1A and 1B), demonstrates the strong coupling regime between a WGM at

!0
2⇡

= 18.436 GHz with Q-factor of 3.7 ⇥ 104 and the g2+ spins.

The corresponding coupling between the spin ensemble and the WGM photons is
g
⇡

⇡ 3.3 MHz which is greater than the mean linewidth of the ensemble and WGMs

/2⇡ = (

WGM

+

⇤
2 )/2⇡

⇡ 1.9 MHz where standalone

⇤
2

is 1.4 MHz. The corre-

sponding average concentration of spins in the lower energy state can be estimated
as follows:
n=

4~ ⇣ g ⌘2
,
!0 ⇠ gDC

where ⇠ is the filling factor, gDC is the DC g-factor,

(7.1)
is the Bohr magneton. Assum-

ing this parameter is in the typical range for well-confined WGMs (⇠ ⇡ 0.1

1), the

corresponding concentration of the ions can vary in the range 4⇥1014 4⇥1015 cm

3

which is significantly less than the expected concentration of Er3+ ions. The external
DC magnetic field at which the strong coupling regime is achieved is 2.5 mT. This
value is lower than the critical field for the superconducting phase of aluminium.
This makes possible an HQS architecture in which the aluminium-based Josephson
junction qubits are directly coupled to the ‘spins-in-solids’ system [138,139] without
additional magnetic shielding of the qubit.
The result of the experimental procedure described above can be represented by
a number of avoided level crossings (ALCs) such as those shown in Fig. 7.2. The
ALCs can be put on a map where each dot denotes a crossing. Such a map is possible
due to a large number of WGMs in a dielectric cylinder and their relatively narrow
linewidths and high filling factors [27]. A map of ALCs attributed only to the IGIs
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Figure 7.2: Interaction between WGM photons and IGI spins for (1) Sample 1
(f0 = 18.436 GHz) and (2) Sample 7 (f0 = 18.473 GHz) demonstrated as a power
transmission through the cavity as a function of frequency and external magnetic
field (A) and as a function of detuning frequency at the interaction field (B). The
strong coupling regime demonstrated at (1).

for two Er:YSO (samples 1 and 3), and Eu:YSO (sample 7), are shown in Fig. 7.3
(A), (B) and (C) respectively, with corresponding Zeeman line interpretations, while
the numerical parameter estimations for all seven samples are given in Table 7.1.
Classification of these ALCs as IGIs is apparent from the structure of the corresponding transitions. IGIs exhibit large ZFS due to the crystal field significantly
a↵ecting the 3d electrons. In contrast, REIs have shielded 4f electrons resulting
in the absence of ZFS for isotopes with zero nuclear spin. These measurements
have been compared to the spectroscopic measurements of a similar but undoped
and purified YSO crystal. This crystal demonstrates no ALCs from either REIs
or IGIs. This suggests that both types of ions are introduced during the crystal
growth and doping process for both erbium or europium doped crystals. Note that
IGI co-doping has not been previously observed [12, 40, 113]. Thus, this work is the
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first demonstration of a strong coupling regime with the IGIs.
Not all ALCs can be classified as strong coupling interactions due to mode differences in filling factors, polarisation and quality factors. Moreover, it is observed
that typical coupling at larger external magnetic field is weaker than at lower ones.
20
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(B)
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Frequency, GHz

(C)
18
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12
0
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Magnetic field, mT

80

Figure 7.3: Interactions of IGI magnetic impurities of YSO crystals with WGM
at 20 mK with variation of the external DC magnetic field: (A) Sample 1 (The
inset shows splitting of the g2+ line), (B) Sample 3, (C) Sample 7. Erbium and
europium transitions are not shown.

The results reveal the existence of three distinct ZFS and five Kramers doublets
(see Table 7.1). The g4± and g5± pairs of lines have the same ZFS, and form a
structure for which S

3
.
2

The same structure is formed by the g2± and g3±

pairs. This suggest the existence of at least two impurity types. Firstly, there
is evidence that the chromium substitutes for both the Y (octahedral site) and Si
(tetrahedral site) with (III) and (IV) valence states respectively. In particular, there
are some ESR studies of such materials, specifically Cr4+ :YSO [140, 141], although
detailed ESR spectroscopy of Cr3+ :YSO is missing. Secondly, it is unlikely to be
nickel as it has not been reported to exist in a matched valence/coordination of the
native sites. However, Ni2+ does exist in 4-fold coordination and could theoretically
(and at low levels) substitute for Si4+ ions accompanied by an oxygen vacancy for
charge balance. Thirdly, iron ions can not be easily incorporated into the YSO
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crystal structure. Although the Fe6+ atomic radius is well matched to the Si4+
radius, and this ion exists in the 4-fold coordination, the charge balance required
for this substitution has a low probability. Fe4+ can also be excluded based on the
fact [142, 143] that the corresponding atomic radius is much larger than the native
Si4+ , and it exists only in 6-fold coordination, rather than the native 4-fold of the Si
site. Fe3+ is not reported to exist in the coordination of the two native Y3+ sites, 7fold and 9-fold coordination. Fe2+ could (theoretically and at low levels) substitute
for a Si4+ accompanied by an oxygen vacancy for charge balance.
Summarising this information with regards to the observed ZFS (Table 7.1), it
can be concluded;
1. ZFS1 (25.4 GHz) belongs to a S = 1 system which is most probably the Cr4+
ion;
2. ZFS2 , ZFS3 (18.4 GHz) most likely belongs to Ni2+ , S = 1 system, for which
all equivalent positions merge, and the splitting according to a spin number
must be observable;
3. ZFS4 , ZFS5 (14.7 GHz) is expected to be Cr3+ giving S = 3/2 structure.
Despite the fact that the g-tensor is typically almost symmetric for IGIs, the
observed ALCs demonstrate considerable dependence on the crystal orientation.
Indeed, in the case of the g5± lines, the e↵ective DC g-factor changes by around
a factor of two when the crystal axes are rotated by a 45 angle. Table 7.1 shows
that this dependence is consistent between crystals with the same orientation and
di↵erent doping levels.
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Sample

1

2

Orientation
Doping, %
R ⇥ h, mm
⇤
2 /2⇡, MHz
ZFS1 , GHz
g1±
ZFS2 , GHz
g2±
ZFS3 , GHz
g3±
ZFS4 , GHz
g4±
ZFS5 , GHz
g5±
Sample
Orientation
Doping, %
R ⇥ h, mm
⇤
2 /2⇡, MHz
ZFS1 , GHz
g1±
ZFS2 , GHz
g2±
ZFS3 , GHz
g3±
ZFS4 , GHz
g4±
ZFS5 , GHz
g5±

D1||z
Er3+ :0.001
5 ⇥ 10
1.4
25.44
2.10/-2.22
18.38
2.00/-2.29

D1||z
Er3+ :0.005
6 ⇥ 10

14.68
4.05/-3.71
14.72
1.75/-1.40
5
b||z
Er3+ :0.001
5 ⇥ 10
1.1

14.69
5.19/-4.38
14.68
2.24/-2.24b
6
b||z
Er3+ :0.005
5 ⇥ 7.67

18.38
2.00/-2.21

18.43
1.95/NDc

18.38
2.04/-2.32

14.74
4.02/-4.00
14.70
1.74/-1.42

14.74
3.78/-3.77
14.71
1.76/-1.51

14.69
4.04/-3.71
14.68
NDc /-1.4

18.38
1.94/NDc

3
c = 45
zb
Er3+ :0.001
5 ⇥ 10

4
c = 45
zb
Er3+ :0.005
6 ⇥ 10
1.2

18.38
1.87/-2.25
18.36
0.74/NDc
14.70
5.21/-4.77
14.67
4.58/-3.72
7
b||z
Eu3+ :0.01
5 ⇥ 10
2.2

18.36a
1.86/-1.97
18.38a
0.63/-1.03
14.71
5.06/-4.55
14.72
4.41/NDc

Table 7.1: Details of the crystal samples, corresponding Zero Field Splittings (ZFS), gfactors and spin linewidths ⇤2 . Crystal dimensions are given in by radius R and height
h.
a
b
c

Estimated with one interaction point.
Prominent quadratic dependence of the splitting on the magnetic field.
Not Detected.
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Another feature that is untypical of IGIs is the splitting of the interactions into
two lines at high field as shown for g2+ on the inset of Fig. 7.3. This splitting is
related to existence of two inequivalent sites for the same type of impurity ion. The
di↵erence between the two g-factors is 0.03 which only becomes resolvable due to
the presence of the high field ALCs shown on the inset.
Interaction of WGMs with the REIs demonstrates the same structure as the
previous experiments on Er3+ doped YSO crystals at millikelvin temperatures [12,
40, 113]. In particular, a corresponding map demonstrates three major transitions:
two non-degenerate lattice sites with two magnetically inequivalent subclasses (a)
and (b) related by inversion [144, 145]. Additionally, the
magnetic moment I =

7
2

167

Er isotope has nuclear

providing an additional hyperfine structure both with zero

and nonzero nuclear spin change.

7.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, WGM spectroscopy of Er:YSO and Eu:YSO at millikelvin temperatures reveal additional impurities. Due to sufficient number of these impurities
ions, the ensemble yields a strong coupling to WGMs at small fields. The coupling
strength approaches 3.3 MHz overcoming typical spin linewidth of 1

2 MHz, which

exceeds decay rates of SC quantum circuits. A spectroscopic map demonstrates
ZFS attributed to nickel and chromium estimated to be present at the level of 20200 ppb. These large ZFSs favour easier integration with SC qubits at a smaller
magnetic field. The measured g-factors reveal a strong anisotropy of these ions which
is typical for axial crystals. The presented experiment paves the way towards the use
of IGI doped laser crystals for quantum memories and other Quantum Information
Processing.
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7.5 Postscript: Rare-earth ions
This chapter was reproduced from a paper submitted to a journal for review. Some
of the measurements on the rare-earth dopings, specifically erbium, were omitted
from the original submission and will be presented here.
The electron spin transition | 1/2i ! |+1/2i of erbium ions in the studied
samples demonstrate two interactions corresponding to each of two non-degenerate
lattice sites (Sites 1 and 2 in Fig. 7.4). Each site can be subdivided into two magnetically inequivalent subclasses (a) and (b) related by inversion [36, 144]. Thus,
the system in total exhibits four distinct principal interaction lines. Whereas

162

Er,

164

Er, 166 Er, 168 Er isotopes are characterised by a zero nuclear magnetic moment, the

167

Er isotope has nuclear magnetic moment I =

7
2

providing an additional hyperfine

structure, a series of eight almost equidistant transitions. This hyperfine structure
is characterised by electron spin change of ±1 and nuclear spin change of zero (thin
solid lines in Fig. 7.4). These transitions are weak compared to the main interactions
due to relative abundance of the corresponding isotope. On top of that, the system
demonstrates another series of even weaker interaction which involve spin change of
both the electron and the nucleus (thin dashed lines in Fig. 7.4).
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Figure 7.4: Interactions of REI magnetic impurities of YSO crystals with WGM
at 20 mK with variation of the external DC magnetic field: (A) Sample 1, (B)
Sample 7 (Table 7.1). The experimentally observed interactions are classified into
three groups according to their coupling strengths where gB > gR > gG .
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Foreword
In this chapter we apply our spectroscopic technique to an Yttrium Aluminium Garnet (YAG) WGM resonator. This crystal is doped with Er3+ and a strongly coupled
system along with evidence of dilute ferromagnetism is demonstrated. This chapter
is based on an article in preparation for submission.

My contribution to the research was:
90% of the experimental work,
30% of the manuscript preparation.
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8.1. ABSTRACT
This chapter is in preparation for submission to a refereed journal:

Long-range order of dilute rare-earth spins in a dielectric
whispering gallery mode cavity
W.G. Farr, M. Goryachev, P. Bushev and M.E. Tobar

In preparation.

8.1 Abstract
This work demonstrates strong coupling regime between an erbium ion spin ensemble
and Whispering Gallery Modes (WGM) in a Yttrium Aluminium Garnet (YAG)
dielectric crystal. Coupling strengths of 220 MHz and mode quality factors in excess
of 106 are demonstrated. The spin ensemble exhibits memory e↵ects as well as
remnant magnetisation. A qualitative change of system magnetic field response
between 190 and 445 mK is interpreted as a phase transition. This work is the first
observation of the long range order in an ensemble of dilute rare-earth impurities
similar to the phenomenon of dilute ferromagnetism in semiconductors.

8.2 Introduction
Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) is considered to be the forefront of modern physical science. It investigates the quantum weirdness of the ‘light-matter’ interactions
and attempts to apply it to emergent areas such as quantum computing and quantum
communications as well contemporary physics, attempting to answer fundamental
questions of nature. For these purposes, research experiments utilize di↵erent types
of ‘light’ (represented by various circuit and cavity resonators) and ‘matter’ (for
example spin ensembles, single ions and artificial superconducting qubits).
A particular example of a QED experiment is a ‘spins-in-solids’ system where
a host for quantum matter is bound within a dielectric crystal serving as a 3D
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microwave or optical cavity. Indeed, isolated spin impurities of such crystals constitute an ensemble of two-level quantum systems, which can be probed with the
electromagnetic cavity field. For a number of such systems, strong coupling regimes
where cavity photons hybridise with spin ensemble excitations have been demonstrated [12, 36, 64, 107, 146–148]. Although much of this work deals with ensembles
of spins which do not interact with each other, some results have demonstrated that
spin-spin interactions will lead to extra observable e↵ects [83,102]. Such cases, where
the concentration of impurities is large enough to establish long-range interactions
between them, lead to implications of the magnetic phase. Indeed, the answer may
vary between Curie or van Vleck paramagnetism in extremely dilute systems [59] to
completely magnetically ordered phases in a ferromagnetic systems [115].
This work demonstrates an intermediate regime which can be qualified as ‘dilute
ferromagnetism’ [5–7] where the long range order is established by dilute randomly
distributed impurities in a non-magnetic crystal. Moreover, unlike all of the works
on dilute ferromagnetism where the phenomenon is created by iron group ions, we
demonstrate an experiment with an ensemble of rare-earth ions, in particular erbium
impurities in single crystal Yttrium Aluminium Garnet (YAG). This combination
of the impurity ensemble and the host is interesting due to simultaneous existence of
anisotropic microwave (X-band [149] (8-12 GHz)) and optical (telecommunication
band [150]) transition that can be utilised for quantum frequency converters [41,
109,133–136]. In particular YAG is a promising host due to its excellent optical and
microwave properties [151].
The experiment is based on Whispering Gallery Modes (WGM) of a single crystal
YAG playing a role of a cylindrical high Q-factor dielectric cavity (see Fig. 8.1 for a
schematic view). The crystal is a host for Er3+ magnetic impurities substituting Y3+
ions during the growth process. The YAG cavity (14.95 mm in height, 15.00 mm
in diameter, with crystal z-axis aligned with the cylinder axis) is supplied by the
manufacturer (Scientific Materials, Inc.) without a specified Er3+ concentration.
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fdhfdfgfWGM

Photonic Mode
Post Mode (PM)

Magnetic field

max(|E|)

max(|E|)

Electric field

max(|E|)

Figure 8.1: (A) Couplings between the subsystems: photonic cavity mode, Er3+
ensemble, the environment as well the external excitation and measurement apparatus. (B) A crystal WGM is created by the wave propagating along the cylinder
circumference, here the inner caustic radius is larger than that of the post and
does not su↵er electric losses. (C) A Whispering Gallery Post Mode (PM) is created by the presence of the copper post holding the crystal. The electric field of
the WGM is highly coupled to and localised at the square boundary around the
corners of the post as marked on the plot, whereas the magnetic field is spread
throughout the crystal. The horizontal slice of magnetic field is made at the centre of the crystal, and the horizontal slice of electric field is made at the top of
the lower post, in order to show the maximum electric field.

The crystal is held by a pair of metallic posts and housed in a oxygen free copper
cavity. For cavity transmission measurements, coupling of microwave signal lines
to the system modes is realised with two straight antennae, parallel to the z-axis.
Details of similar WGM spectroscopy has been discussed in previous chapters.
The demonstration is performed with an open QED system composed of a photonic mode and rare-earth spin ensemble (see Fig. 8.1, (A)) coupled between each
other with strength g. Both subsystems are coupled to the environment as , the
photon half linewidth, and

, the spin half linewidth. Coupling of the photonic

mode to the excitation and detection microwave transmission lines are

1

and

2

respectively.
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Dielectric cylindrical resonators are typically designed to exhibit WGMs (see
Fig. 8.1, (B)). These modes are formed by standing or travelling waves formed by
continuous total internal reflection from the cylindrical border between two media,
i.e. dielectric and vacuum. If the WGM has an inner caustic radius smaller than
the metal posts holding it, the electric field of the mode may couple to and localise
at square boundary of the post (see Fig. 8.1, (C)) and form a Whispering Gallery
Post Mode (PM), this increases electric losses and hence lowers the Q-factor of the
mode.

8.3 Whispering Gallery Post Modes
Whispering Gallery Post Modes (PM) have relatively low values of Q-factor (in
comparison to WGM) due to the significant dissipation by the metallic posts. This
results in mode linewidths 2 in the megahertz range which exceed the linewidths
of typical WGMs in YAG by several orders of magnitude [152]. In the low order
PM case,

>

for all the modes in the range 10.8 GHz and 12 GHz. The cavity

transmission results, depicting the PM for two di↵erent values of system temperature
are shown in Fig. 8.2. Note that crystal WGMs with significantly higher Q-factors
are not visible at this wide frequency range.
The darker regions in Fig. 8.2 parallel to the magnetic field axis correspond to
higher cavity transmission and represent PMs. When the DC magnetic field tunes
the Er3+ ensemble to a PM frequency, the system exhibits an avoided level crossing
(ALCs). There are clearly two major transitions of Er3+ , Sa and Sb with g-factors of
ga = 7.5 and gb = 5.16. These lines correspond to the ESR | 1/2i ! |+1/2i of Er3+
substituting for the Y3+ at a single site with D2 symmetry, which has 2 subclasses
of magnetically inequivalent sites [144, 150]. Coupling parameters of PMs in the
10

12 GHz range are given in Table 8.1. Despite comparatively large linewidths,

several PMs exhibit strong coupling with both transitions of the erbium ensemble.
This regime is characterised by the spin-photon coupling exceeding the cavity and
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Figure 8.2: Transmission spectroscopy of the Er:YAG cavity showing a series of
PMs exhibiting multiple interactions with the erbium ensemble for two temperatures: (A) T = 19 mK, (B) T = 930 mK. (C) Mode splitting for a 11.72GHz PM
induced by the Sa transition.

spin ensemble linewidths g > , . The strong coupling regime is primarily limited
by the spin half linewidth

that is 2⇡ ⇥ 54 MHz.

The hyperfine structure of

167

Er in both in Fig. 8.2 (A) and (B) is most clearly

visible at magnetic fields lower than the Sa ensemble, since the lines otherwise overlap with the less well resolved hyperfine lines of the Sb ensemble. Such hyperfine
and quadrupole hyperfine structures have been previously observed in Er3+ doped
Yttrium Orthosilicate crystals at millikelvin temperatures [12, 40, 113].
Fig. 8.3 shows the coupling g/2⇡ of two selected PM (11.71 GHz and 11.32 GHz)
to both of the principal erbium transitions Sa and Sb as a function of environment
temperature. The temperature dependence demonstrates a combination [80] of the
Curie linear dependence and van Vleck constant paramagnet dependencies respectively above and below 200 mK. The transition is due to the fact that below this
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f (GHz)
11.066
11.218
11.422
11.428
11.437
11.440
11.716
11.720
11.734
11.748
11.920
11.921

Q
8,500
8,200
22,000
22,000
44,000
11,000
13,000
19,000
34,000
28,000
76,000
90,000

g(Sa )/2⇡, MHz
174
154
125
125
148
119
178
178
58
58
131
131

g(Sb )/2⇡, MHz
196
174
145
145
156
134
220
220
67
67
151
151

Table 8.1: Parameters of PMs between 10.8 and 12 GHz: coupling g/2⇡ between
Sa and Sb at 19 mK.

11.714 GHz,
11.714 GHz,
11.230 GHz,
11.230 GHz,

Figure 8.3: Temperature dependence of the coupling g/2⇡ between the selected
PM modes and electron spin transitions Sa , Sb . The dashed line shows g/2⇡ ⇠ 54
MHz threshold for the strong coupling regime.

temperature all electron spins have relaxed into the lowest energy level | 1/2i. The
strongest coupling occurs at the lowest temperatures between the 11.71 GHz mode
and the Sb transition.
Coupling between a spin ensemble and a microwave cavity depend on a square
root of the number of spins. For the experiment discussed in this work, a priori
concentration of erbium impurities is not known. Nevertheless it can be deduced
based on the knowledge of the measured coupling strength g and the photon filling
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factor ⇠? using the following estimation:
4~
n=
!0 µ0 ⇠?

✓

g
gAC µB

◆2

,

(8.1)

where gAC is the AC g-factor, !0 /2⇡ is the resonance frequency, and µB is the
Bohr magneton. Whereas g is determined from the experiment, ⇠? is found with
finite element modelling of the microwave cavity based on previously measured YAG
permittivity [95]. The resulting number is estimated from variations in modelling
to be in the order of ⇠? ⇠ 0.5 which describes the ratio of the magnetic field along
the radial and axial directions within the crystal to the total magnetic field within
the PM. The density of the Sa transition spins in the ground state is found from
the interaction with the !0 /2⇡ = 11.71 GHz mode is roughly ⇠ 2 ⇥ 1018 cm 3 . The
corresponding density of the Sb transition spins approaches ⇠ 6 ⇥ 1017 cm 3 .
For QED experiments, it is imperative to have a low number of excitations.
This parameter can be estimated based on the cavity incident power Pinc , cavitytransmission line couplings

1

and

N=

2

and the system linewidth [153]:

Pinc
4 1
~!0 (1 + 1 +

2)

2

.

giving N = 13 for the 11.71 GHz mode and external couplings

(8.2)
1

=

2

= 10 4 .

8.4 Interaction with Whispering Gallery Modes
WGMs exhibit a high confinement of the microwave energy inside the dielectric crystal, this results in significantly lower coupling to the environment, in particular to
the metallic posts. Typical values of Q-factors for WGMs will exceed 105 , this inverts
the relation between spin and photon couplings to the environment

⌧ . The low

linewidths of these modes allow us to resolve so-called mode doublets, degenerate
modes whose reflection or time-reversal symmetries are broken due to various imperfections of the system [80]. WGMs in the 10

20 GHz range were characterised

in the same manner as the low Q-factor PMs, i.e. transmission measurements are
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8

(a)

(b)

2

0

-4

Figure 8.4: Asymmetry of WGM doublets in terms of fractional frequency f for
two direction of the field change: (a) decreasing magnetic field ( B < 0), (b)
increasing magnetic field ( B > 0).

made as a function of the external DC magnetic field. The high Q-factor measurements demonstrate a particular memory e↵ect. This phenomenon reveals itself in
the considerable di↵erence between negative and positive DC magnetic field scans
as the magnetic field is progressively scanned and is dependent on the direction of
change in magnetic field, this is demonstrated in Fig. 8.4. The fractional frequencies
f

=

f f0
f0

of doublets of two modes is plotted against the applied magnetic field.

The memory phenomenon can be explained with the hysteric e↵ect, which typically
arises during the magnetisation of long-range-ordered magnetic materials such as
ferromagnets. It should be underlined that such hysteretic e↵ects have not been
observed with other paramagnetic crystals in similar experimental set ups involving
WGMs [27, 59, 80, 88, 154].
Another observation is that the minimal separation between a pair of resonances
of a doublet (the extremum) is not exactly at B = 0 T, but it is shifted to some
finite negative field B0 of around

1 mT. This field cannot be attributed simply

to the magnet bias, since this e↵ect estimated from previous experiments fluctuates
around a significantly lower value. The B0 o↵set occurs for a large number of WGMs,
which is demonstrated in Fig. 8.5 (A). This figure also shows that the WGE3,0,0 mode
(f0 = 10.420 GHz) shows the greatest response to the magnetic field.
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Figure 8.5: Magnetic field response of WGM doublets in terms of the fractional
frequency f : (A) a set of modes measured simultaneously after crystal magnetisation to +5 T. Description of the modes is given in Table. 8.2, (B) WGE3,0,0
mode doublets measured at di↵erent temperatures. The qualitative change of
behaviour happens between 190 mK and 440 mK.

In order to quantify the hysteresis e↵ect we define ⌘± as a measure of the asymmetry of the WGM curve, for the upper and lower doublets respectively. They are
defined as
1
⌘± =
2Br

ˆB0
Br +B0

f ± dB

1
2Br

Bˆ
r +B0

f ± dB,

(8.3)

B0

where ± sign represents for the upper or lower resonance of a doublet, Br is the maximum absolute magnetic field for which the modes are compared. This parameter
equals zero in the limiting case of a symmetric system. Estimations for ⌘± together
with other parameters of the modes are given in Table 8.2. The table demonstrates
that the asymmetry for the higher frequency mode is always larger in magnitude.
Additionally, signs of the coefficient ⌘± are opposite and depend on directionally of
the measurements.
The WGE3,0,0 mode was measured at a series of increasingly higher temperatures between 19 mK and 930 mK. The corresponding series of curves, shown
in Fig. 8.5 (B), indicates that the system response qualitatively changes between
191 mK and 445 mK as confirmed by the ⌘± factors listed in Table 8.2. For example, the responses at 445 mK and 920 mK demonstrate negligible hysteresis and the
bias field B0 cannot be detected. This fact suggests that the impurity spin ensemble
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Mode
WGE4,0,2
WGE3,0,0
NC1 2
WGH5,0,0
NC2 2
WGH5,0,1
NC3 2
WGE3,0,0
WGE3,0,0
WGE3,0,0
WGE3,0,0
WGE3,0,0

f0 (GHz)
15.145
10.420
16.856
17.211
17.711
18.117
18.833
10.420
10.420
10.420
10.420
10.420

T(mK)
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
39
116
191
445
920

Q·105
3.8
30
2.8
2.5
3.3
5
16
3
3
3
3
3

B0 (mT)
0.5
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.2
0.7
0.4
0.7
0.7
1.0

Bm (mT)
300 !
+5000
+5000
+5000
+5000
+5000
+5000
+200
70 !
+200
70 !
+200

⌘+·10
46
59
19
39
18
30
27
7.0
7.4
23
3.4
1
0

4

⌘ ·10
34
21
6.7
26
5.7
12
16
2.7
3.6
11
11
01

4

Table 8.2: Parameters of various WGMs. Bm is the maximum applied field
prior to measurement. The measurements are presented in chronological order of
measurement. 1 Implies the measured value is below sensitivity of measurement,
⌘ is less sensitive than ⌘+ . 2 Non-categorised modes.

exhibits a phase transition between 191 and 445 mK.
At lower temperatures the system demonstrates remanent magnetisation evident by the asymmetry of the WGM doublets. However, at higher temperatures,
the spin-photon interaction behaves in the fully memoryless manner. This phase
transition occurs when the average coupling between dilute impurity spins exceeds
the thermal fluctuation energy leading to the long range order. Using the estimation
for the spin ensemble density, one can find the average coupling between impurity
ions [155] that, in the present case, approaches J/~ ⇠ 0.5 GHz. Next, using the
mean field approach, the critical temperature can be estimated as T =

zJ
kB

where

kB is the Boltzmann constant and z is the number of its nearest neighbours. So, in
order to obtain the critical temperature above 0.2 K, z should exceed 8.5. Taking
into account the relatively dense packing of erbium impurities of one per 8.5 unit
cells, this number can be viewed as realistic Note that some signature of ferromagnetic coupling between rare-earth ions has been observed in weakly doped YVO4 ,
LiYF4 and YAG where the e↵ect of transition satellites is explained by dipole-dipole
interaction between ion pairs [8]
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8.5 Conclusion
In summary, we demonstrated a QED experiment with strong coupling between
photons and erbium spin ensembles in a YAG resonator. The spin ensemble demonstrated behaviour unusual for paramagnetic systems. This behaviour includes remnant magnetisation, hysteresis and memory e↵ects and sharp change of magnetic
field response at some critical temperature in a dilute spin ensemble observed by
virtue of WGMs. These facts draw analogies with the phenomenon of dilute ferromagnetism studied in semiconductors doped with Iron Group ions [5].
This work was supported by Australian Research Council grant CE110001013.
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Foreword
This chapter is based on a publication in the journal Physical Review Applied [115].

The thesis up to this point has been dealing exclusively with dielectric whispering
gallery mode resonators that couple to magnetic impurities, in the first half we
studied highly pure samples of sapphire and quartz, and in the second half we focused
on samples intentionally doped with impurities and measure all of these crystals
using the Whispering Gallery Mode (WGM) spectroscopy technique. This approach
was ideal for materials that can be manufactured as appropriately sized cylindrical
resonators. In this chapter the material cannot be formed into a microwave resonator
so we replaced the WGM with a double-post re-entrant cavity. This cavity allowed
us to focus and boost the filling factor in small or irregularly shaped crystal samples.
This did however limit the number of photonic modes that can be excited in the
sample, as well as their Q-factor.
The double-post re-entrant cavity was designed to naturally focus an RF magnetic field on a sub-millimetre sized Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) sphere, a ferrimagnetic material which exhibits uniform-precession magnon resonance. We demonstrate that the experimental technique described in all previous chapters is also
valid in such a system in every respect, from simulation of electromagnetic modes,
to mounting of samples and the application of magnetic field. We demonstrate a
high cooperativity (Eq. 1.23) in this coupled system.
My contribution to the research was:
50% of the experimental work.
20% of the manuscript preparation.
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This chapter is reproduced from a published refereed article:

High-cooperativity cavity QED with magnons at microwave
frequencies
M. Goryachev, W.G. Farr, D.L. Creedon, Y. Fan, M. Kostylev, and M.E. Tobar

Phys. Rev. Applied 2, 054002 Published 5 November 2014

9.1 Abstract
Using a sub-millimetre sized YIG (Yttrium Iron Garnet) sphere mounted in a magnetic field-focusing cavity, we demonstrate an ultra-high cooperativity of 105 between
magnon and photon modes at millikelvin temperatures and microwave frequencies.
The cavity is designed to act as a magnetic dipole by using a novel multiple-post
approach, e↵ectively focusing the cavity magnetic field within the YIG crystal with
a filling factor of 3%. Coupling strength (normal-mode splitting) of 2 GHz, (equivalent to 76 cavity linewidths or 0.3 Hz per spin), is achieved for a bright cavity
mode that constitutes about 10% of the photon energy and shows that ultra-strong
coupling is possible in spin systems at microwave frequencies. With straight forward
optimisations we demonstrate that this system has the potential to reach cooperativities of 107 , corresponding to a normal mode splitting of 5.2 GHz and a coupling
per spin approaching 1 Hz. We also observe a three-mode strong coupling regime
between a dark cavity mode and a magnon-mode doublet pair, where the photonmagnon and magnon-magnon couplings (normal-mode splittings) are 143 MHz and
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12.5 MHz respectively, with HWHM bandwidth of about 0.5 MHz.

9.2 Introduction
The field of quantum information has achieved significant progress in recent decades,
and its continued success is driven by a strong focus on quantum technology. Ongoing development of the devices and experimental techniques that utilise the quantum nature of the world to perform storage, transfer and processing of quantum
information is critical to achieving the ambitious goal of workable quantum computation. The mainstream framework used to reach this goal is known as Quantum
Electrodynamics (QED), having roots in the Jaynes-Cummings model and its variations [60, 85]. Under this framework, a high-fidelity technology must be able to
exchange information with preserved coherence, i.e. to demonstrate the so-called
strong coupling regime, which is represented by a cooperitivity greater than unity.
This criteria, which must be met in order to be useful for any quantum application,
is characterised by a coupling between two subsystems that is stronger than the
mean of the losses in both of them. In the present work, this is the regime in which
the photon-magnon coupling is greater than the average of the resonant cavity and
resonant magnon losses.
Achieving operation in a strong coupling regime is a challenging task, because
one usually encounters contradictory requirements for the coupling of a system to
its environment. In this work, we push the limits of what is currently possible and
achieve extremely high cooperitivity at microwave frequencies. Such cooperitivities have only been achieved previously in optical systems coupled to the motion
of neutral atoms [156]. The unique nature of the system described herein allows
the ‘ultra-strong’ coupling regime to be approached, in which the coupling energy
is comparable to that of the subsystem itself [157–160]. This relation between the
energy of the coupled and uncoupled system invalidates the use of the usual Rotating Wave Approximation, and thus leads to a breakdown of the Jaynes-Cummings
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model. The resulting system is analytically unsolvable and demonstrates complex
dynamics that may include frequency renormalization, revival and collapse of coherent oscillations, and chaotic behavior [161,162]. Until now the ultra-strong coupling
regime has only been observed in certain systems at optical frequencies [163–167], in
artificially created matter, and with superconducting qubits [158, 160]. The present
work demonstrates that with a specially designed photonic cavity, this regime may
also be achieved in a sub-millimetre sized spin system at microwave frequencies. Previous work [163] has achieved ultra-strong ‘light-matter’ coupling through electric
near-field enhancement using an electric dipole. The present work is the magnetic
analogue of this, instead using a magnetic dipole configuration to enhance the field
within the sample.
The first step towards a new physical realisation of a scheme for manipulating
quantum information requires that a proper choice of subsystems be made. Whilst
one of the subsystems is typically an electromagnetic cavity, the other must demonstrate quantum behaviour, preferably with long coherence times. Examples of the
latter subsystem are numerous and range from mechanical oscillators in their quantum ground state to trapped single ions. For the former subsystem, a choice is
typically made between a 2D or 3D electromagnetic cavity. Despite recent progress
in 2D planar superconducting structures, the use of 3D structures has gained broad
interest in recent years and continues to gain momentum [10, 168].
A number of physical realisations have been proposed recently for the ‘quantum’
subsystem that include trapped ions [169], superconducting qubits [78], quantum
dots [170], photonic nanostructures [171], ultra-cold atoms and ensembles [57], and
electronic and nuclear spins in solids [36]. In particular, one possible realisation
of an optical-to-microwave quantum interface [42] is based on spin-doped dielectric
crystals such as Fe3+ ions in sapphire [27], Er3+ in yttrium orthosilicate (YSO)
[12,40], or NV-centres in diamond [104]. The use of large spin ensembles for quantum
information processing has been discussed previously by Imamoglu [110] who claims
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that collective excitations of spin ensembles can be incorporated in hybrid systems
with a nonlinear element such as a Josephson junction. This includes the possibility
to design new protocols without single-spin confinement [110]. In general, large
spin ensembles are considered to be of great potential importance for application to
hybrid quantum systems and quantum information manipulation, with considerable
work invested in this area by many groups [11, 36, 64, 65].
The utilisation of spin-doped 3D cavities can lead to operation in the strong
coupling regime. However, the coupling strength always stays limited because an
increase in the number of spins usually leads to broadening of both the spin and
cavity resonances causing a trade-o↵ with electromagnetic coupling. This problem
may be solved by using dielectrics that exhibit ferromagnetism instead of dilute
paramagnetic impurities. Because ferromagnetic materials are perfectly ordered
systems, they do not su↵er from excess losses due to spin-spin interactions when
the spin density is increased. At the same time, ferrite materials have much larger
magnetic susceptibilities than paramagnetic systems due to the vastly increased
number of spins, thus having the potential for much stronger cavity-spin coupling
per unit volume. Furthermore, ferromagnetic magnon resonances could be compared
to mechanical modes, another important element of optomechanics-based quantum
hybrid systems [172]. A natural choice for a ferromagnetic system is single-crystal
YIG, or yttrium iron garnet (Y3 Fe2 (FeO4 )3 ) [173], a ferrite material with unique
microwave properties. YIG exhibits a record low microwave magnetic loss parameter, and excellent dielectric properties at microwave frequencies. For this reason, it
has been extensively studied at room temperature for various microwave and optical
applications. Strong coupling regimes in YIG nanomagnets have already been predicted [23–25], and although some preliminary attempts have been made to couple
superconducting planar cavities [174] and 3D resonators [175, 176] to magnon resonances in YIG, the potential of the material has not yet been fully explored. Thus,
the combination of a specially designed 3D cavity and a YIG ferromagnet represents
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a promising path towards the ultra-strong coupling regime of QED.
Specifically, in the present work we use a sub-millimetre sized YIG sphere mounted
in a 3D microwave cavity at millikelvin temperatures and approach the ultra-strong
coupling regime between magnon and photon modes in the system. The cavity is
designed using a novel multiple-post re-entrant cavity concept. This configuration
e↵ectively focuses the resonant magnetic field into the sub-millimetre sized YIG
crystal to achieve extraordinary large filling factors at microwave frequencies. Such
a large magnetic filling factor is possible despite the fact that the smallest resonant
frequency of the YIG crystal itself is of the order of 100 GHz. Coupling strength of
2 GHz is achieved for the bright cavity mode, which constitutes about 10% of the
photon energy, or nearly 76 cavity linewidths. In addition, a three-mode strong coupling regime is observed between a dark cavity mode and two magnon modes, where
the photon-magnon and magnon-magnon couplings are 143 MHz and 12.5 MHz respectively. Multiple magnon modes of the YIG sphere are observed with bandwidths
approaching 0.5 MHz.

9.3 Cavity with Magnetic Field Focusing
Due to the peculiar structure of magnon modes in a ferromagnetic material, the
optimal shape of a 3D ferromagnetic resonator is a miniature sphere. As such, best
commercial quality YIG crystals typically come in the form of spheres for microwave
applications. However, technological limitations place bounds on the maximum
volume of such crystals. Single-crystal spherical YIG resonators can typically be
manufactured with a diameter in the range 200–1000 µm. These dimensions make
the corresponding resonant frequencies of electromagnetic modes in the sphere above
100 GHz. Thus, it is impossible to utilise the sphere itself as a photon cavity in
the X and Ku microwave frequency bands, and one must instead rely on coupling of
the ferromagnetic resonance in the sphere to some external resonator, for example
a 3D microwave cavity. For a traditional rectangular microwave cavity, the half
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wavelength of the lowest order standing wave resonance is equal to the cavity size.
In the X and Ku bands, the half wavelength is much greater than the diameter
of the sphere, strongly reducing the coupling of the sphere to the cavity. In the
present work we use a novel design of re-entrant cavity with two posts to increase
the filling factor of the cavity volume with the YIG material, and thus enhance the
coupling. In comparison, recent work which couples standard cavities to similar
YIG spheres obtained significantly lower filling factors, cooperitivity and coupling
per spin [175, 176]
A re-entrant cavity [177–179] is a closed (typically cylindrical) 3D microwave
resonator built around a central post with an extremely small gap between one of
the cavity walls and the post tip. Such a cavity is characterised by spatial separation
of the electric and magnetic components of the cavity field. Whereas most of the
electric field is concentrated in the gap, all of the magnetic field is distributed around
the post, with a fast radial decay in amplitude. In fact, a re-entrant cavity can be
considered the 3D realisation of a lumped LC circuit and thus can operate in a
sub-wavelength regime.
Microwave re-entrant cavities as described have a well confined electrical field,
but the magnetic field is distributed over quite some volume which is significantly
larger than that of a typical YIG sphere. Thus, it is necessity to focus this field
into a relatively small region of the cavity, a problem that is solved by employing
a double-post structure (see Fig. 9.1, (a)) which is the simplest case of a 3D reentrant cavity lattice [180]. Such multiple-post re-entrant cavities are the subject of
a patent [17]. In fact, each post acts as a separate microwave resonator since each
has its own equivalent inductance and capacitance. As a result, the overall system
has two modes: a dark mode and a bright mode. An electrical analogue of this
approach has been used previously to enhance electrical coupling between surface
plasmons and molecular excitons [163].
For the dark mode (Fig. 9.1, labelled "") the current through both posts flows in
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9.1: Two re-entrant type cavities with two resonance posts. Cavity ""
demonstrates operation in the ‘dark’ mode, and cavity "# demonstrates operation
~
in the ‘bright’ mode. (a) shows a 3D cross-sectional view of the cavities with E
~ field directions, and (b) shows a top view of the field modelling results
and B
computed in the equatorial plane of the YIG sphere.

~ field around each post curl in the same direction.
the same direction, making the B
~ field from the two posts are anti-parallel in the space
As a result, the vectors of the B
between the posts, e↵ectively cancelling the field. Elsewhere, the field vectors are
almost co-aligned, thus enhancing the field. The result of Finite Element Modelling
of the magnetic field distribution for such a mode is shown in Fig. 9.1(a). The model
takes into account the presence of a YIG sphere at zero external applied magnetic
field. Since all of the electric field is concentrated in the post gaps and no magnetic
response is seen at zero-field, the presence of the sphere is a small perturbation of
the solution. In the case of the bright mode, (Fig. 9.1, labelled "#), the currents
~ field for each post curl in the
through the posts are always opposite, making the B
~ field is enhanced between the posts
opposite direction. As a result, the total B
and cancelled elsewhere. The distribution of magnetic field for the bright mode is
shown in Fig. 9.1(b). The system described is similar to the magnetic field of a
current loop. In the plane of the loop, the fields generated by any two opposite loop
sections are added in phase within the bounded area of the loop, and out of phase
outside the loop area. This strongly enhances the total field inside the loop and
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Figure 9.2: Cavity resonance frequencies and YIG sphere filling factors as a
function of (a) the distance between the two posts and (b) the cavity height, for
both the dark and bright modes. The distance is given in terms of the sphere
diameter d.

e↵ectively cancels it outside. Thus, the cavity presented here can be understood as
a two-dimensional current dipole. Note that for both cavity modes the microwave
magnetic field lies perfectly in the plane perpendicular to the posts.
The results of the field modelling shown in Fig. 9.1(b) confirm that the presence
of the two posts makes it possible to produce excellent confinement of the magnetic component of the cavity field in the small volume between the posts. This
field-focusing e↵ect results in very high spatial overlap between the photon mode of
the cavity and the magnon mode of the YIG crystal, and thus the strong coupling
between them. The overlap is usually characterised by a filling factor ⇠ that denotes the portion of the total cavity magnetic energy stored in the sphere. Another
important experimental parameter is the geometric factor, G, calculated as follows:
´
|H|2 dv
V
´
,
(9.1)
G = ! 0 µ0
|H|2 ds
S
where !0 is the angular frequency of a cavity mode, µ0 is the vacuum permeability,
H is magnetic field in the cavity and V and S are cavity volume and conducting
surface. This parameter relates the electromagnetic cavity Q-factor to the surface
resistance Rs through the expression G = Q⇥Rs , assuming that this is the dominant
loss mechanism.
Finite Element Modelling of the cavity modes allows estimations of the cavity
eigenfrequencies, the filling factor ⇠ and the geometric factor G. For the actual
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cavity dimensions (an internal cavity radius of 5 mm, cavity height 1.4 mm, post
radius of 0.4 mm, and post gap of 73 µm, distance between the posts 1.5 mm)
the predicted resonance frequencies for the dark and bright modes are 13.75 and
20.6 GHz respectively, which is in good agreement with the experiment. The filling
factors for the two modes are 3⇥10

4

and 3⇥10

2

respectively, a ratio of two orders

of magnitude. The bright mode is also superior in terms of the geometric factor,
59 ⌦ versus 51 ⌦ for the dark mode. Note that the sphere is a small perturbation
for the cavity mode when the magnon resonance is tuned away mainly due to the
absence of the electric field between the two posts.

Our simulations demonstrate that the filling factor ⇠ can be further enhanced
by optimising the distance between the posts, and the height of the cavity. In
Fig. 9.2, the cavity resonance frequencies and filling factors are shown as a function
of the corresponding dimensions in units of the sphere diameter d = 0.8 mm. A
decrease in post spacing to the diameter of the YIG sphere results in a filling factor
increase up to 0.12, whereas reducing the cavity height to the smallest possible
value results in a filling factor of 0.05. Applying both optimisations together would
result in a filling factor of 0.2, potentially an order of magnitude larger than the
present work. Altering these parameters, however, results in an increase of the
cavity eigenfrequencies. This drawback can be overcome by adjusting the size of the
post gap, to which the cavity resonance frequency is extremely sensitive (Fig. 9.3)
but the filling factor ⇠ is completely insensitive. Reducing the gap size leads not only
to a decrease in the cavity eigenfrequency, but also to an increase of the geometric
factor. Two other major parameters, namely the post radius and the cavity diameter
do not significantly change the value of the filling factor, although they can be also
used to manipulate the resonant frequency.
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Figure 9.3: Cavity resonance frequencies and YIG sphere filling factor as a function the post gap size, for both the dark and bright modes.

9.4 Physical Realisation
The current dipole cavity is fabricated from Oxygen-Free High Conductivity (OFHC)
copper with the dimensions corresponding to that used for simulation in the previous section. After insertion of the YIG sphere between the posts, the cavity is
cooled to about 25 mK by means of a Dilution Refrigerator (DR) with a cooling
power of about 500 µW at 100 mK. The cavity is attached to a OFHC copper rod
bolted to the mixing chamber stage of the DR that places it at the field centre of a
7 T superconducting magnet. The magnet is attached to the 4 K stage of the DR,
with the cavity mounted within a ⇠ 100 mK radiation shield that sits within the
bore of the magnet.
A commercially available YIG sphere with a diameter d = 0.8 mm attached to a
standard beryllium oxide cylindrical post was used for the experiment. The nominal
magnetic losses specified by the manufacturer are 0.2 Oe at room temperature. A
cylindrical hole was made centrally in the bottom of the cavity in order to hold the
sphere by its beryllium oxide mounting rod in between the posts. The optimum
crystallographic axis for thermal compensation of the sphere is oriented along the
posts. Since no thermal stability characterisation of the magnon resonance is made
in this study, the orientation of the sphere is not important for the present work.
The cavity modes are excited by a loop probe constructed from flexible SMA
cable launchers, and measurements are performed through a second loop probe. The
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Figure 9.4: Schematic of the experiment. For clarity, not all anti-radiation shields
are shown.

incident signals are attenuated by a series of cold attenuators at 3.9 K ( 10 dB)
and at 20 mK ( 20 dB) before reaching the cavity. The power incident on the
cavity is set at

90 dBm, while the coupling on both ports does not exceed 0.01

(corresponding to less than 15 photons in the cavity). The transmitted signal is
then amplified by a cryogenic low noise amplifier (Low Noise Factory 6

20 GHz,

20 dB gain) bolted to the 3.9 K stage. The cryogenic amplifier and the cavity are
separated by an isolator situated at the 20 mK stage to prevent back action noise
from the higher temperature stage. The isolator is shielded from the field of the
superconducting magnet. Additional room temperature amplification is performed
via one of two low noise amplifiers (6

18 GHz and 18

40 GHz), depending on

the frequency band under study. Additional DC blocks are used at various stages
of the system in order to suppress spurious low frequency signals. Both the network
analyser and the superconducting magnet are computer controlled for automatic
operation. Figure 9.4 shows a schematic of the experimental setup.
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Note that the superconducting magnet and the cavity are separated by an additional anti-radiation shield attached to the 100-mK stage (see Fig. 9.4). The cavity
is firmly connected to the 20-mK stage via a thick OFHC copper rod. The cavity is
placed at the centre of the superconducting magnet where sufficient uniformity of
the DC magnetic field is achieved.

9.5 Experimental Observations
The cavity was placed under an applied external DC magnetic field swept from 0 to
0.9 T, and its transmission response was recorded using a vector network analyser.
The maximum driving efficiency of magnon modes by a microwave field is achieved
when the field is perpendicular to the static magnetic bias field [75]. Accordingly,
since the microwave magnetic field vector is in the plane normal to the posts, the
DC magnetic field was oriented parallel to the cavity posts.
Figure 9.5 demonstrates the microwave response of the cavity with a YIG sphere
located between the posts. The response is shown as a function of external magnetic
field applied parallel to the posts, with darker colour corresponding to higher transmission. The upper right section of the density plot has a di↵erent signal-to-noise
ratio than the rest of the data due to the utilisation of a di↵erent (higher frequency
bandwidth) room temperature amplifier in that region. The two horizontal lines
of higher transmission labelled as f"" =13.9 GHz and f"# =20.9 GHz correspond
to the dark and bright cavity modes respectively. The line of higher transmission
that grows almost linearly with the magnetic field represents the magnon mode of
uniform precession in the YIG sphere. In addition to the mode labelled M1 , there
are a number of other modes, so-called magnetostatic modes of the ferromagnetic
sphere [181,182] visible only in the close vicinity of the cavity resonances. The most
prominent of these are labelled M2 and M3 , and are clearly seen in the inset of the
density plot in Fig. 9.5. A darker region inside the upper interaction is due to line
resonances that are removed elsewhere with image post-processing.
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Figure 9.5: Transmission through the cavity as a function of frequency and applied DC magnetic field. The inset demonstrates the region of interaction between
the dark mode and the magnon resonance. The plot labelled "# shows the frequency response of the interaction between the f"# cavity mode and the magnon
mode M1 at B = 0.743 T, and the bare cavity mode outside resonance. The plot
labelled "" shows the interaction between f"" and the magnon mode M2 at B =
0.471 T, as well as the bare cavity mode outside the resonance. Dashed curves
represent Lorentzian fits to the data.

The density plot reveals the existence of several avoided crossings between the
magnon modes of the sphere and the two cavity modes. The strongest interaction
is observed between the bright cavity resonance and the uniform magnon mode.
The corresponding strong coupling regime achieved at B = 0.743 T is demonstrated
in the sub-figure labelled "#. This plot displays a central peak representing the
bare cavity resonance outside the interaction, with linewidth 2

"#

(given in units of

Hz), and the splitting between the two peaks in the strong coupling regime (with
linewidths 2
"#

"#+

and 2

"#

). The condition on the strong coupling is

g"#
⇡

"#+

+

is thus satisfied. The strength of the coupling g"# /⇡ is approximately 2 GHz,

which is 10% of the corresponding resonance frequency f"# , qualifying it as ultrastrong coupling as discussed in the introduction.
For the ‘dark’ resonance, the strongest interaction is achieved for the magnon
mode M3 at at B = 0.471 T and is demonstrated in the sub-figure labelled "". The
field of dynamic magnetization for the M1 magnon mode is perfectly uniform over
the volume of the sphere, but the microwave magnetic field of the dark cavity mode
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is perfectly antisymmetric with respect to the middle of the distance between the
cavity posts. Thus, the M1 mode does not interact with the ‘dark’ cavity mode due
to the resonant magnetic RF field reversing direction within the sphere, which causes
first order cancellation of the coupling. The strong coupling to the M3 mode suggests
it has two variations of the magnon phase in the azimuthal direction [183]. Thus, it is
clear from these results that one must take into account the mode shapes of both the
photonic and magnon resonances inside the sphere to properly calculate the coupling
for a general photon-magnon mode interaction. Various magnon modes of the sphere
can be observed at the lower frequency cavity resonance as depicted in Fig. 9.6(a).
The figure also presents theoretical predictions made based on the existing theory
of magnon modes in ferrimagnetic spheroids [181] with a fitted value of saturation
magnetisation M = 0.255 T for various combinations of wave numbers (n, m). Here,
for simplicity, we employ a simplified two-index notation dropping the third number
referring to the number of the solution [181]. This estimation of the saturation
magnetisation at 20 mK is in good agreement with previous measurements [184]
where it was demonstrated that M grows from 0.175 T at 300 K to 0.244 T at 4 K.
Visualisations of magnon modes in a sphere have been computed in the past [183].
The only parameter of the model, M , is fitted in such a way that the observed
mode structure matches the predicted one. Other theoretically predicted modes
have frequencies above the analysed frequency range and cannot be coupled to due
to mode symmetries.
The strong coupling regime between the dark cavity mode and the M3 magnon
resonance is achieved at B = 0.471 T, shown in Fig. 9.6(b). This plot displays
a central peak representing the bare cavity resonance f"" outside the interaction,
having linewidth 2

"" ,

as well as the splitting between the two peaks in the strong

coupling regime (linewidths 2

"#+ ,

2

"#

and 2

"#0 ).

Unlike the case of the magnon

mode M1 , which interacts according to a two-mode model with the bright mode,
this interaction can only be successfully modelled using a three-mode model, one
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Figure 9.6: (a) Magnon modes observed near the dark cavity mode "" at f"" =
13.9 GHz. Red crosses and shaded areas are theoretical predictions for magnon
modes of order (n, m) [181], (b) interaction between the magnon doublet M3 and
the dark cavity mode. Avoided crossings between photon and magnon modes are
observed as transmission dips. The dashed curves show the three-mode interaction
model fit.

of which is the dark cavity mode, and the other two of which are a magnon mode
doublet with the degeneracy lifted.
The origin of the double magnon mode in a spherical geometry has certain similarities with the existence of Whispering Gallery Mode (WGM) doublets that are
extensively observed in spherical, toroidal and cylindrical resonators. The latter
phenomenon is related to the existence of counter-propagating photonic modes with
the same wave number whose degeneracy is lifted by the existence of backscattering
elements. In the present experiment, a doublet of magnon resonances (magnetic in
nature) exists where one is strongly coupled to a single photonic cavity resonance,
and the second remains una↵ected by the interaction. This is opposite to the case
in which WGMs interact with paramagnetic impurities in high-Q resonators, where
the doublet is instead photonic in nature and interacts with a single (para)magnetic
resonance. In this case, one resonance of the WGM doublet couples strongly to the
electron spin resonance, and the other does not [43, 59, 80].
The magnon linewidths can be estimated by direct measurements of the cavity
transmission far from cavity-magnon interactions. The linewidths of the uncoupled
uniform magnon mode M1 and mode M2 are measured to be approximately 2

M1

=
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1.1 MHz and 2

M2

= 760 kHz. The doublet magnon mode M3 exhibits linewidths

of 1.2 MHz and 490 kHz for the interacting and non-interacting resonances respectively. The sub-MHz line width of the YIG magnon resonances place it in front
of the many other well-studied dilute spin systems such as Er3+ and Eu3+ and in
Y2 SiO5 (⇠ 7

24 MHz) [12], Cr2+ and Fe3+ in sapphire (9 and 27 MHz) [27], Er3+

in YAlO3 (⇠ 15

33 MHz) [146], etc, but behind such system as NV centre in

diamond [36]. Traditionally the loss rate in resonant spin systems is expressed as
an applied-field resolved resonance linewidth (half-width at half-maximum). For
the sphere in this work, the resonance linewidth is 0.2 Oersted as specified by the
manufacturer and is confirmed by the present measurements. By multiplying this
value by the gyromagnetic coefficient extracted from our experimental data one obtains the frequency resolved resonance linewidth slightly below 1 MHz, which is
consistent with our results. It should be mentioned that the single-crystal YIG is
the material with lowest known ferromagnetic loss at microwave frequencies, far exceeding other ferri- or ferromagnetic materials. Furthermore, the shape of a (small)
sphere ensures the highest possible symmetry for the collective dynamics of strongly
exchange-coupled spins. This further decreases magnetic losses by prohibiting several processes leading to resonance linewidth broadening. These processes include
a number of magnon-magnon scattering processes, as well as losses due to the excitation of higher-order resonances and travelling spin waves. Higher-order magnon
modes observed in the experiment are absent at room temperature, but their appearance at cryogenic temperatures may be explained by mechanical stress induced
in the sphere during the cool down procedure which slightly breaks the symmetry
of the spin dynamics.
The cavity linewidths are 33 and 27 MHz corresponding to Q-factors of 520 and
714 respectively for the dark and bright modes. Using these results and the simulated
values of the geometric factor G, we estimate the e↵ective surface resistance of the
cavity to be 76 m⌦. It should be noted that the cavity was fabricated from the OFHC
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copper and was not optimised in terms of loss. In particular, the inner surfaces of
the cavity had not been polished and were oxidised. The surface resistance of ultrapure polished copper at millikelvin temperatures is about 9 m⌦, which could result
in a considerable reduction of cavity bandwidths. Due to comparatively high cavity
losses, the system demonstrates no nonlinear e↵ects around the working incident
power. The number of cavity photons is estimated to be less than 15 on resonance
from the known incident power to the cavity, coupling and Q-factor [32, 153]

9.6 Photon-Magnon Interaction
The interaction between the bright cavity mode and the uniform magnon mode
of the sphere can be described by the Hamiltonian of a harmonic oscillators (HO)
coupled to an ensemble of spins [23–25]:
gµB
BSz
H"#M1 = ~!"# a† a +
2

~g"# (S+ a + a† S )

(9.2)

+ HnonJC (aS , a† S + ),
where g is the electron g-factor, µB is the Bohr magneton, B is the applied DC
magnetic field, a† and a are the creation and annihilation operators for the bright
cavity mode, !"# is the corresponding angular frequency, g"# are coupling constants
of the modes to the spins, and S z (S + and S ) are the collective spin operators.
The latter are operators whose eigenstates |l, mi are similar to that in the Dicke
p
model [185], i.e. S± |l, mi = (l ⌥ m)(l ± m + 1) |l, m ± 1i. Note that the final
term of the Hamiltonian is the typically oscillating ‘counter-rotating’ term, and is
always neglected when using the rotating-wave approximation.
The first term of the Hamiltonian represents a HO corresponding to the bright
cavity mode. The second term represent a collective spin with the frequency ! =
gµB
B,
~

and the last term determines the coupling between the cavity and the uniform

magnon mode. From Eq. 9.2 it follows that one can use the standard model of two
interacting HOs to fit the experimental data. This fit gives the coupling constant
g"# /⇡ = 2.05 GHz or 2g"# /!"# ⇡ 10%.
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As discussed previously, the interaction between the dark cavity mode and
magnon mode M3 is essentially a three-mode interaction. This follows from the
fact that the observed interaction cannot be approximated by the two mode model,
and is also confirmed by the existence of the degeneracy in the M3 mode. The
corresponding fit of the three-mode model interaction is shown in Fig. 9.6(b). This
density plot demonstrates a central magnon line not interacting with an avoided
crossing which it passes. As a result, one observes simultaneously three resonant
peaks at a cross section which passes the centre of the avoided crossing. Since the
upper and lower parts of the avoided crossing do not converge to the same asymptote, the system cannot be fit by the two oscillator model. The di↵erence between
the upper and lower asymptotes defines the coupling between the two almost degenerate magnon modes. Such a three mode model has been previously utilised for
high-Q Whispering Gallery Mode systems to fit interactions between two centrepropagating near-degenerate photon modes and a spin ensemble [59, 80]. Thus, the
three mode system appears as follows
⌘
⇣ gµ
B
†
B + !R c†R cR
H""M3 = ~!"" b b +
2 ⌘
⇣ gµ
B
B + !L c†L cL + ~gRL (cR c†L + c†R cL )
+
2

(9.3)

~g"" (c†R a + a† cR ),

where !R and !L characterise the two doublet frequencies of the M3 magnon mode,
with creation (annihilation) operators c†R (cR ) and c†L (cL ) coupled via a backscattering mechanism with strength gRL . As follows from this fit (dashed curves in
Fig. 9.6(b)), only one of the counter-propagating modes of the doublet is coupled
to the photon cavity resonance, with strength g"" . As shown in Fig. 9.6, M3 is the
(2,2) sphere magnon mode, which implies the existence of a spatially orthogonal
degenerate doublet. Figure 9.7 captures the origin of the di↵erence in couplings
to this doublet: whereas one realisation of the (2,2) mode maximises overlapping
!
between the cavity RF magnetic field B and sphere RF magnetisation !
m, the other
minimises this quantity. The fit to the three mode HO model given in Eq. 9.3
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9.7: Origins of the di↵erent couplings of the dark cavity mode to two
orthogonal realisations (c†R cR (a) and c†L cL (b) in Eq. 9.3) of the M3 mode which
is (2,2) magnon sphere mode. The plot shows the top cavity view with two black
circles denoting the post orientation with respect to the sphere.

gives two coupling constants g"" /⇡ ⇡ 143 MHz and gRL /⇡ ⇡ 12.5 MHz. Since
g"" /⇡

1
(
2 ""

pling regime

+

g""
⇡

M 3 ),

this interaction also satisfies the condition of the strong cou-

""+

+

""

as demonstrated in the "" plot of Fig. 9.5. The

corresponding spin cooperativities

2
g""
(⇡)2 M

""

and

2
g"#
(⇡)2 M

"#

for the dark and bright

modes respectively are 1.6 ⇥ 103 and 1.3 ⇥ 105 respectively.
The predicted filling factors may be related to actual measurement of the magnonp
photon coupling as g"x = !"x
⇠"x where is the e↵ective susceptibility of the YIG,

!"x is either !"# or !"" , and ⇠"x is the corresponding calculated filling factor. The
ratio between magnon-photon couplings is thus given as follows:
s
!"# ⇠"#
g"#
=
.
g""
!"" ⇠""

(9.4)

The left-hand side of this expression estimated from the actual experiment is 14.5,
whereas the right-hand found from the modelling is 15.0, demonstrating good agreement between modelling and experiment. Further optimisation of the cavity dimensions, as has already been discussed, should result in an increase of the coupling
strength to 5.2 GHz, representing about 24% of the total cavity energy. Such an
optimised system is characterised by a spin cooperativity of 9.1 ⇥ 105 , an increase
over the current cooperativity by a factor of 7 assuming that the cavity parameters
remain the same.
Assuming spin density in YIG to be 2.1 ⇥ 1022 cm

3

[175], the coupling per spin

achieved in this work can be estimated to be 0.3 Hz. This value is almost an order of
magnitude larger than previously achieved 0.038 Hz in a microwave cavity [175] and
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considerably larger than for a millimetre-wave cavity 0.067 Hz [176]. As for the latter
work, similar results in terms of coupling strength have been achieved by scaling
down the size of the cavity leading to an increase of resonant frequencies. However,
a shift to the millimetre-wave frequency range leads to additional complications
related to higher loss and requirement for larger magnetic fields.

9.7 Predictions for the Optimised Cavity
The results obtained in this work are preliminary and there is a large potential for
further improvement. In particular, in order to decrease the cavity frequency such
that magnon-photon interactions can occur in the low gigahertz range and at low DC
magnetic field, the post gap size can simply be reduced. Gap sizes on the order of
micrometers to tens of micrometers are easily obtained, which will allow the tuning
of such cavities to a few gigahertz. With more advanced manufacturing technology,
we anticipate that reduction of the gap size could be even further reduced to the
nanoscale. An alternative approach to reduce the cavity frequency is to utilize a more
complicated post structure [17, 180] or to fill the cavity gap with high-permittivity
dielectric which increases the equivalent capacitance. Here, we only predict the
system response when the cavity parameters are optimised using realistic values,
easily obtainable in the next design iteration. As discussed in the paper, Fig. 9.8
shows the system response with a predicted photon-magnon coupling of 5.2 GHz
for the bright photonic mode. Here, the asymmetry of the interaction is enhanced
which is a property of the ultra-strong coupling regime. The dark mode exhibits
similar enhancement, but the coupling strength always stays an order of magnitude
lower.
In addition to the enhancement of the coupling, further optimisation will lead
to an increase in the geometric factor by up to a factor of two. This, together with
applying standard surface polishing and surface treatment techniques to improve
the surface resistance of the cavity, should see at least a 12 fold reduction of the
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Figure 9.8: Predictions of the optimised system response with the cavity tuned
to the resonant frequency observed in the experiment.

cavity linewidth. These improvements potentially lead to a very large enhancement
of the cooperitivity of the photon-magnon coupling in this type of a microwave
cavity. From these estimations, a value of 1.1 ⇥ 107 should be possible, which is
almost a factor of 100 times better than the results reported in this work. This
would correspond to a coupling-per-spin as high as 0.77 Hz.

9.8 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have demonstrated strong coupling of 2 GHz and high cooperativity of 105 between a photonic mode of a field-focusing double-post microwave
re-entrant cavity and magnon resonances of a sub-millimetre size YIG sphere. The
novel cavity design allowed the magnetic filling factor within the small spherical
sample to be much larger than possible using standard cavity techniques. The same
cavity allowed much lower cavity resonant frequencies to be achieved than the resonant frequencies of the sample itself. The unique properties of the cavity allows us
to better utilise high spin density of the YIG crystal for cavity QED experiments.
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This thesis described important progress on material characterisation techniques
and the application of these techniques to hybrid quantum systems. The first half of
this thesis described experiments with undoped samples of sapphire and quartz. A
new spectroscopic approach using high Q-factor whispering gallery modes (WGM)
in cylindrical single-crystal resonators was proposed, and demonstrated to be an
ultra-sensitive tool for electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy. The second half
of the thesis described experiments with ruby, YSO, YAG, and YIG, which contain
significant concentrations of magnetic ions. In the doped samples the Q-factor is
lower, which results in a lower sensitivity to trace impurities. However, the density of
doped ions was increased, which in turn increased the spin-photon coupling, allowing
the measurement of strongly coupled systems. Significant results in both regimes
are described below.

Summary of Results
The first crystal studied in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 was a bulk sapphire WGM resonator cooled to millikelvin temperatures. In Chapter 2, we began with a sample
having a known concentration of Fe3+ of 100 ppb. The paramagnetic Fe3+ impurity was clearly detected, revealing single and double photon transitions, as well as
transitions in trace quantities of Cr3+ , and V2+ . This parts-per-billion concentration of impurity ions is amongst the lowest achievable with current crystal growth
technology.
Chapter 3 built on the results of Chapter 2. Here, the temperature was
lowered from the 120 mK in Chapter 2 down to approximately 20 mK. Focus was
placed on a specific mode at 11.7 GHz, and it was demonstrated that a two level
system exists between a photon in a cavity and its own spin. This is similar to
traditional quantum electrodynamics (QED), which employs an interaction between
quantised electromagnetic waves. Most of the similarities are due to the fact that,
although a photon is a boson carrying spin ±1, it has only two states of spin angular
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momentum because of its zero rest mass. Narrow linewidths of the WGMs allow
these cavities to achieve operation in the strong coupling regime where a photon
loses its identity in terms of its own spin. In this case, unlike in other work [74],
matter is treated collectively by the tensor macroscopic description, which breaks the
reflection symmetry leading to energy splitting between photon spin states. This
approach to matter-field interaction is significantly di↵erent from the traditional
one extensively implying microscopic quantum phenomena in the material. This
experiment was also di↵erent from the experiment utilising quantum regimes of
cavity photons [78, 79] since only bosonic degrees of freedom are utilised in this
approach. This work points out another source of quantum states, one originating
in the photon spin degree of freedom. So, this work demonstrated the possibility
of achieving high Q-factor values in cavities with broken symmetry. Finally, we
demonstrated an e↵ective method of controlling this phenomenon through natural
dilute impurities with the application of an external magnetic field.
Chapter 4 detailed further measurements of a bulk sapphire crystal, and focused
on the broken symmetry outlined in Chapter 3. The significant role of photon
polarisation states on wave-matter interactions in WGM dielectric resonators was
demonstrated [59]. In particular, the situation required consideration of the spin
angular momentum conservation law in addition to the usual energy conservation.
These additional features on top of the usual Jaynes-Cummings type interactions in a
Fabry-Pérot type cavity arise due to non-degeneracy of right and left hand polarised
photons. The latter fact is the direct consequence of both reflection and timereversal symmetry breaking in an actual cylindrical-type cavity. The time-reversal
symmetry breaking discussed is only observable at the spin dominated regime where
spin-photon coupling is much stronger than backscattering coupling between the
resonances of a doublet.
Chapter 5 demonstrated new experimental observations of g-factors of a number of paramagnetic impurities in a synthetic quartz crystal at millikelvin temper-
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atures. The results presented in this chapter were not predicted by any theoretical
studies. We suggested a number of potential ion impurities; Li+ , N+ , Fe3+ , Cr3+ ,
Ag3+ , Y3+ .
To summarise thus far, this first part of the thesis demonstrated the unique
sensitivity of the WGM spectroscopy method when applied to the study of highly
pure crystals. The second half of this thesis then focused on a number of crystals
with higher concentrations of magnetic ions. Chapters 6, 7, and 8 dealt with
dielectric WGM resonators intentionally doped with paramagnetic impurities, and
Chapter 9 dealt with a YIG crystal coupled to an external two post re-entrant
cavity.
Chapter 6 described a study of a ruby WGM resonator, highly doped with
Cr3+ ions. A spin-photon coupling strength of 580 MHz, representing 4.2% of the
resonance frequency of 13.9 GHz, was observed. This coupling strength exceeds by
more than an order of magnitude the 38 MHz normal mode splitting at 14.4 GHz
achieved by Schuster et al. [107] on a Cr3+ :Al2 O3 chip. High Q-factor WG modes
that tune at di↵erent rates were also observed to cross one another. Some of these
crossings exhibited strong coupling between photonic modes in a similar manner
to the strong coupling observed between WGM doublets in sapphire described in
Chapter 3.
Chapter 7 presented spectroscopic measurements of a number of YSO crystals
with varying orientations and concentrations of Er3+ and Eu3+ at millikelvin temperatures. Impurity ions with zero-field splitting over 10 GHz were observed, common
to both Er3+ and Eu3+ doped YSO but not present in the undoped sample of YSO.
Due to a sufficient concentration of impurities, the ensemble exhibited strong coupling to WG modes at low magnetic field. The coupling strength is approximately
3.3 MHz, overcoming a typical spin linewidth of 1-2 MHz, which exceeds decay rates
of superconducting (SC) quantum circuits. These ionic impurities are proposed to
potentially be Ni and Cr. A spectroscopic map demonstrates Zero Field Splittings
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(ZFS) attributed to Ni and Cr estimated to be present at the level of 20-200 ppb.
In addition, the measured g-factors reveal a strong anisotropy of these ions which
is typical for an axial crystal such as YSO. In YSO, strong coupling of iron group
ion impurities with a zero field splitting of 18.4 GHz was demonstrated. These large
ZFSs enable easier integration of crystals with superconducting qubits at a lower
magnetic field. This experiment paves the way towards the use of iron group impurity doped laser crystals for application to quantum memories and other quantum
information processing. Future work may involve intentionally doping YSO crystals with nickel and chromium to confirm that these are indeed the ions present.
YSO doped with this impurity could be used in conjunction with a SC cavity to
investigate spin-echo type experiments.
In Chapter 8, spectroscopy was performed using WGM in a YAG resonator
doped with Er3+ . Two key phenomena were observed: strong coupling between
Er3+ ions and whispering gallery post modes, and an asymmetry of WGMs under an
applied magnetic field, implying a form of remnant magnetisation which manifested
as a hysteresis. The cavity was measured at a number of temperatures between
20 and 900 mK, suggesting a phase change between 191 mK and 445 mK with no
hysteresis at these higher temperatures. This can be explained by the fact at lower
temperatures, average coupling between dilute impurity spins exceeds that of the
thermal phonon energy leading to long range order. This order creates a remnant
magnetisation which leads to a dependence of WGM doublets on the measurement
history. This behaviour is similar to the phenomenon of dilute ferromagnetism
studied in semiconductors with iron group ion impurities. This result represents the
first observation of such a phenomenon with a rare-earth spin ensemble.
Chapter 9 demonstrated strong coupling with a normal mode splitting of 2 GHz
and a high cooperativity of 105 between a photonic mode and a magnon mode. This
was possible by placing a sub-mm YIG sphere between the two post of a doublepost re-entrant cavity. The novel cavity design allowed the magnetic filling factor
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within the small spherical sample to be much larger than possible using standard
cavity techniques. The same cavity also allowed much lower cavity eigenfrequencies
to be achieved when compared to the resonant frequencies of the sample itself. The
unique properties of the cavity allow better utilisation of the high spin density in
the YIG crystal for cavity QED experiments.
The results of Chapter 9 are the first published results utilising this new design
of double-post re-entrant cavity, which is a very promising architecture for a number
applications where field focusing may be required. The cavity has the potential to be
used in a number of quantum experiments such as measurements of diamond with
nitrogen-vacancy (NV) defects. The relatively homogeneous field of the double-post
cavity can be considered an advantage when compared to the relatively inhomogeneous field of superconducting resonators. Additionally, single post cavities can be
used for coupling to crystals with high permittivity such as strontium titanate which
varies from ⇠ 300 at room temperature to ⇠ 20, 000 at 4 K [186].
The WGM spectroscopy technique presented in this thesis is easily applicable
to any number of cylindrically shaped dielectric microwave resonators, with the
principal advantage of the technique being the relatively high filling factor and
high Q-factor achievable. It is anticipated that this technique will find increasingly
common application in the field of cavity and circuit QED, which have great interest
in spin ensembles in crystal hosts.
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A

Publication preceding this thesis

I have included this journal article, it describes an experiment conducted with two
bulk sapphire Whispering Gallery Mode (WGM) resonators, C1 and C2. The two
were constructed in an identical manner from HEMEX grade sapphire, C2 was
annealed in an oxygen rich atmosphere that increased the Fe3+ concentration, and
it was the same sapphire crystal used in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. This publication is
included here to give a background to those chapters.
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The development of a new era of quantum devices requires an understanding of how paramagnetic dopants or
impurity spins behave in crystal hosts. Here, we describe a spectroscopic technique which uses traditional electron
spin resonance (ESR) combined with the measurement of a large population of electromagnetic whispering gallery
modes. This allows the characterization of the physical parameters of paramagnetic impurity ions in the crystal at
low temperatures. We present measurements of two ultrahigh-purity sapphires cooled to 20 mK in temperature,
and determine the concentration of Fe3+ ions and their frequency sensitivity to a dc magnetic field. Our method
is different from ESR in that it is possible to track the resonant frequency of the ion from zero applied magnetic
field to any arbitrary value, allowing excellent measurement precision. This high precision reveals anisotropic
behavior of the Zeeman splitting. In both crystals, each Zeeman component demonstrates a different g factor.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.87.094412

PACS number(s): 76.30.−v, 71.70.Ej

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the development of the first whispering gallery (WG)
maser oscillator based on Fe3+ ions in sapphire, the system
has been the focus of research at several institutions.1–9
However, the physical parameters of these paramagnetic ions
in sapphire have never been characterized with sufficient
accuracy. Several experiments have attempted to measure the
spin-spin relaxation time, or the number of ions involved in
the maser process, but have given results which contradict the
values given by the manufacturer of the crystals, or those found
in the literature.10–13 This difference is essentially due to the
method used to interact with the ions in sapphire, namely, the
excitation of high-Q whispering gallery modes at frequencies
coincident with the electron spin resonance (ESR) frequency
of the ion. The spatial distribution of these modes acts as a
filter, selecting only the population of ions which fall inside
its field pattern. Furthermore, the inhomogeneous broadening
of the ions’ ESR bandwidth makes the characterization of
their physical parameters difficult. Until now, the values in
the literature have not been confirmed by another method.5,14
The present work describes a technique for measuring these
parameters, which in principle is valid at any temperature.
In our work, crystals are cooled to near 20 mK in a dilution
refrigerator, and all WG modes within a few gigahertz of the
ESR frequency of Fe3+ in sapphire (12.04 GHz) are identified.
Then, a magnetic field is applied parallel to the cylindrical
z axis of the crystal, and swept in value. At each value of
magnetic field, the reflection and transmission coefficients of
the WG mode population are measured. Characterization of
the frequency and quality factor of the modes allows the ESR
bandwidth and the concentration of the ions to be determined
accurately enough to confirm the work published previously.
This step is very important for such a system, because it is
an excellent candidate for use in a host of quantum devices,
with sapphire typically containing many species of residual
paramagnetic spins compared to the current engineered quan1098-0121/2013/87(9)/094412(9)
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tum systems. Due to the inhomogeneous broadening effect,
different spin packets are dispersed to different frequencies.
It has been shown that these may act independently, with a
coupling between the spin packets governed by the hyperfine
interaction with the aluminum in the sapphire lattice.8 These
‘self’-interactions have also been observed to exhibit nonlinear
behavior. In combination with the high Q factors of the
WG modes, this makes sapphire an attractive material for
future quantum devices.15–17 It is therefore important to fully
characterize the physical parameters of any ion defect centers
in the crystals.

II. ION DESCRIPTION

The fundamental energy levels of the Fe3+ ion in sapphire
are defined by the zero-field splitting parameter 6S in the
spin Hamiltonian.12,13,18,19 Three levels exist at zero applied
magnetic field, with the dependence of these levels on a dc
magnetic field described by the following Hamiltonian:
!
"
H = gµB BS + D S2z − 13 S(S + 1)
"
!
+ 16 a S4ξ + S4η + S4ζ − 15 [S(S + 1)(3S 2 + 3S − 1)]
!
1
+ 180
F 35S4z − 30S(S + 1)S2z + 25S2z − 6S(S + 1)
"
+3S 2 (S + 1)2 ,
(1)
where g ≈ 2 is the Landé g factor, µB = 9.274 × 10−24 J T−1
is the Bohr magneton, B is the dc magnetic field strength,
and S is the electron spin angular momentum of the ion.
The Hamiltonian parameters are summarized in Table I. These
parameters were measured at 4.2 K during the 1960s and vary
from crystal to crystal due to different spatial distributions and
concentrations of ions in the lattice, and crystal dislocations
and variations in the symmetry of the crystalline field. Here,
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TABLE I. Hamiltonian parameters for Fe3+ in sapphire, given
by Kornienko and Prokhorov (Ref. 13) and Symmons and Bogle
(Ref. 12) at 4.2 K in units of 10−4 cm−1 .

D
|a|
a−F

Symmons and Bogle

Kornienko and Prokhorov

1719.2 ± 1
229.4 ± 1
351.5 ± 1

1838.5 ± 0.6
253.5 ± 1.3
362.7 ± 2
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our calculations use the parameters given by Kornienko and
Prokhorov13 as they give results close to those measured in our
crystals. The Hamiltonian parameters have not been calculated
for extremely low temperatures, near 20 mK. Nevertheless, we
assume in our calculations that they do not change significantly
from their values near 4 K, especially the g factor, transition
frequencies, and sensitivity to the dc magnetic field.
Zeeman splitting occurs in the presence of a dc magnetic
field, with each energy level split into two sublevels as shown
in Fig. 1. Each sublevel has a sensitivity different from the
others, and crossing of sublevels occurs at large values of the
magnetic field. Allowed transitions between sublevels follow
the selection rule $m = ±1. At zero magnetic field the ions
occupying the first energy level will split into two distinct
components; one which we denote ESRlow corresponding
to the transition |+1/2⟩ → |+3/2⟩ , where the frequency or
energy difference decreases when B increases, and the other
which we denote ESRhigh . This corresponds to the transition
|−1/2⟩ → |−3/2⟩ where the frequency or energy difference
increases with B.
In this work, we examine the transition between the lowest
energy levels. The choice of these transitions is justified by
the setup conditions (Sec. III), and because nonlinear behavior
has previously been observed at their frequencies. The energy
difference is expressed for the two transitions as a function
of the dc magnetic field strength B (expressed in teslas) as

0

16

10000

Field (Gauss)

FIG. 1. (Color online) Zeeman splitting of the ESR energy levels
of Fe3+ in sapphire in the presence of a dc magnetic field. The
presence of the sapphire cubic field, represented by the a term in
the Hamiltonian, creates a small admixing between the |±5/2⟩ and
|∓1/2⟩ states (ϵ ≃ 0.03) (Ref. 12).
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FIG. 2. Evolution of the frequency of the transition between
Zeeman levels with B.

follows:
$E|±1/2⟩ →|±3/2⟩ (B) = ±B − D + 32 (a − F )
#
+ 16 [9B + 18D + (a − F )]2 + 80a 2
(2)
and the corresponding transition frequencies are expressed as
gµB
(3)
$E|±1/2⟩ →|±3/2⟩ .
νhigh/low =
h
The predicted evolution of the transition frequency between
the states is shown in Fig. 2.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The crystals used are a cylindrical HEMEX-grade sapphire
from Crystal Systems (Salem, MA), 5 cm diameter × 3 cm
height, and containing 1–3 parts per million (ppm) of Fe2+
and Fe3+ impurity ions.20–22 In the present work, we present
results using two crystals, denoted C1 and C2, in which the
Fe3+ concentration is measured to be 10 and 100 parts per
billion (ppb), respectively.5,7 The crystals are cut such that the
c axis of the sapphire lattice is parallel to the cylindrical z axis.
To attain the highest Q factor at low temperature, the crystal is
ordinarily mounted in the center of a cylindrical silver-plated
copper cavity. Energy is coupled to the resonator through
two straight antennas, placed 180◦ from each other, entering
through the top of the cavity and oriented parallel to the z axis.
The energy is stored in the crystal in high-azimuthal-order
whispering gallery modes where the H⃗ field is predominantly
oriented perpendicular to the z axis. The crystal was cooled
using a dilution refrigerator (DR), with a cooling power
of 1 W at the 4 K stage, and ∼300 µW at 100 mK. A
superconducting 5 T magnet was mounted to the 4 K stage
of the DR such that samples connected to the mixing chamber
plate (∼20 mK) could be placed in the bore of the magnet.
A sapphire was mounted in the center of the magnet coil,
with the walls of a radiation shield used to confine the energy
of the WG modes rather than the usual cavity, which was
too large to fit into the bore of the magnet. As a result, the
Q factors of the modes were strongly degraded and reached
values around 106 instead of 108 to 109 which is typical
with a high-quality cavity. Measurements of the WG modes
were performed using a network analyzer with an excitation
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Rohde & Schwarz ZVB20
Vector network analyzer

0.046
0.044

Transmission (S21)

power of –40 dBm at the input of the probe antennas. This
power was low enough to allow measurements to be made
without perturbing the temperature of the system. At higher
power levels, the temperature of the sapphire rises quickly to
∼250 mK with an associated frequency shift. Using low levels
of applied power also allowed the observation of absorption
effects due to the presence of paramagnetic impurity ions,
and allowed complex thermal bistability effects to be avoided,
which have been observed in such a system in the past.23
When the input power level is extremely low, all the energy
inside the crystal is absorbed, making the ESR variations
with the application of a magnetic field easy to observe. For
higher power measurements, the temperature was controlled
at 400 mK.
As described earlier, the transitions of interest were
|±1/2⟩ → |±3/2⟩ . The choice of characterizing these transitions only was due to several experimental limitations. The
network analyzer used for the experiment was limited to
measurements below 20 GHz, and in addition, the microwave
transmission lines installed in the dilution refrigerator presented very high loss above 18 GHz due to their connector
type. The cables were connected via feedthroughs between
each temperature stage of the DR, with attenuators connected
at each feedthrough to allow full thermalization of the cables
and reduce temperature gradients in the system. The crystals
were characterized up to a magnetic field of 600 G, which
corresponds to a frequency interval of 10–14 GHz for the ESR
of Fe3+ . At higher magnetic field, more careful measurement
must be made because of the complexity of the Zeeman
spectra. The energy levels of different ions cross each other and
it becomes difficult to identify them clearly without following
the 19 GHz line upwards from 0 G. If we take into account
the ESR of other ions present in the sapphire, such as Cr3+ ,
Mn4+ , and V2+ ,24,25 the system quickly becomes very complex
to study, even if the concentration of these ions is very low.
The magnetic field value was set manually through a magnet
controller with a ramp time of about 1 min between field values.
After the set value was reached and the persistent current
switch of the magnet closed, measurements were performed
only after the temperature of the system had stabilized at the
base temperature of ∼20 mK. A schematic of the experimental
apparatus is shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Example traces of a WG mode showing
the transmission S parameter for zero applied dc magnetic field,
and for a 32 G applied field. The WG modes are degenerate and
show generally a double resonance due to cavity imperfections and
alignments.

IV. MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY

The characterization of the ions in our crystals is based
on measurements of the ac susceptibility of the WG modes
around the Fe3+ ESR frequency when a dc magnetic field
is applied parallel to the c axis. The S parameters of the WG
modes between 10 and 14 GHz are measured; they act as filters
sharply defined in frequency that allow the frequency of the
ESR to be determined as the applied magnetic field is changed.
When the frequency of the ESR is far from a WG mode, no
change is observed. When the ESR frequency is coincident
with a WG mode frequency, the S parameters will decrease in
amplitude, the frequency of the mode shifts, and the Q factor
of the mode is significantly degraded. This process is fully
described in Sec. IV A and is related to the ac susceptibility of
the ions.
The line shapes of the WG mode resonances are modeled
with a Fano resonance fit. The equation of the fit is shown
in Fig. 4, and allows the mode frequency and Q to be
computed. From the results obtained, the ac susceptibility
is calculated, and the physical parameters of the ions are
determined.

IPS 120−10

A. ac magnetic susceptibility

The magnetic susceptibility of the ions in sapphire is
described by the following general equation:

50 K stage

χ (ν) = χ ′ (ν) + iχ ′′ (ν).

Current
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−

Set point

Set to 0

20 mK
FIG. 3. Schematic of the experimental setup.

(4)

We assume here that the ESR is homogeneously broadened,
and the resonance line shapes are Lorentzian. As will be
demonstrated in Sec. IV E, the ions are in fact inhomogeneously broadened at zero applied magnetic field. Here, we
assume them to behave homogeneously when the Zeeman
components of the ESR are split with the application of a
magnetic field and are far away from each other in frequency.
The analytical equation for the ac magnetic susceptibility is
094412-3
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Real and imaginary parts of the magnetic
susceptibility as a function of magnetic field strength for one peak of
the WG mode doublet at 12.390 GHz.

to the lower frequencies, and νhigh which shifts higher in
frequency toward 12.390 GHz—the frequency of the WG
mode considered here. The frequency of the mode, νWG , will
increase as νhigh approaches it, until it reaches a maximum
and decreases to return to the initial value, at which point
νhigh = νWG . When the magnetic field is further increased,
νhigh continues to increase and the frequency of the WG mode
decreases to a minimum before returning to its initial value.
The Q factor of the mode stays constant while νhigh ≪ νWG ,
but as it becomes close, the losses due to the presence of
the ions increases and the Q factor of the modes decreases.
When νhigh ≫ νWG , the Q factor then increases to reach its
initial value. The characterization of all WG modes between
10 and 14 GHz allowed the measurement of the frequency
dependence of each Zeeman component. Figure 6 shows the
evolution of the ESR frequency with magnetic field strength.
The center frequency is defined as that where the real part
of the susceptibility of the mode crosses zero, or when the
imaginary part reaches its minimum.

given by Kramers-Krönig relationships:
χ ′ (ν) =
χ ′′ (ν) =

(2π τ2 )2 νij χ0 (ν − νij )
,
1 + (2π τ2 )2 (ν − νij )2 + 14 τ1 τ2 (γ H )2 σij2
−2π τ2 νij χ0
,
1 + (2π τ2 )2 (ν − νij )2 + 14 τ1 τ2 (γ H )2 σij2

B. ESR frequency and sensitivity to dc magnetic field

(5)

where τ1 and τ2 are the spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation
times of the transition ij , respectively, σij2 = 2 for the transitions at 12 GHz, the term 14 τ1 τ2 (γ H )2 σij2 ≪ 1, and the dc
magnetic susceptibility is χ0 . The real and imaginary parts of
the magnetic susceptibility are related to the frequency shift
and Q factor of the modes as follows:
νWG (B = 0) − νWG (B)
1
= − ηχ ′ ,
νB
2
1
1
− WG
= ηχ ′′ ,
QWG
QL (B = 0)
L (B)

(6)

are the frequency and loaded Q factor
where νWG and QWG
L
of the WG mode. As an example of the fit Fig. 5 shows
the real and imaginary parts of the magnetic susceptibility
of one mode at νWG = 12.390 GHz. At low magnetic fields,
the Fe3+ ESR is centered around a single frequency. When
the magnetic field increases, the ESR splits into two Zeeman
components with two resonant frequencies: νlow , which shifts

As described earlier, the ac susceptibility allows the
frequency of the Fe3+ ESR to be determined when subjected
to an applied dc magnetic field. By following the shift of the
Zeeman components, it is possible to obtain their frequency
sensitivity Shigh/low to the magnetic field, as shown by Fig. 6.
The theoretical value is about 2.8 MHz/G, assuming isotropic
Zeeman splitting. However, the results of the fit show that this
sensitivity is also dependent on the concentration of Fe3+ ions
in the sapphire. Indeed, for both crystals Shigh is found to be
higher than Slow , and the sensitivity of the sapphire C2 is higher
than for the second crystal, C1. The theoretical prediction of
2.8 MHz/G is obtained from the first-order approximation of
Eqs. (2) and (3) by using the parameters shown in Table I.
In the past the characterization of the paramagnetic ion was
performed with the traditional ESR method where a microwave
signal is applied to the crystal in a microwave cavity at a fixed
frequency near the ESR of the ion, and then a dc magnetic
field is applied to the cold system. The measurement of the
frequency shift allows the calculation of the real part of the
ac susceptibility and then the estimation of the Hamiltonian
parameters and sensitivities. In our case, we map out the path
of the ESR frequency from zero field to the desired value
of the magnetic field, giving a more accurate estimation of
the Zeeman components’ frequency sensitivities. Our results

FIG. 6. (Color online) Frequency sensitivity to a dc magnetic field for two sapphires at 20 mK. Only the points for a magnetic field higher
than 20 G are considered because of the complexity of the ion behavior (cf. Sec. IV E).
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TABLE II. Measured g factor for a variety of impurity ions and
host materials.
Material

FIG. 7. (Color online) ESR Zeeman component sensitivities as a
function of frequency.

reveal the anisotropic nature of these components, and we later
give an estimation of the g factor based on these results.
The frequencies as a function of dc magnetic field are given
in Fig. 6. The fit shows that the zero-field ESR frequency is
different for the upper and lower Zeeman components, which
is consistent across both crystals. The crystal C2 has an ion
concentration ten times that of C1, and it has been shown in
previous publications5,8 how the greater concentration of ions
revealed very complex behaviours. In the present case, the
susceptibility obtained for low magnetic field (B 6 20 G) does
not follow a Lorentzian shape and is not symmetric around
the mode frequency, making the fit invalid and estimation of the
correct resonance frequency difficult. As a first estimation, the
central frequency is situated in the range 12.028–12.050 GHz.
We expect that the two plus and minus spin packets do not
perfectly overlap at zero magnetic field and form a large
ESR. The different sensitivities are shown in Fig. 7 where the
measured values are compared to the parameters in Table I. The
sensitivities are presented as a function of the ESR frequencies
at zero field. It is clear that for both crystals the sensitivity of
the ESRhigh is higher than the sensitivity of the ESRlow . Also,
the sensitivity of the crystal with a higher ion concentration
is greater than that for the lower-concentration crystal.

Ion
3+

Al2 O3

Fe

Al2 O3

Mo3+

Al2 O3

Cr3+
(Ruby)
Fe3+
V4+

TiO2
TiO2
Emerald

Cr3+

g factor

Reference

2.0026 ± 0.0005
2.0034 ± 0.0003
1.98 ± 0.01 (⊥)
1.968 ± 0.001 (∥)
1.9867 ± 0.0006 (⊥)
1.9840 ± 0.0006 (∥)
2.000 ± 0.005
gx = 1.914
gy = 1.912
gz = 1.956
1.97 ± 0.01 (⊥)
1.973 ± 0.002 (∥)

12
13
34
35
36
37

38

expected to be isotropic for Fe3+ in sapphire in the direction
perpendicular to the crystal c axis. In the present work, the
g factor is obtained from a one-parameter linear fit of the
data points shown in Fig. 6. Figure 8 shows the g factor as a
function of the resonance frequency. For the two crystals, g is
smaller for the upper Zeeman component than for the lower
component. The values are far from those already estimated in
the past. However, the mean value of g is close to that obtained
by Symmons and Bogle12 and Kornienko and Prokhorov.13 In
addition, it appears that the g factor is dependent on the ion
concentration. Where the concentration is higher, the g factor
is closer to 2.003 for both Zeeman components. The g factor is
also affected by an important parameter of the crystal, which
is the alignment of the cylindrical z axis with the crystal lattice

C. Determination of the g factor

The measurement of g is well known, and different techniques have been employed in the past for that purpose. A oneelectron quantum cyclotron measurement is the most accurate,
with a precision exceeding one part per trillion measuring
g/2 = 1.001 159 652 180 85(76).26,27 The determination of g
has been achieved in numerous materials, such GaAs, CdTe,
InP, and graphite, and with various techniques.28–33 In Al2 O3
crystals, electron spin resonance measurements have allowed
the calculation of this factor for different ions in the microwave
range. These measurements are summarized in Table II. Other
measurements of energy spectra in the optical and millimeter
wave regimes have allowed the determination of this factor
with great accuracy. For the Fe3+ ion in sapphire, the g-factor
determination is a poorly represented measurement in the
literature.39
Kornienko and Prokhorov13 and Symmons and Bogle12
have estimated this parameter and claimed that g is independent of temperature, while they found the other Hamiltonian parameters to be temperature dependent. This is in
contradiction to other materials and ions where the g factor is
ordinarily temperature dependent;30,33 thus we expect that the
earlier measurements were not achieved with enough accuracy
to reveal temperature-induced variations. In addition, g is

FIG. 8. (Color online) Landé g factor vs frequency as measured
in this work in two sapphires, C1 and C2, as well as the values
measured by other authors. The g factor is extracted from the fit of
the WG modes’ frequency sensitivity to a dc magnetic field as one
parameter.
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c axis. HEMEX-grade crystals show a tolerance of 1◦ that
affects the g factor by $g = 0.000 15, which can be added to
the fit tolerance quadratically.
D. Magnetic losses due to ions

The WG modes of the resonator are characterized by the Q
factor given by Eq. (7).40–42 The loaded Q factor of the mode
(QWG
L ) is related to the unloaded Q factor (Q0 ), which is a
function of the external losses (Qe ) and the losses due to the
presence of magnetic ions (Qm ):
1
1
1
1
=
−
+
.
WG
Q
Q
Q
QL
0
e
m

(7)

The magnetic quality factor Qm is related to the magnetic
losses in the resonator, and can be determined from the
with the application of a magnetic
decreasing value of QWG
L
field. When the frequency of the ESR does not match the
mode frequency, then the magnetic losses are negligible
(Q−1
m → 0). However, when the ESR frequency is tuned equal
to the WG mode frequency, this magnetic loss mechanism
becomes important and the Q factor of the mode can be loaded
significantly:
1
1
1
−
.
= WG
Qm
QL (νESR ̸= νWG ) QWG
(ν
= νWG )
ESR
L

(8)

1
= η tan(δm ).
Qm

(9)

The magnetic Q factor is related to the magnetic loss tangent
tan(δm ) as follows:

The tan(δm ), or magnetic loss tangent, is shown in Fig. 9 as a
function of frequency at a temperature of 20 mK. The losses
due to the presence of the Fe3+ ions are similar for both Zeeman
components, and stay relatively constant around 2 × 10−5 .
E. Inhomogeneous broadening effect

At zero applied dc magnetic field, the line-shape broadening
of the Fe3+ ESR is not well known. Previous work has shown
that the ions are inhomogeneously broadened, which has
resulted in the observation of a number of nonlinear effects
such as bimodal maser operation,4 four-wave mixing,8 the
generation of combs and third harmonics,9 and a gyrotropic
effect.6 The interactions in the resonator occur between the
ions and WG modes, and the spatial and frequency distributions of both are fundamental in the nonlinear processes. The
ions behave like a number of spin packets with different ESR

frequencies which overlap to sum to a single broad resonance.
The greater the homogeneous broadening of the ions, the
narrower the total ESR bandwidth. Thus, it is possible to find
some spin packets in the crystal having the same configuration
of frequency and linewidth, but located at different sites, which
makes interaction possible with few of them. In Sec. IV B the
frequency sensitivity of the WG modes to a dc magnetic field
is developed. However, at small magnetic field no description
is presented. The results of the fit shown in Fig. 6 show a
crossing between the two lines away from 0 G, indicating a
shift in the central frequency. For the two crystals the shift is
3.7 G, equivalent to a 10 MHz shift in the central frequency
under an active internal magnetic field.
V. ION CONCENTRATION AND SPIN-SPIN
RELAXATION TIME

The crystals characterized in the present work are HEMEXgrade (grown using the heat exchange method) single-crystal
α-Al2 O3 . They contain extremely small trace concentrations
of paramagnetic impurities due to the manufacturing process,
such as Cr3+ , Mo3+ , Ti3+ and Ti4+ , V+ , Mn2+ , Mn3+ , and
Mn4+ , and Fe+ , Fe2+ , and Fe3+ . The concentration of each
ion is approximately 1–2 ppm. It has been shown previously
through measurements of the ac magnetic susceptibility via
WG modes that the effective concentration of the ion of interest
(Fe3+ ) is about 10 ppb. It has been shown that mass conversion
of Fe2+ ions into Fe3+ can be achieved by annealing the
crystal in air, with the Fe3+ concentration increasing by a
factor of 10 in crystal C2 relative to C1. In parallel to these
results it has been shown that the spin-spin relaxation time,
related to interactions between nearby spins in the sapphire
lattice, is about 2 ns—a value smaller than that found in
the literature of ∼10 ns at 4.2 K. This relaxation time is
related to the ESR linewidth, which is ∼27 MHz at 4.2 K.
Shorter spin-spin relaxation times correspond to increased
inhomogeneous broadening of the ESR linewidth. In this
section, we characterize this parameter for our crystals as a
function of the applied magnetic field. The ion concentration
and spin-spin relaxation time can be estimated for each crystal
from the ac magnetic susceptibility defined by Eq. (5). The
concentration is extracted from the dc part of the magnetic
susceptibility as follows:
χ0 =

(gµB )2 µ0
$Nij σij2 ,
2hνij

(10)

where $Nij is the population difference between levels i
and j , which is determined by a Boltzmann distribution. By
considering Nij , the total population of the transition between
i and j , we find
$
%
gµB Bij
$Nij = tanh
(11)
Nij .
kB T
It is possible to link the frequency ν to the corresponding
magnetic field by a first-order approximation of Eq. (3) in the
limit B < 3000 G:

FIG. 9. (Color online) Magnetic losses due to Fe3+ as a function
of frequency. For reasons of clarity, only the most relevant results of
crystal C1 are presented.

ν ≡ νB=0 ± S × B,
νij ≡ νB=0 ± S × Bij .

(12)
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and
(a)

b=

(b)

(c)

FIG. 10. (Color online) Ion concentration. (a) shows η × N in
units of ion/m3 , (b) shows the concentration in ppb, and (c) shows
the total concentration calculated for all the modes. Only the results
for the crystal C2 are shown for clarity.

Substituting $Nij into the Kramers-Krönig relationships
gives
χ ′ (B) =

a 2 × b × S(B − Bij )
,
1 + (a × S)2 (B − Bij )2

χ ′′ (B) = −

a×b
,
1 + (a × S)2 (B − Bij )2

(13)

where
a = 2π τ2

(14)

&
'
h
(gµB )2
µ0 σij2 Nij tanh
(νB=0 − SBij ) . (15)
2h
2kB T

Note that the parameter a defines the spin-spin relaxation time.
From Eq. (6) it is essential to determine the correct filling factor
for each WG mode to extract the concentration. Due to the
number of modes used in the fit it is necessary to determine the
filling factors using a rigorous electomagnetic simulation of
the whispering gallery modes.43 Because the density of modes
is high and the simulation process lengthy, the determination
of the correct modes is often difficult. As a result, we extract
the product ηN from the real part of the ac susceptibility, then
normalize the product to the highest value obtained from the
fit. The result of the fit which gives ηN is shown in Fig. 10.
The error bars in the figure are statistical errors from the fit
results. They are due to the number of points around the mode
frequency and to the method of interaction with the mode. The
spatial distribution of some WG modes does not encompass
a large enough quantity of ions which makes the detection
of the ESR frequency difficult. Nonetheless, the results give
a good approximation to the value of η with the assumption
that a similar number of ions interact with all WG modes. The
filling factors extracted are then used in the imaginary part of
the ac susceptibility χ ′′ to compute the corrected N and τ2 .
The WG modes whose Q factor degraded by 10% or greater
when the ESR frequency was coincident with the WG mode
frequency were selected in the fit (Fig. 10). For the crystal
C1, the concentration is in the range of 10–40 ppb, and for
C2 it is in the range 100–300 ppb. The total concentration
should be the same for both Zeeman components, as the only
difference is the number of ions affecting each mode. Therefore
the number of ions is fixed by the WG mode volumes. For
example, the mode at 12.04 GHz encloses a volume of about
11.7 × 10−6 m3 , which contains a population of of 5.6 × 1015
ions for the crystal C1, and 5.4 × 1016 ions for the crystal
C2. Figure 10 shows the estimated concentrations for the two
crystals.
The spin-spin relaxation time is deduced from the fit in
the same way, and the results are summarized in Table III.
A comparison between the real and imaginary parts of the
ac magnetic susceptibility is made. The results are similar to

TABLE III. Evaluation of the spin-spin relaxation time τ2 . The evaluations for χ ′′ were made taking in account the filling factor η. For
comparison, the values given by Bogle and Symmons (Ref. 12) and Kornienko and Prokhorov (Ref. 13) are given.
C1

χ ′ fit
χ ′′ fit

ESRlow
ESRhigh
ESR
ESRlow
ESRhigh
ESR

Bogle and Symmons
Kornienko and Prokhorov

$τ2 (ns)

τ2 (ns)

$τ2 (ns)

9.6
4.1
6.9
8.1
14.8
10.6
τ2 (ns)
11.8
11.8

3.6
2.7
4.2
3.5
9.5
7.0
$τ2 (ns)
2.2
2.4

12.8
7.5
11.0
11.9
11.0
11.4

2.1
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C2

τ2 (ns)

3.2
4.8
3.4
3.7
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VI. CONCLUSION

FIG. 11. (Color online) Spin-spin relaxation time τ2 as a function
of frequency. The corresponding ESR bandwidth is also shown.

each other and are in close agreement with values found in the
literature.
Another way of determining τ2 is via the width of the
resonance defined by Eq. (16):
$ν =

1
.
π τ2

(16)

The bandwidth of each Zeeman component and the spin-spin
relaxation time of the ions are shown in Fig. 11. It is clear that
the value of 30 MHz is very close to the one published by Bogle
and Symmons, and Kornienko and Prokhorov (see Table III).
However, some work has shown that the ESR bandwidth is
concentration dependent and cannot be accurately measured
when the crystal is highly doped (N ≫ 1 ppm).19
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High Q-factor sapphire whispering gallery mode microwave resonator
at single photon energies and millikelvin temperatures
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!Received 31 March 2011; accepted 10 May 2011; published online 3 June 2011"
The microwave properties of a crystalline sapphire dielectric whispering gallery mode resonator
have been measured at very low excitation strength !E / !" # 1" and low temperatures !T
# 30 mK". The measurements were sensitive enough to observe saturation due to a highly detuned
electron spin resonance, which limited the loss tangent of the material to about 2 # 10−8 measured
at 13.868 and 13.259 GHz. Small power dependent frequency shifts were also measured which
correspond to an added magnetic susceptibility of order 10−9. This work shows that quantum limited
microwave resonators with Q-factors $108 are possible with the implementation of a sapphire
whispering gallery mode system. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. $doi:10.1063/1.3595942%
Single crystal sapphire resonators !%-Al2O3" are particularly useful in a range of precision microwave experiments
due to their extremely low dielectric loss tangent.1–11 Key to
the operation of cryogenic devices is the very high electronic
Q-factors of larger than 109 in whispering gallery !WG"
modes at liquid helium temperature, which operate typically
at input powers of order 1 mW or above. In fact, the bulk
electronic properties of sapphire have been characterized extensively over a wide range of temperatures from room to
superfluid liquid helium temperatures using the WG mode
technique.12–14 Recently, we extended these tests to temperatures as low as 25 mK, publishing the first observation of

A highest purity HEMEX-grade sapphire resonator
!grown by Crystal Systems using the Heat Exchange
Method", 5 cm diameter and 3 cm height was mounted in a
silver-plated copper cavity, and affixed to the mixing chamber of a dilution refrigerator and cooled to 25 mK. A network
analyzer, locked to a high stability quartz reference, was used
to generate a microwave signal, which was heavily attenuated, injected into the resonator, and amplified back to de17719,0,0
tectable levels. The Q-factor of the WG modes WGH
and WGH20,0,0 were measured at a range of temperatures and
input powers.
As shown in Fig. 1, 50 dB of attenuation was attached to
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Anomalously strong nonlinearity of unswept quartz acoustic cavities at
liquid helium temperatures
Maxim Goryachev, Warrick G. Farr, Eugene N. Ivanov, and Michael E. Tobar
ARC Centre of Excellence for Engineered Quantum Systems, University of Western Australia,
35 Stirling Highway, Crawley, Western Australia 6009, Australia

(Received 12 July 2013; accepted 16 August 2013; published online 4 September 2013)
We demonstrate a variety of nonlinear phenomena at extremely low powers in cryogenic acoustic
cavities fabricated from quartz material, which have not undergone any electrodiffusion processes.
Nonlinear phenomena observed include lineshape discontinuities, power response discontinuities,
quadrature oscillations, and self-induced transparency. These phenomena are attributed to nonlinear
dissipation through a large number of randomly distributed heavy trapped ions, which would
normally be removed by electrodiffusion. A simple mean-field model predicts most of the observed
phenomena. In contrast to Duffing-like systems, this system shows an unusual mechanism of
C 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.
nonlinearity, which is not related to crystal anharmonicity. V
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